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A. Demographic Data
Population

Figure A.1 SWWRPC 6 County – Total Population
180,000
175,000

Population

170,000
165,000
160,000
155,000
150,000
145,000
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1980
152,994

1990
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2016 ACS
estimate

2020 DOA 2030 DOA 2040 DOA
projection projection projection

Table A.1 SWWRPC 6 County – Total Population
1990
2000
2010
2016
2020
ACS
DOA
149,290 157,328 163,238 163,374
169,190
estimate
projectio
(3,704)
8,038
5,910
136
5,816
n
-2.4%
5.4%
3.8%
0.1%
3.6%
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2030
DOA
175,915
projectio
6,725
n
4.0%

2040
DOA
175,385
projectio
(530)
n
-0.3%

Age

Population

Figure A.2a SWWRPC 6 County – Age Groups
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Figure A.2b SWWRPC 6 County – Age Groups
Percent of total population
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0-4
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65+

Age
groups
0-4

Table A.2 SWWRPC 6 County – Age Groups
1990
2000
2010
2016
2020
ACS
DOA
10,721
9,170
10,266
8,980
9,820
estimate
projecti
(1,493)
(1,551)
1,096
(1,286)
840
on
-12.2%
-14.5%
12.0%
-12.5%
9.4%

1980
12,214

Change
% change

2030
DOA
10,075
projecti
255
on
2.6%

2040
DOA
9,860
projecti
(215)
on
-2.1%

5-19
Change
% change

40,490

35,308
(5,182)
-12.8%

36,432
1,124
3.2%

32,999
(3,433)
-9.4%

32,542
(457)
-1.4%

34,510
1,968
6.0%

34,825
315
0.9%

34,155
(670)
-1.9%

15-19
Change
% change

15,893

11,233
(4,660)
-29.3%

13,297
2,064
18.4%

12,052
(1,245)
-9.4%

11,593
(459)
-3.8%

12,075
482
4.2%

12,210
135
1.1%

12,100
(110)
-0.9%

20-64
Change
% change

79,141

80,246
1,105
1.4%

87,766
7,520
9.4%

94,325
6,559
7.5%

93,442
(883)
-0.9%

90,730
(2,712)
-2.9%

86,655
(4,075)
-4.5%

85,450
(1,205)
-1.4%

65+
Change
% change

21,149

23,015
1,866
8.8%

23,960
945
4.1%

25,648
1,688
7.0%

28,410
2,762
10.8%

34,130
5,720
20.1%

44,360
10,230
30.0%

45,920
1,560
3.5%

9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
-

31.0%
30.5%
30.0%
29.5%
29.0%
28.5%
28.0%
27.5%
27.0%
1980

1990

65+ living alone
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2000

2010

2016 ACS
estimate

65+ living alone as percent of all people 65+

Percent of people 65+

Number of people

Figure A.4a SWWRPC 6 County – People 65+
Years Old Living Alone

65+ living alone
Change
% change

Table A.4 SWWRPC 6 County – People 65+ Years Old Living Alone
1980
1990
2000
2010
6,275
7,034
7,233
7,492
759
199
259
12.1%
2.8%
3.6%

% of households that are a 65+ person
alone
%
65+ people living alone
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12.1%
29.7%

12.9%
30.6%

12.0%
30.2%

11.6%
29.2%

2016
ACS
8,076
estimate
584
7.8%
12.5%
28.4%

Households & Families

Figure A.5 SWWRPC 6 County – Total
Households
Number of households

80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
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10,000
1980

Total
household
Change
s% change
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1980
52,053

1990

2000

2010

2016 ACS 2020 DOA 2030 DOA 2040 DOA
estimate projection projection projection

Table A.5 SWWRPC 6 County – Total Households
1990
2000
2010
2016
2020
ACS
DOA
54,499
60,447
64,579
64,667
68,496
estimat
projecti
2,446
5,948
4,132
88
3,829
e
on
4.7%
10.9%
6.8%
0.1%
5.9%
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2030
DOA
72,455
projecti
3,959
on
5.8%

2040
DOA
73,340
projecti
885
on
1.2%

Percent of total families with children

Figure A.6 SWWRPC 6 County – Percent Families
with Children by Family Type
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
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Male householder

2000

2010

Female householder

2016 ACS estimate

Married couple

Table A.6a SWWRPC 5 County – Percent Families with Children by Family Type
1980
1990
2000
2010
Family households
38,934
39,182
41,646
42,950
With own children under 18
20,719
19,264
19,481
17,912
Married couple
34,708
33,855
34,739
34,677
With own children under 18
18,615
16,261
15,219
12,886
Male householder, no wife present
1,177
1,491
2,295
3,122
With own children under 18
384
714
1,367
1,862
Female householder, no husband present
3,049
3,836
4,612
5,151
With own children under 18
1,720
2,289
2,895
3,164

Table A.6b SWWRPC 5 County – Percent Families with Children by Family Type
1980
1990
2000
2010
All families
With own children under 18
Married couple
With own children under 18
Male householder, no wife present
With own children under 18
Female householder, no husband present
With own children under 18
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2016
ACS
42,128
estimate
17,190
34,549
12,247
2,667
1,706
4,912
3,237

53.2%

49.2%

46.8%

41.7%

2016
ACS
estimate
40.8%

89.8%

84.4%

78.1%

71.9%

71.2%

1.9%

3.7%

7.0%

10.4%

9.9%

8.2%

11.7%

14.6%

17.3%

18.3%

25,000

30.0%
29.5%
29.0%
28.5%
28.0%
27.5%
27.0%
26.5%
26.0%
25.5%
25.0%

Households

20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
1980

1990

2000

Households

2010

2016 ACS
estimate

Percent of total households

Table A.7 SWWRPC 5 County – People 65+ Years Old Living Alone
1980
1990
2000
2010
Households with 1+ person over 65
14,547
15,787
16,255
17,638
Change
1,240
468
1,383
% change
8.5%
3.0%
8.5%
% Households with 1+ person over 65
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Percent of total households

Figure A.7 SWWRPC 6 County – People 65+
Years Old Living Alone

27.9%
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29.0%

26.9%

27.3%

2016 ACS
estimate
19,239
1,601
9.1%
29.8%

Figure A.4b SWWRPC 5 County – People 65+
Years Old Living Alone
9,000

13.5%
13.0%

Number of people

7,000
6,000

12.5%

5,000
12.0%
4,000
3,000

11.5%

2,000
11.0%
1,000
-

10.5%
1980

1990

65+ living alone
1

1
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2000

2010

2016 ACS
estimate

65+ living alone as percent of households

Percent of total households

8,000

Race

Figure A.8 SWWRPC 6 County –
Population by Race
1980

White alone

1990

Black or African American
alone

2000

American Indian or Alaska
Native alone

2010

Asian alone
2016 ACS estimate
95% 96% 97% 98% 99% 100%

Native Hawaiian/other
Pacific Islander alone

Table 8 SWWRPC 6 County – Population by Race
Race
1980
1990
2000
White alone
152,248
148,315
154,618
Black or African American alone
166
182
660
American Indian or Alaska Native alone
157
229
260
Asian alone
235
417
524
Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander
10
17
20
alone
Some other race alone
178
132
320
Two or more races
924
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2010
158,287
1,232
337
855
28
1,271
1,228

2016 ACS
estimate
158,021
1,486
447
891
68
866
1,595

4,000

2.50%

3,500

2.00%

Population

3,000
2,500

1.50%

2,000
1.00%

1,500
1,000

0.50%

500
-

0.00%
1980

1990
Population

Hispanic (any race)
Change
% change

2000

2010

2016 ACS
estimate

Population as percent

Table A.9a SWWRPC 6 County – Hispanic Population
1980
1990
2000
459
490
1,070
31
580
6.8%
118.4%

Table A.9b SWWRPC 6 County – Hispanic Population
1980
1990
2000
Hispanic (any race) - percent of total
0.30%
0.33%
0.68%
pop.
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Percent of total population

Figure A.9 SWWRPC 6 County –
Hispanic Population
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2010
3,050
1,980
185.0%

2016 ACS
estimate
3,434
384
12.6%

2010
1.87%

2016 ACS
estimate
2.10%

Educational Attainment

Figure A.10a SWWRPC 6 County – Educational
Attainment
1990 Census estimate
Less than 9th grade
9th to 12th grade, no diploma

2000 Census estimate

High school diploma or equivalent
Some college, no degree
2010 ACS estimate

Associates degree
Bachelors degree
Graduate or professional degree

2016 ACS estimate
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure A.10b SWWRPC 6 County – Educational
Attainment
50.0%
Less than 9th grade

Percent of 25+ population

45.0%
40.0%

9th to 12th grade, no diploma

35.0%
High school diploma or
equivalent

30.0%
25.0%

Some college, no degree

20.0%
Associates degree

15.0%
10.0%

Bachelors degree

5.0%
0.0%
1990 Census
estimate
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2000 Census
estimate

2010 ACS
estimate
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2016 ACS
estimate

Graduate or professional
degree

Table A.10a SWWRPC 6 County – Educational Attainment
1990 Census
2000 Census
2010 ACS
Estimate
estimate
estimate
Less than 9th grade
11,482
6,865
4,550
9th to 12th grade, no
10,135
10,289
7,081
diploma
High school diploma or
40,789
42,205
44,173
equivalent
Some college, no degree
12,675
19,834
21,982
Associates degree
6,501
7,420
10,222
Bachelor’s degree
8,083
11,016
13,309
Graduate or professional
3,609
5,347
6,450
degree
Sum
93,274
102,976
107,767

Table A.10b SWWRPC 6 County – Educational Attainment
1990 Census
2000 Census
2010 ACS
Estimate
estimate
estimate
Less than 9th grade
12.3%
6.7%
4.2%
9th to 12th grade, no
10.9%
10.0%
6.6%
diploma
High school diploma or
43.7%
41.0%
41.0%
equivalent
Some college, no degree
13.6%
19.3%
20.4%
Associates degree
7.0%
7.2%
9.5%
Bachelor’s degree
8.7%
10.7%
12.3%
Graduate or professional
3.9%
5.2%
6.0%
degree

2016 ACS
estimate
3,546
5,937
42,710
23,176
11,863
14,808
7,734
109,774

2016
ACS
3.2%
estimat
5.4%
e
38.9%
21.1%
10.8%
13.5%
7.0%

Percent of total population

Figure A.11 SWWRPC 6 County –
Educational Attainment
100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
1990 Census
estimate

2000 Census
estimate

High school graduate or higher
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2010 ACS estimate

2016 ACS estimate

Bachelor's degree or higher

Table A.11 SWWRPC 6 County – Educational Attainment
1990
2000
2010 ACS
Census
Census
estimate
Percent high school graduate or
76.8%
83.3%
89.2%
estimate
estimate
higher bachelor's degree or higher
Percent
12.5%
15.9%
18.3%
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2016 ACS
estimate
91.4%
20.5%

B. Housing
Housing Stock

Figure B.1 SWWRPC 6 County – Total Housing Units
and Households
80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
1980

1990

2000

2010
Housing units

Total
housing
Occupied
units
housing
Vacant
units
housing
units

Total
households

20

2016 ACS
estimate

2020 DOA 2030 DOA 2040 DOA
projection projection projection

Households

Table B.1a SWWRPC 6 County – Total Housing Units
1980
1990
2000
2010 Census
57,136
59,710
66,715
73,056
52,053
54,499
60,447
64,579
3,412
5,211
6,268
8,477

2016
73,373
64,667
8,706

Table B.1b SWWRPC 6 County – Total Households and Estimates
1980
1990
2000
2010
2016
2020
2030
ACS
DOA
DOA
52,053
54,499
60,447
64,579
64,667
68,496
72,455
estimate projecti projecti
on
on
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2040
DOA
73,340
projecti
on

Tenure

Number of housing units

Figure B.2 SWWRPC 6 County – Owner and Renter
Occupied Housing Units
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
1980

1990
Owner occupied housing units

2000

2010 Census

Renter occupied housing units

Table B.2 SWWRPC 6 County – Owner and Renter Occupied Housing Units
1980
1990
2000
2010
Owner occupied housing units
38,389
38,695
44,966
47,946
Renter occupied housing units
13,664
15,804
15,481
16,633
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2016

2016
47,654
17,013

Housing Characteristics & Age

Figure B.3 SWWRPC 6 County – Number of Units in
Structure
70,000

Number of structures

60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
1980
1 unit

1 unit
2 units
3-4 units
5-9 units
10+ units
Mobile homes

22

1990
2 units

3-4 units

2000
5-9 units

2010 ACS
10+ units

2016
Mobile homes

Table B.3 SWWRPC 6 County – Number of Units in Structure
1980
1990
2000
2010 ACS
43,370
45,656
51,566
57,311
2,537
2,783
3,130
2,998
1,078
1,457
1,811
1,751
802
1,320
1,564
1,780
1,449
2,289
2,856
3,259
2,817
5,309
5,660
5,476
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2016
58,198
3,254
1,659
1,879
3,524
4,839

Figure B.4a SWWRPC 6 County – Year Housing Units
Were Built: 2016
Built 2014 or later
0%

1%

Built 2010 to 2013

13%

Built 2000 to 2009

28%

Built 1990 to 1999
13%

Built 1980 to 1989
Built 1970 to 1979
Built 1960 to 1969

5%

9%

Built 1950 to 1959
Built 1940 to 1949

8%
8%

Built 1939 or earlier

15%

Figure B.4b SWWRPC 6 County –
Housing Units Built Before 1979: 2016

36%
Built 1979 or earlier
Built 1980 or later
64%
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Figure B.4c SWWRPC 6 County –
Housing Units Built Before 1939: 2016
28%

Built 1939 or earlier
Built 1940 or later

72%

Table B.4 SWWRPC 6 County – Year Housing Units
Built: 2016
Year
#
Built 2014 or later
144
Built 2010 to 2013
1,029
Built 2000 to 2009
9,358
Built 1990 to 1999
9,287
Built 1980 to 1989
6,343
Built 1970 to 1979
11,073
Built 1960 to 1969
5,795
Built 1950 to 1959
5,713
Built 1940 to 1949
4,000
Built 1939 or earlier
20,631
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Number of housing units

Figure B.5 SWWRPC 6 County – Number of
Bedrooms Per Housing Unit
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
1980

1990

2000

2010 ACS

2016

No bedroom

1 bedroom

2 bedrooms

3 bedrooms

4 bedrooms

5 or more bedrooms

Table B.5 SWWRPC 6 County – Number of Bedrooms Per Housing Unit
Bedrooms:
1980
1990
2000
2010
No bedroom
446
403
671
793
1 bedroom
5,143
4,957
5,926
5,856
2 bedrooms
15,305
15,689
18,206
18,378
3 bedrooms
22,516
25,475
28,689
32,432
4 bedrooms
9,518
10,673
10,772
12,161
5 or more bedrooms
2,699
2,513
2,451
2,963

2016
1,608
5,571
19,012
31,677
12,627
2,878

Figure B.6 SWWRPC 6 County – Number of Vehicles
Available Per Housing Unit: 2016
5%
27%
28%

No vehicles available
1 vehicle available
2 vehicles available
3 or more vehicles available

40%
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Table B.6 SWWRPC 6 County – Number of Vehicles Available Per Housing Unit: 2016
Vehicles available at occupied housing units
1980
1990
2000
2010
No vehicles available
4,157
3,251
3,211
3,094
1 vehicle available
15,171
14,996
15,250
17,783
2 vehicles available
17,681
20,128
22,660
26,627
3 or more vehicles available
9,324
10,210
12,649
16,853
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2016
3,301
18,123
25,718
17,525

Housing Value & Tennant Capital

Figure B.7 SWWRPC 6 County – Ratio of Home
Value to Household Income: 2016
Less than 2.0

23%
42%

12%

2.0 to 2.9
3.0 to 3.9
4.0 or more

23%
Table B.7 SWWRPC 6 County – Ratio of Home Value to Household
Income: 2016
Ratio of value to household income
2010
2016
Less than 2.0
18,350
19,905
2.0 to 2.9
11,073
10,853
3.0 to 3.9
6,762
5,611
4.0 or more
12,807
10,994
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Figure B.8 SWWRPC 6 County – Home Value:
2016
6%

2% 4%

8%

Less than $49,999
$50,000-$99,999

7%
21%

$100,000-$149,999
$150,000-$199,999

10%

$200,000-$249,999
$250,000-$299,999
$300,000-$399,999
18%

24%

Table B.8 SWWRPC 6 County – Home Value:
2016
Home value
2016
Less than $49,999
3,651
$50,000-$99,999
10,085
$100,000-$149,999
11,244
$150,000-$199,999
8,848
$200,000-$249,999
4,687
$250,000-$299,999
3,377
$300,000-$399,999
2,916
$400,000-$499,999
1,083
$500,000 or more
1,763
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$400,000-$499,999

Figure B.9 SWWRPC 6 County – Owner and Renter
Occupied Units by Household Income: 2016
Number of households

12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
-

Household income
Owner-occupied units

Renter-occupied units

Table B.9 SWWRPC 6 County – Owner and Renter Occupied Units by
Household Income: 2016
2016
Owner-occupied units
Renter-occupied units
Less than $5,000
697
739
$5,000 to $9,999
735
1,060
$10,000 to $14,999
1,701
2,201
$15,000 to $19,999
1,733
1,720
$20,000 to $24,999
2,016
1,427
$25,000 to $34,999
4,610
2,822
$35,000 to $49,999
7,031
2,709
$50,000 to $74,999
11,183
2,492
$75,000 to $99,999
7,932
1,146
$100,000 to $149,999 7,015
539
$150,000 or more
3,001
158
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Number of housing units

Figure B.10 SWWRPC 6 County – Housing
Units by Mortgage Status
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
1980

1990

2000

2010 ACS

2016

Owned with a mortgage or loan
Owned without a mortgage or loan (free and clear)

Table B.10 SWWRPC 6 County – Housing Units by Mortgage Status
Mortgage status (estimate):
1980
1990
2000
2010
ACS
Owned with a mortgage or loan
11,327 12,605 18,004 30,358
Owned without a mortgage or loan (free and
12,908 12,763 12,582 18,878
clear)

2016
27,738
19,916

Figure B.11a SWWRPC 6 County – Selected
Monthly Owner Costs as Percent of Household
Income
1980
1990

Less than 20 percent

2000

20-24 percent
25-34 percent

2010

35 percent or more
2016
0%
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80%

100%

Figure B.11b SWWRPC 6 County – Selected
Monthly Owner Costs as Percent of Household
Income: 2016
17%
Less than 20 percent
20-24 percent

15%

55%

25-34 percent
35 percent or more

13%

Table B.11 SWWRPC 6 County – Selected Monthly Owner Costs as Percent of Household Income
1980
1990
2000
2010
2016
Less than 20 percent
14,266
15,859
18,410
22,375
25,816
20-24 percent
3,274
3,544
4,316
7,506
6,373
25-34 percent
3,309
3,365
4,144
8,746
7,169
35 percent or more
3,264
2,504
3,606
10,365
8,005

Percent of total households

Figure B.11c SWWRPC 6 County – Selected
Monthly Owner Costs as Percent of Household
Income
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2016

Table B.11c SWWRPC 6 County – Selected Monthly Owner Costs as Percent of Household
Income
1980
1990
2000
2010
2016
ACS
est.
Less than 20 percent
59.2%
62.8%
60.4%
45.7%
54.5%
20-24 percent
13.6%
14.0%
14.2%
15.3%
13.5%
25-34 percent
13.7%
13.3%
13.6%
17.9%
15.1%
35 percent or more
13.5%
9.9%
11.8%
21.2%
16.9%

Figure B.12a SWWRPC 6 County – Gross Rent as
Percentage of Household Income
1980
1990

Less than 20 percent
20-24 percent

2000

25-34 percent
2010

35 percent or more

2016
0%
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80%

100%

Figure B.12b SWWRPC 6 County – Gross Rent as
Percentage of Household Income: 2016

32%

33%

Less than 20 percent
20-24 percent
25-34 percent
35 percent or more

21%

14%

Table B.12 SWWRPC 6 County – Gross Rent as Percentage of Household Income
1980
1990
2000
2010
Less than 20 percent
3,452
4,679
5,426
3,529
20-24 percent
1,519
1,729
1,925
1,599
25-34 percent
1,668
2,477
2,369
3,291
35 percent or more
2,528
2,872
2,633
3,871
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2016
5,036
2,132
3,114
4,838

Figure B.13 SWWRPC 6 County – Gross Rent as
Percentage of Household Income
Percentr of total households
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30.0%
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Table B.13 SWWRPC 6 County – Gross Rent as Percentage of Household Income
1980
1990
2000
2010
2016
ACS
est.
Less than 20 percent
37.7%
39.8%
43.9%
28.7%
33.3%
20-24 percent
16.6%
14.7%
15.6%
13.0%
14.1%
25-34 percent
18.2%
21.1%
19.2%
26.8%
20.6%
35 percent or more
27.6%
24.4%
21.3%
31.5%
32.0%
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Housing Demand
Table B.14 Future Housing Demand Forecast
2030 projected number of households
+ desired vacancy rate of 5%
+ replacement housing*
= required number of housing units
- available number of units (2010 census)
- units built 2010-2017
= total housing units to be built for 2030
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72,455
3,623
362
76,440
73,056
1,676
1,708

C. Workforce
Maps
Figure C.1 Inflow/Outflow Map
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Figure C.2a Distance Map

Legend
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Figure C.3 Direction/Distance of Job
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Wages & Housing Affordability
Table C.4 Median Home Affordability Rates based on Occupation Median Earnings of Resident Workers
2017 ACS Regional Weighted Average of County Median Home Value
Annual Income Needed to buy MHV home
# of Resident Workers in Occupations Paying enough to buy MHV home
… as % of Total Resident Workers
# of Resident Workers in occupations needing 2 times its median income to buy MHV home
… as % of Total Resident Workers
# of Resident Workers in occupations needing 3 times its median income to buy MHV home
… as % of Total Resident Workers

$146,000
$58,400
10,944
12.41%
43,826
49.71%
33,393
37.88%

Table C.5 Median Home Affordability Rates based on Occupation Median Earnings of Jobs Created from
2013-2018
2017 ACS Median Home Value
Annual Income Needed to buy MHV home
Jobs Created in County from 2013-2018
# of Jobs Created Paying enough to buy MHV Home
… as % of Total Jobs Created
# of Jobs Created that require 2 earners to buy MHV Home
… as % of Total Jobs Created
# of Jobs Created that require 3 earners or more to purchase MHV Home
… as % of Total Jobs Created

2.01%

Table C.6 Job Growth by Education Type from 2013-2018
19.30%

Education Type
No Formal Educational Credential
High School Diploma or Equivalent
Postsecondary Nondegree award
Associate's Degree
Some college, no degree
Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree
Doctoral or Professional Degree
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# of jobs

% of total

1,212
2,064
181
112
64
901
94
40

25.96%
44.22%
3.88%
2.40%
1.37%
19.30%
2.01%
0.86%
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1.37%
2.40%
3.88%

44.22%

$146,000
$58,400
4,668
514
11.01%
2,157
46.21%
1,997
42.78%

0.86% 25.96%

County & State Employment
Figure C.4
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Unemployment Rate

Unemployment Rate
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D. Stakeholder Response

Question
1. How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Table D.1 Lenders Response
Crawford County
Response
Shortage of affordable homes – homes are selling higher due to lack of
homes available.
Shortage of affordable rents.
Good considering this time of the year.
Low in certain price points.
Very limited in homes for sale.
Stable to fair.

2. Is there currently
a strong demand for
housing?

Yes, affordable.
Yes. Properties for all income levels.
Yes, for mid-priced homes.
A decent amount of demand.
Yes.
My opinion is a fair demand.

3. What type of
housing is there a
demand for?

Lower to moderate priced homes.
Lower to moderate priced homes.
$125K - $175K price range.
Low to moderate.
Middle-Class single-family homes.
First time home buyer - rental unit (duplexes).

4. What do you
predict for the next
10 years in the
housing market?

Similar to now, but hopeful there will be more new construction.
Older community. Would like to see plenty of jobs at decent pay available
to bring the younger people to town.
Strong for affordable housing.
Hopeful to grow because of the plans for economic development.
Continued rate increase environment with limited homes for sale.
In Prairie du Chien, I believe it will stay about the same due to lack of
development.
When there are plenty of homes and plenty of buyers available, and rates
stay affordable.
When homes sell within 60 to 90 days at Market Price.
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5. How do you
define a strong
market?

Strong demand for homes and a short-listing time.

6. Can people afford
new housing? Who?

Some. Higher income households.

Constantly seeing growth.
Adequate amount of homes for sale which sell within a good amount of
time.
New people moving to Prairie du Chien and renters seeking to purchase.

Some. The Cost of building and taxes and job market make it difficult to
afford.
Only
if they had a prior home to sell and had a nice down payment
Some. Higher income households.
Yes, all different qualifications and incomes are available to every sector.
Our supply is fair.

7. What are the
current generational
issues affecting
home ownership?

High student loan debt, high rental and day care expenses. Lack of down
payment
Ability to save for a down payment. High Student Loan Debt.
Student loan debt. Too much debt and not high enough wages.
High student loan debt, millennials living with parents longer could affect
housing, young adults are waiting longer to get married than in the past.

8. What are the
greatest barriers to
first-time
homeownership?

Young generation is finding it difficult to find adequate housing based on
income levels available
Down payment of any type. High child care costs and low incomes. Fixer
uppers are the most affordable for the first-time homebuyers but
financing has become more difficult for these types of properties.
Income/taxes/down payment.
Student loan debt/ too much debt an and not high enough wages. Down
payment and closing costs if they don't qualify for first time homebuyer
loans.
Lack of affordable housing.
None. There are many programs available for qualified buyers.
First Time Home Buyers.

9. What are the
barriers to new
home construction
and development?

Availability of land to build (limited subdivisions) and cost to build. High
taxes. cost. down payment. Lack of comparable sales for fixed rate
Overall
financing.
Down payment and ability to cover over runs.
Income, cost to build and high taxes
The current cost to build and develop new subdivision are costly due to
cost of materials, etc. Also, there are sometimes issues with the
appraisals coming in high enough.
Finding loans that they would qualify for. Prices are high compared to
income.
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10. What do you feel
are the current
housing
opportunities in the
region? For
developers? For new
owners?

11. What types of
housing are most
needed?

Side by side condos for the retired would be nice. The condos we
currently have are mostly rented but I believe that the parking and lack of
elevator were issues with that project.
Condos or duplexes.
For developers: 3-bedroom homes under $300K with a lot.
Condos maybe along the river.
Limited opportunities for all.
Most homes are 20 years and older. We could use newer, lower priced
homes.
Lower priced homes in good repair.
Quality lower priced homes.
Single family mid-priced homes.
Lower priced homes in good repair.
Single family, middle income homes.
People will continue to rent as they can't afford mortgage and taxes.

12. What incentives
are there for new
homebuyers? New
home builders?

0% down payment loans. I am not aware of anything available for new
home builders. I would like to see more grants or 0% loans available for
the lower income families and also some incentives to build new homes.
0% down payment loans. Some down payment assistance, but it is
limited.
WHEDA/ Rural Development.
Low down payment loans.
Every lender has different specials and incentives.
I would say the #1 reason would be job relocation.

13. What can others
do to encourage
new housing?

Offer incentives, possibly lower taxes for a short time period.
Offer incentives of some type, or offer some type of tax reduction the first
few years.
Would like to see stepped up real estate taxes for new builds.
Offer incentives, offer incentives to builders.
Unsure.
3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, attached garage.

14. What kind of
person is in most
need of affordable
housing?

Both young families and the elderly.
Young families in the $30K - $45K income ranges and elderly.
Low to mid income borrowers.
Young families.
Wage earners making $25,000-$50,000 per year.

Not very.
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Grant County Lenders Responses
Response

Question
1. How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Fairly Strong. Houses, other than college rental and high-end houses seem to get sold
quickly.
I feel the housing market in Fennimore is stable to strong. Homes seem to sell within
a 6 to 8-month time frame.
In the Platteville area there is more need of ranch homes in the price range of
$120,000 to $150,000
Lack of homes for sales.
Strong market, shortage of housing.
Strong market.
Some affordable homes in the $150k range but they need work and are not moving
quickly, not the right fit for the buyers.
Stable.
The current housing market continues to be a seller's market. Demand is still higher
than the available supply; though, it doesn't appear to be as dramatic as 2017's
market.
I would describe the current housing market in Boscobel and the surrounding
community as lacking 'good' inventory. What is available is either older and in need of
repair or housing that is 'move in ready' is unaffordable for newcomers into the
housing market.
Good Demand, some building new homes.
Solid in many communities.

2. Is there currently
a strong demand for
housing?

I believe there is a strong demand for housing in the $150K - $200K range.
Yes, I believe so. I have client's looking for housing and at times it is difficult for them
to find what they are looking for.
I think there is always people looking to buy a home or upgrade to a larger home.
Yes (x5)
Yes, especially in the $100 to 200k range.
Yes, there is still a strong demand for housing. If priced right and in good condition,
accepted offers are being received within a week to ten days of listing. Buyers are
finding that they need to be preapproved before searching or they miss out on a good
opportunity.
Demand is down slightly year-over-year. On average, bank wide, we are closing six
home loans a month fewer than last year. Our market area covers a significant
portion of Southwest WI, but not all. Personally, I saw as demand was very low in
June and July 2018, the time when most people are thinking about moving.
Conversations I've had with other lenders at different banks had similar, low demand
home loans in summer 2018.
Overall yes, sellers’ market on 150K - 250K range.
Houses that young families can afford.
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3. What type of
housing is there a
demand for?

Starter homes with smaller square footage and middle range homes (priced $120k $160k). I have seen new construction in the couple of years too. However, the cost is
much higher.
People are looking for ranch homes.
2-3-bedroom ranch style homes that do not require much work to be done.
Single family, $100 to 200k homes or $125 to 175k for 1st time buyers.
Everything including seniors, apartments and single family.
Older ranches for 1st time buyers.
Single Family.
In my day-to-day, I see the largest demand for single-family housing.
Demand for housing is concentrated in either multi-family rentals or 'move in ready'
starter homes in the $75,000 - $100,000 range.
mid-range houses, $200k range
midrange $125L - $225K

4. What do you
predict for the next
10 years in the
housing market?

If interest rates stay low under say 7 or 8% or so, housing demand should stay strong.
I believe that the schools in our market have helped with our housing demand.
I see the value of homes increasing.
Depends upon whether we fall into another recession as is being predicted.
Interest rates to rise (x2).
Rates are rising
Steady Increase
steady demand, pull people from Dubuque.
softening of market
Forecasters are predicting a strong market to continue at least into 2020 with home
prices continuing to increase due to strong demand and a strengthening economy.
Political control after the 2019 fall elections and the 2020 presidential election will
play a large role in the strength of the housing marked three years and beyond.
Lower demand overall for home purchases. One of the current trends seems to be
that millennials are not buying homes, either due to student loan debt, societal or
economic reasons stemming from 2008. This will continue as millennials become the
dominant generation in the US. Another trend, current home owners are reluctant to
give up the low rates they were able to refinance into and so are not moving; instead
opting for home improvement loans. This will lower housing supply, increasing
purchasing costs and further decrease the quality of home purchases demanded.

5. How do you
define a strong
market?

Short time between listing the house and accepted offer as well as sales prices close
to asking prices.
For our community I feel the demand has been stronger the past couple of years
compared to prior years. With more business growth demand would continue to
improve.
A strong market is a waiting list for buyers.
Very short time on market.
Fast turnover.
When she is making loans, refinance is slowing at this time.
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Steady Sales.
A strong housing market is one where supply and demand support rising home prices
and people are willing to spend money due to a corresponding strong economy.
I would define a strong market as one where the average home price is increasing
due to demand for purchases that is equal to or greater than the willingness of
owners to sell and not an increase in home prices due to other factors.
Demand is at pace stronger than the inventory.
# of days on market is less than 90.
6. Can people afford
new housing? Who?

Some. House prices have been rising making it more difficult for first time home
buyers to find houses in their price range that aren't in poor condition.
Yes, depending on wages and life styles. I have seen several types of wages earners to
business people that have built homes.
I believe if they keep within their budget and find a program that fits.
Yes, a two-income family -professionals, teachers, etc.
Yes, but many must have assistance as 1st time buyers for new construction.
First time home owners face challenges.
Yes, people with $100k in combined income are buying new homes up to $300k.
Yes, ages 25+.
I think homeownership is affordable for everyone in general, even with house prices
increasing in recent years. The current housing supply has also improved which has
provided a better selection and more encouragement for home buyers. There are
many financing programs available, especially for first-time homebuyers that strongly
encourage homeownership and help ease the usual barriers for obtaining it.
The short answer, no. A large portion of my home lending either government or
mortgage insurance backed greater that 80% loan-to-value purchases. Those who can
afford a "traditional" 20% down payment are older and well established. Any home
loan over 80% LTV has an increased cost as there is some type of mortgage insurance
cost baked into the payment and/or increased closing costs as there may be a
guarantee fee or reserve or escrow requirement, further increasing housing costs for
homeowner newcomers, i.e. millennials, lowering purchasing demand, etc.
New housing. Some can like 2 income households.
Yes and no, most who apply can afford because they know they can.

7. What are the
current
generational issues
affecting home
ownership?

Houses available for younger families with limited income end up being in poor
shape. Also, the mentality that "Everyone" should be able to buy a home. People are
now thinking that homeownership is a right of all. It should be something that needs
effort on the part of the buyer, either through a commitment to save for some form
of down-payment or proving they are a stable credit risk. Buyers today feel if they
want it, they deserve to be able to get it without the need to put forth effort.
Not sure that there are issues. I have seen younger to middle age couples building
homes.
Younger generation wants larger expensive homes their parents owned and don't
want to start with starter homes.
Lack of smaller homes, duplexes, apartments for older people to downsize into.
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$125K to $175K are old homes. $250K to $300K buyers are there but not as many.
Older people occupying large homes. If there was senior housing, that would free up
homes for families.
Younger buyers have credit issues and history of exceeding income limits, older
buyers are not having problems.
Job Market.
Nationally, the opinion is that Baby Boomers value homeownership more than the
Millennial generation, who have shown more interest in saving and waiting to
purchase their first home later in life than previous generations. I would say that
locally homeownership is still highly valued and people of all ages choose to chase
and maintain that dream.
People aging to retiring has created a bottleneck as we need elderly housing but
limited capacity.
Retirement age is needed, but most 60+ can afford
8. What are the
greatest barriers to
first-time
homeownership?

Finding an affordable home that is in decent move-in condition.
Limited resources for down payments. We utilize programs that offer 100%
borrowing but I do believe it is tough to get started if you don't have a down
payment and have lower wages.
Too much debt. Credit cards, student loans, etc.
Lack of down payment. Income to payment rations too high, poor credit.
Credit score issues, debt to income factor. Down payment is an issue as is the
entitlement attitude.
Down payment and credit scores.
Credit and down payment option, folks looking at too expensive of a home.
90% are using WHEDA programs as 1st time buyers.
Down Payments.
The greatest barriers I see to first time homeowners are typically credit and
lack of funds. There are several programs available for first time homebuyers
that encourage homeownership with little or no down payment. These
programs have helped eliminate that barrier for the most part. If first time
homebuyers are unable to secure financing, it is typically due to poor credit or
insufficient
The biggest credit.
barriers are the cost, either closing cost or the monthly payments
(see question 6), psychological or job market related. Most of the people who
'should' be buying homes, young people, freshly employed, starting families,
came of age during the 2008 mortgage crisis/Great Recession and may have
been put off buying a home or seeing a home purchase as a 'good'
investment. They know that home appreciation is not guaranteed. Also, while
headline unemployment is low, 3.7%, the US unemployment rate of 7.1% and
the labor participation rate of 62.7% suggest there is still slack in the labor
market.
Can the buyer afford it?
Down payment, having cash and credit
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9. What are the
barriers to new
home construction
and development?

Affordable lots to build on are scarce.
Overall it is the cost. New Construction is very expensive and borrowers need
to understand their numbers need exact as cost overruns really can make a
deal go south. Much planning with contractors needs to take place.
Having to have the 20% down or a lot paid for and being able to use that as a
part of the down payment’s requirement.
Down payment requirements.
New construction buyers often exceed their limits by adding too much to the
home. 20% down is an issue as well. Material costs are increasing.
Infrastructure costs.
Costs, cash & equity, land availability.
Land and Material Prices.
The barriers to new home construction are rising rates, increasing building
costs, and unrealized appreciated value. Homeowners are finding it
increasingly more expensive to build due to rising rates and increasing
material costs. We are also finding, especially locally, that not all new
properties are appraising to their cost. Homeowners are often times having to
pay more to build their home than what it is valued.
In my experience, other than a large capital commitment from a borrower to
build, a new single-family home there are little barriers to build. Most
municipalities encourage single-family housing. Most developers are
discouraged from building multi-family homes by either the market; they can
increase profit margins more by building luxury condos/apartments than
affordable ones, or by current homeowners and NIMBY (Not In My Back
Yard). One, they do not want multi-family housing and the stereotypical type
of person that might live there or two, by building, affordable multi-family
housing, it will lower the appraised value of their home.
Down payment, having cash and credit.

10. What do you
feel are the current
housing
opportunities in the
region? For
developers? For
new owners?

Higher end homes remain available as do investment property rental units.
Homes for young, middle income families are in demand.
In Fennimore we have issues with lots for new homes. We are currently
working on that but it has caused many issues for us. Again, they really need
to work with their developer and keep things on target.
I am not sure at this point with the increasing of rates. A lot of the
homeowners have taken advantage of the lower rates in the past and been
able to afford homes and construction.
Condos or duplexes in smaller communities. Spec. houses.
Need more subdivisions in place to assist with infrastructure costs.
Overcoming infrastructure costs.
Cuba City has location and amenities, great neighborhoods and friendly
people. Land is not easily available.
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Very Few
A weak ag economy might lower land prices and encourage purchases of
parcels for new development. Also, the job market seems to be fairly robust
in the region and will help home purchases.
Retirement apartments that can also serve other ages
retirement apartments in Potosi. Available housing is limited in
Tennyson/Potosi. Limited lots available.
11. What types of
housing are most
needed?

Single family homes that could accommodate young families. 2 - 3-bedroom, 2 bath
homes between $125 - $175k.

I feel homes, but rental properties are also needed. Not everyone wants to be
a home owner.
Again, the ranch homes do not stay on the market for a long period of time.
Low maintenance is very popular.
Spec houses. 2 -3-bedroom ranch style homes retirement housing - condos or
duplexes.
$125 to 175k as affordable housing. Could draw buyers for more expensive
homes if they were here.
Affordable housing.
Single family homes near the great Cuba City schools.
Medium Range, Single Family.

Affordable multi-family.
All kinds in Potosi/Tennyson
12. What incentives
are there for new
homebuyers? New
home builders?

From the perspective of the millennial generation, there is little incentive to
buy a home (see questions 6 and 8). If by incentive you mean monetary
incentives, government loans or PMI, again little. Either the closing costs
increase or the monthly payment increases out of reach of a new homebuyer.
I am not aware of many
We have the rural development program that includes the 100% financing
and that helps a lot of buyers get into a home. I am not sure there are a lot of
programs out there for the new home builders at this time.
WHEDA grants for closing and down payment. Incentives for land owner? No
help for builders.
There is assistance for some buyers, nothing for developers.
Cuba City is a less expensive option with a good location. Nicer community
than neighboring places. Better resale values here.
None
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New homebuyers that are first time homebuyers can receive financing
incentives to encourage homeownership. Such incentives include little or no
down payment required; long-term fixed rates; closing cost assistance; and
down payment and/or closing cost assistance loans that are 0% deferred.
Unsure if there really are any.

13. What can others
do to encourage
new housing?

WHEDA
Some loan programs for buyers
Keep costs of development lots or subdivision low so new housing projects
are affordable without scaring potential projects from happening.
Develop new programs.
Take the results of this housing study and sell, sell, sell
Help with infrastructure costs
Help on costs.
Get owners to sell their land or develop it.
Encourage developers to build affordable multi-family housing or singlefamily, starter homes.

14. What kind of
person is in most
need of affordable
housing?

Zone residential in towns. Develop land for houses.
Keep taxes down.
Young families, newlyweds.
Young people starting out. Lower paid wage earners. Also, some elderly.
Young families.
Ages 25 - 35 and retirees who want to downsize.
All ranges.
Young families seeking to live in Cuba City for its schools
Minorities.
Low to medium income.
The demographic that I see struggling the most to afford new housing is the
single parent. This demographic doesn't typically have the funds available in
savings and may not qualify for first time homeownership funding due to
previously owning a home. This demographic also typically needs more space
than a single individual or childless couple, so they are looking in a higher
Well,
everyone; critically, low to moderate income households.
price range.
Entry level, blue collar
Retirees, but young generation too.

Question
1. How would
you describe the
current housing
market?
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Green County Lenders Responses
Response
The housing market has slowed down. Does not appear to be as many customers
looking for housing. This is on part due to the time of year, with school starting, and
starting to roll into the holidays.
The current market is strong. Higher demand and lower inventory.
Robust sales with limited inventory.
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2. Is there
currently a
strong demand
for housing?

Currently people are needing to make offers on the homes they want above asking price
even to have their offers considered.
Very good, stable prices.
Tight – Not a lot of inventory.
Strong, competitive, over-priced.
Strong buyer demand, weak supply – currently seller’s market.
Tight supply of “good” homes, leading to inflated values making it harder to qualify for a
mortgage.
Housing Market is very tight due to a lack of inventory for sale. Multiple offers on
houses especially those that are clean and not in despair.
a few months ago, the demand for housing was much stronger. Many listings would get
multiple offers on them and created a bidding war. That seems to have slowed down.
Yes (x5).
it is a sellers’ market as there are not enough homes for sale compared to qualified
buyers.
Yes-for single family homes that are reasonably priced .
Yes, all types.
Yes-see above-demand for houses for first time homebuyers under $100,000- also
demand for tow income houses up to $160,000.

3. What type of
housing is there a
demand for?

The demand seems to be for 1st Time Home Buyers.
Single family.
Single family residential ownership and rental demand.
Single family homes in the $250k-$350k range.
Single family residential, higher –end apartments.
Especially for the Elderly .
Affordable housing.
Affordable; also, customers looking to downsize or move to maintenance free (older
generation).
Single family, ranch homes 1200-1500 square feet with attached garages. Older homes
in the middle of Brodhead do not sell quickly.
Demand for ranch style houses and demand for affordable clean housing.

4. What do you
predict for the
next 10 years in
the housing
market?

I would predict over the next 10 years the housing market will continue to be strong.
Buyers will be older 30 -35 and the demand for rentals will continue as well.
New construction will be on the rise.
if the economy remains strong the demand for housing will continue.
We are starting to see the market even out (offers closer to asking price). I predict this
trend will continue and plateau at or near a strong market (see next answer).
Additional single-family housing, new apartment complex.
The need for more Elderly Housing as we are an Aging Community.
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Market will become balanced with buying and selling.
As interest rates rise the house prices may come down-not sure on this.
Much more demand for low-no maintenance among baby boomers. Condos that give
individuality and no maintenance will be increasingly popular.
It may continue to limit new construction without the creation of more expansive upper
income job market. Limited qualified buyers at housing cost of in excess of $300M
presently. If building costs continue to rise will result in lack of affordable housing for a
per cent age of the market.
5. How do you
define a strong
market?

A Strong market is one where the buyers outnumbers the sellers. That is a market we
were just in.
High demand and qualified borrowers.
There are more buyers than sellers.
One where buyers and sellers have equal negotiating power.
Matching number of buyers and sellers, slowly rising prices.
Not enough housing to meet demand.
High demand, Seller’s market.
Balanced supply and demand. A seller’s market is not a strong market.
It’s either one with an adequate supply of buyers and sellers. Absorption of 45 days of
listings.

6. Can people
afford new
housing? Who?

I think with many affordable housing products people can afford housing
Yes. Borrowers with a little higher income as the cost to build a house has increased so
you have to be able to afford the higher costs.
Borrowers are available for upper level housing. Our local major employers need to
continue to grow and hire middle and upper management
Absolutely. People well positioned with credit and savings. This helps with being
prepared for the unforeseen costs that occasionally happen with new construction.
Having a larger monthly income is helpful for getting the home you want.

yes
The people that commute to Madison area can afford new housing – the people
employed in the Brodhead area will have a tougher time affording new housing.
Yes-people with strong incomes and limited debt.
As interest rates rise along with home prices it will make housing less affordable for first
time home buyers
Yes. Families with two incomes or a family with one well above-average income.
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People in the Monroe area that work in the area typically cannot afford new housing
unless this is an upgrade from a current home they own-first time homeowner normally
would not be able to afford brand new housing.
7. What are the
current
generational
issues affecting
home
ownership?

Younger people are coming out of college with huge debt delaying their ability to
purchase homes.
At this time, I would say the low inventory. Also, there are bidding wars going on.
Many people’s belief that a substantial down payment is needed. Millennials desire to
remain mobile and desire to be in bigger metropolitan areas.
One of the biggest issues we face is accounting for graduates who have student loans.
This adds on to their monthly liabilities that we need to consider for their Debt-toIncome ratios, even if they are deferred or getting paid by a parent (for the most part.
There are a few programs that do not require it to be added in those cases).

Young people have the down payment for new housing and the supply of appropriate
housing for the elderly.
Student loan debt.
Younger generation-employment (wages).
As people age, a strong demand exists for ranch style homes. Many cannot transition
out of their existing home “two story” for equal dollars into a ranch home. Lack of
affordable all in one floor housing. In my opinion this will not go away in the next 10
years as our population continues to age.
8. What are the
greatest barriers
to first-time
homeownership?

Little to no down payment / reserves. Often the first time homeowner is buying an
older home which may need repairs in the next 2 – 5 years. They will find it difficult to
fund this improvement with no equity ore reserves. Credit scores also can be a barrier
to the 1st time homeowner due to many things but one being not having borrowed
At this time I see more credit challenged borrowers. But Associated Bank has options for
much in the past so CS are low, which may limit the loan programs available to them.
those that will help them improve their score to get them in a place for future
purchases.
Limited funds available for down payment and closing costs. Weak credit histories have
hampered many entry level byers. Increasing property taxes.
Having enough money saved up for a down payment is a large one. Another is just not
being prepared for all the costs that come with owning a home and being able to plan
ahead for those costs.
Derogatory credit.
Down Payment amount.
Down payment, outstanding debt.
Household income; house prices; interest rates along with down payment.
Down payment, low inventory, student loan and other debt.
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Greatest barrier is having funds to close. Programs to assist but still need a cash
contribution to access the programs. First time home buyers live paycheck to paycheck.
9. What are the
barriers to new
home
construction and
development?

Most banks are requiring at a minimum 10% down. This may limit the people who can
build. The costs are rising in the construction industry which may cause some
uncertainty among those that want to build. Also the rising interest rates may be a
barrier to construction.
Barriers that I have seen are the new construction home not appraising out and finding
land that is buildable that is not in the flood plain.
Cost of construction materials. Availability of affordable land and taxes
Time and costs. Often new construction takes longer than anticipated while also going
over budget.
Cost in relation to purchase of existing.
Availability of affordable and quality construction companies
Costs, location
Cost is still more than appraisal after construction. No margin for error or returns for
risk.
New construction has gotten very pricey due to construction material costs. Down
payment requirements of 10% down problematic for some.

10. What do you
feel are the
current housing
opportunities in
the region? For
developers? For
new owners?

May of the municipalities / counties have adopted “smart growth” requiring 25 40 acres
needed to split parcels. This limits the amount of available buildable sites, and increased
the cost of the lots.
There are different programs that focus on rural areas which all of Green County would
qualify for. The more building that can happen the higher chances that the property's
value will be supported.
There is a strong need for affordable rental housing and lower level priced single-family
homes.
There are tons of opportunities for new home owners to get affordable financing.
Everything from programs with low down payments, to programs that provide grants
towards down payments and closing costs. N/A for developers.

Single family residential, higher –end apartments.
Strong demand for affordable housing and lack of supply.
Single-family homes in the 1200-1500 square foot range built in quantity to gain
economies of scale.
Developers receive very little assistance from municipalities and cannot afford costs to
spec. a loan to a small per cent age of buyers. New owners want a home less than the
cost of new construction.
I think 1st Time home buyers.
Single Family
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11. What types
of housing are
most needed?

rental apartments and lower level single family homes for under $125,000
Reasonably priced homes ($200k-$300k)
Single family residential, higher –end apartments
Housing for the Elderly
Affordable
Affordable, downsizing for older generation
Single family for families and “transitional” housing for the aging baby boomers, widows,
and independent elderly.
Most needed housing in low to price range of $80M to $100m Median housing priced
$100m to $160M that is safe and clean without a lot of needed repairs.

12. What
incentives are
there for new
homebuyers?
New home
builders?

There is not a huge difference in the programs for 1st time homebuyers / home builders.
The most notable would be income limits are lower and down payments are less.
There are grant programs available. Construction loans are more and more in demand
and Associated bank has become a specialist. Low costs, one-time closing fee and may
other beneficial options.
Down Payment Plus Grants, Mortgage Credit Certificates. Several low or no down
payment Government loan products.
There are tons of opportunities for new home owners to get affordable financing.
Everything from programs with low down payments, to programs that provide grants
towards down payments and closing costs. N/A for developers

Very limited – need to come up with something.
Invest in their own Home – Not Rent.
Some down payment assistance programs for new buyers.
We offer USDA Rural Housing based on income-no down payment.
Buyers have access to down payment assistance, but income limits usually exclude many
in my opinion. Don’t know of many outside of TIFs for builders. They can be risky from
the builder’s perspective and I would not enter one however.
Limited
13. What can
others do to
encourage new
housing?

Talk about their experience whether it be the realtor for the land, the lender for the
loam, or the builder for the completion of the build.
High school and college educational courses that encourage budget planning.
Not sure.
Incentives for construction.
Municipalities can offer TIFs.
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It’s becoming a question of economics and comes back to creating jobs paying greater
than the stated average household income levels or communities marketing that their
costs are less which incentivizes an individual to commute.
14. What kind of
person is in most
need of
affordable
housing?

1st Time home buyer .
All people are in need for affordable housing. Maye the younger, just starting out in life/
a new job.
single individuals and multi-person families.
Elderly who have little savings and little income only from social security and potentially
a pension
Younger home buyers and elderly
Low to moderate income individuals
Lower-middle income with children.
Most needed for young families just starting out. Not enough clean inventory. Limited
funds by these households to fund improvements if structural issues exist and need to
be addressed after closing.

Question
1. How would
you describe the
current housing
market?

Iowa County Lenders Responses
Response
High Demand, Low Supply = Shortage.
Sellers’ market.
The current housing market regarding sales is robust and we are potentially
experiencing a pricing bubble.
There is a general demand for housing in our market, including affordable
primary residence.

2. Is there
currently a
strong demand
for housing?

Demand is fairly good, but supply is low of houses for sale. Due to this house
prices are probably rising a bit.
I feel the housing market is good right now. Rates are still low and there are
some good programs available for first time homebuyers.
Yes (x4).
Yes--almost too strong creating inflated pricing and an almost frenzied pace with
buyers. Limited supply.
I feel there is.

3. What type of
housing is there a
demand for?
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1-4 Single Family Residences, Rental for 2 or 3 bedrooms.
Single-family housing; rental property.
Single family dwellings, ranch style homes. Demand is slowing for older, 2 story
homes, although most of the inventory has been depleted. Today's buyer wants
a turn-key, move in ready home with all of the amenities they see on HGTV,
Pinterest, etc. but are not in a position to meet these ideals.
New home developments, well maintained primary residence (2-4-bedroom
homes) for families.
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I think houses of $300,000 or less are in demand. The higher priced ones are a
little harder to gauge since there is more limited buyers that can afford them.
I feel the largest demand is for housing in the $100,000-150,000 range. A lot of
the available homes are either low-priced low-quality homes that people aren't
interested in or they are more expensive homes or rural homes that many can't
afford.
4. What do you
predict for the
next 10 years in
the housing
market?

Will be in high demand as Millennials and Gen X shift from migratory and settle
down into families.
I would anticipate this to level out.
I predict the market to continue to be strong as long as pricing is stable. The
housing market is showing signs of weakening in other places; SW WI lags the
rest of the state, so the next year or two will tell a lot.
In the next 1-3 years I see a high demand for housing. If we do not offer
affordable, well maintained housing in our market we will see people moving
out of the area to find housing that suits their needs. While it is currently as
sellers’ market, that may not last with the current rate environment and fed
communicating rate hikes.
I would expect a similar trend, unless some major happens to our local
economy, such as large employer shutting down or selling or a new company
comes to town to increase employment.
Costs and labor continue to rise and interest rates are slowly starting to climb
again. If this continues if will be difficult for people be able to consider building
new homes or upgrading to nicer homes.

5. How do you
define a strong
market?

Stable property values, demand for housing and ability to keep up with demand.
Stable property taxes.
Increasing home values.
I define a strong market as a healthy number of interested parties with a
property selling relatively quickly after listing. (30-60 days?)
Housing available. Affordable Housing. Sellers’ Market.
Supply and demand are in line, in other words there are enough houses for sale
that meet the demand for them. Strong employment figures also help keep this
in line.

6. Can people
afford new
housing? Who?
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A strong market consists of a good balance of supply and demand. There needs
to be decent housing available at affordable prices for those that are in the
market.
Yes, virtually everyone as long as they budget correctly, prioritize. Shelter
should be a top priority.
Maybe - those who are not first-time home buyers.
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In reality, new housing is not for first time homebuyers unless they are involved
in the construction trade and are able to do a lot of the work themselves.
Equity is needed for sound underwriting; many buyers do not understand that.
Most first-time buyers are saddled with consumer debt, student loans,
childcare, etc. The median family income in Iowa County does not support the
cost of new housing in the area.
Not necessarily, the costs of building have increased significantly over the past
20 years, the costs for a lot to build has a high price tag. Having said that, those
folks making 120K + may be able to do so however much of the population in
this area does not make that kind of a wage.
Not sure if I fully understand what you are asking in this question, but a lot of
employed people can afford to buy.
New housing is becoming more and more difficult due to rising costs to build.
7. What are the
current
generational
issues affecting
home
ownership?

Millennials and Gen Xers are waiting to start families and settle down until later
in life, after careers are steady. This resulted in the home buying gap for a
while. Once they marry, start families, there won't be as much of a gap.
It is expensive.
In addition to what I stated in the last question--older homeowners looking to
downsize are finding little to no options for condos, duplexes, etc. Aside from
typical subsidized senior housing, there is little available for seniors looking to
simplify or downsize.
No credit, Bad Credit, No savings. Not being preapproved for a loan before
trying to purchase, it's important to find out what you can afford by going to a
financial institution first, then make your offers. In addition, having a
preapproval letter when going to look at homes (in a sellers’ market) makes
your chances of receiving an accepted offer that much more probable.
??. Not sure what you are looking for here.
On average, this generation is waiting later in life to do things like get married
and start a family. There is less importance to own your own home earlier in
life. It is also more likely for this younger generation to change jobs and move
more often in their younger years.

8. What are the
greatest barriers
to first-time
homeownership?

Saving for Down Payment, Student Loan Debt and credit cards affecting debt
ratios.
Lack of funds for a down payment; increasing house values; starter homes are
typically over $200,000.
Generally--down payment and debt to income requirements.
Qualification & understanding the process.
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Down payment. People have a hard time affording a good down payment, but I
do feel people should have some down payment saved up in order to buy a
house as it creates a stronger and responsible borrower. If times get hard, they
tend not to walk away as easy from responsibilities if they have some skin in the
game. Other barrier would be affordable housing prices, sometimes there are
not enough homes out there in a price range that people can afford to buy.
Knowledge of the available options for people with little to no money saved for
a down payment.
9. What are the
barriers to new
home
construction and
development?

Down Payment, Student Loan Debt, Credit Card Debt
Lot price and construction price; trades are in-demand, so they can charge what
they want
Cost of construction. In Highland, limited lots available for purchase.
For developments the cost of infrastructure to create new developments. With
the costs to put in new developments creates higher lot prices which affects
people being able to afford to build if they have a lot of money tied up in the lot
it is much harder to afford to build the house they want. Especially since
building costs are only going up.
Material and labor costs keep rising. When building in small communities like
we have in southwest Wisconsin, it can be difficult for banks to get appraised
values that are sufficient to allow them to lend without larger down payments.
There are also limited lots available for building in many smaller communities.
These communities want to grow, they need to have options available and
possible incentives/grants available to help make this possible.

10. What do you
feel are the
current housing
opportunities in
the region? For
developers? For
new owners?

Yes, both. Arena has a couple of developers that are filling subdivisions. New
owners are moving in due to lower taxes and proximity to Madison/Jobs.
Our area lacks space for new housing developments; there are no lots available
in our area. Rental properties - multi-unit properties would be a great addition.
A grocery store in Highland! When we had a store here, the demographics of
this area show we can support a grocery store. We have a strong, well
respected, independent school district here and we need to capitalize on that.
Develop a 55+ moderate to luxury apartment complex or a rural subdivision
development with 5 to 10 acre lots.
If developers can build it, I believe new home owners will come, if the price is
right!
Not a whole here other than Prairie Hills and a few lots maybe left in Diamond
Oaks and a few just outside of the City.
Communities need to come up with a way to encourage new construction and
find ways to promote it.
1-4 single family, rentals.
Multi-unit properties that are affordable.
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11. What types
of housing are
most needed?

More owner-occupied and fewer investor owned single family rentals--perhaps
a block grant for rehabilitating homes for first time buyers and others. Some of
these properties are in need rehabilitation to increase appeal to buyers.
Primary residence 2-4-bedroom homes in good condition.
I think if there were a few more houses available in the $100,000 to $200,000
range it would help a few more people to buy homes. I don't think we need any
more low-income housing. I would rather have the demand higher than the
supply than have it the other way.
There need to be affordable options for both purchasing and renting for small
families. 2-4 bedroom

12. What
incentives are
there for new
homebuyers?
New home
builders?

Buyers-lower down payment options based on income, establish equity as you
pay Builders-same as always, make money selling lots, building homes, growing
communities
None?
I am not aware of any incentives available at this time.
I don't think there are a lot of incentives out there, but also don't feel there
needs to be a lot either.

13. What can
others do to
encourage new
housing?

Good Question! Hopefully you are able to come up with a list that can be
shared.
Jump in... it’s a bandwagon nation. If everyone is building and buying, everyone
will follow.
Fair pricing.
Down payment assistance/lot development for moderate income buyers.
Providing education in the trades to get more developers in the area.
Educate people on how to afford a home. How to take care of it, pay for it etc.
If we make it too easy on people to afford housing, they tend not to be
responsible borrowers and citizens of the community.
Go to their local municipalities and ask what they are doing to promote new
housing in their area.

14. What kind of
person is in most
need of
affordable
housing?
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Single family parents (thus the rentals) and college grads laced with student loan
debt looking to move back to the area.
Millennials and young Gen X.
The family with 2 earners living on roughly $50-$80k per year. There are plenty
of options for lower income families but this segment is lost in the middle. This
includes increasing daycare subsidies for those above the current earning limit
but not making $100k+ per year which would in turn make housing more
affordable.
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Any person that is money savvy needs affordable housing. However, if you are
looking for a specific group, I would say single parent families.
Usually low income.
Small families with low to moderate income.
Question
1. How would
you describe the
current housing
market?

Lafayette County Lenders Responses
Response
I believe the current housing market is in need of growth. As a professional in
my 30s looking to purchase a home in Lafayette County I have been searching
for 10 months and have yet to find a home. Lafayette County has been home to
me the majority of my life and it is somewhere I plan to stay and grow a family,
but I see family and friends leaving the area because of the lack of affordable
single-family homes.
Short on supply of affordable housing.
Good.

2. Is there
currently a
strong demand
for housing?

I believe for Lafayette County to continue to grow, and for industry to look at
Lafayette County there is little housing available. This is causing younger
generations to seek employment out of Lafayette County.
Yes for $100,000 to $150,000.
Yes.

3. What type of
housing is there a
demand for?

It is my opinion that low maintenance newer homes in the $150,000 range are
very rare in Southwest Wisconsin. Homes located in the area are older and
harder to maintain making them inefficient.
Single family housing and senior housing.

4. What do you
predict for the
next 10 years in
the housing
market?

Rental. First Time Homebuyer. All Types.
If we want Southwest Wisconsin to continue to grow housing needs to be
readily available for people to want to come to our area. If there is a limitation
on housing Southwest Wisconsin could miss out on opportunities to revitalize
our communities.
With the right approach we could add 20 to 30 homes.
Continued upward trend in sales and prices.

5. How do you
define a strong
market?

I think what determines a strong market is new industry, continuous growth of
local companies, resources such as strong schools, access to child care, and local
resources.
Quick sales.
Multiple sales. Good employment and job available.

6. Can people
afford new
housing? Who?
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High income households.
Some can. People with decent jobs and that are not buried in debt.
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7. What are the
current
generational
issues affecting
home
ownership?
8. What are the

Younger generations may care about the environment, and how homes are built
and the efficiency. Modern designs. Lafayette County has an abundance of very
large older homes that may be too big for smaller families.
No money for down payment. Poor credit scores. Large student loan debt.
No money for down payment. High debt to income ratios. Poor credit scores.

greatest barriers
to first-time
homeownership?
9. What are the
barriers to new
home
construction and
development?

Cost of new construction.

10. What do you
feel are the
current housing
opportunities in
the region? For
developers? For
new owners?

Low to moderate income multiplex housing with affordable rent.

11. What types
of housing are
most needed?

Rental first time home buyers. All types.

12. What
incentives are
there for new
homebuyers?
New home
builders?
13. What can
others do to
encourage new
housing?

Low interest rates. Existing homes are selling if looking to upgrade.

14. What kind of
person is in most
need of
affordable
housing?

Young to middle age professionals.

Question
1. How would you
describe the
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Tax incentives. Property tax relief. Buy existing homes.

Low income. Fixed income.
Richland County Lenders Responses
Response
Slowdown in last couple of years. More buyers than what is available. Nothing to
buy. People are preapproved and just waiting. They sometimes buy under what
they can afford and then do some improvements. Owner residents planning to
stay.
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current housing
market?

Tight – not a lot for sale – it goes quickly unless there is significant work
Higher price - $250,000 and up sits a little bit, the higher the price the longer the
wait.
Some newer homes in Viola, Caz – newer homes on the hill, Ithaca – some open
lots, up on the hill, Lone Rock – has open lots in the pines, some older homes
that need refurbishment.
Need for improvement and opportunity for building – lots of land.
Was a seller’s market – but changing – starting to plateau. Not much on the
market that people want to buy. Old fixer uppers are sitting. Gen X want new
modern home. And move-in ready.
Programs for first time home buyers, grants, little money down – good options.
Housing availability in both rent and purchase – housing shortage. 2008 –
housing stopped, no spec houses, no turnover. Some building starting to pick up.
Lots available here if someone wants to build. Lots out by old school and in the
pines.
Picked up. Houses are moving and selling – good thing. Building sites available –
have undeveloped lots.

2. Is there
currently a strong
demand for
housing?

Poor – not much inventory. Not many options. Needs new single family, multifamily, needs land.
No
place
to Glass and able to support easier commute to Madison
Lone
Rockto–downsize
has Cardinal
Limited
rental properties
(Caz
canhigher
get to quality
Reedsburg).
Existing
housing
stock
lacking
upgrades
Others
– can’ttoget
into–Richland
Center
so could
end up
in these
cities. today if we
Yes.
$125,00
$300,000
market
price. –We
place
15 residents
Within
the
city
–
not
much
land
to
put
up
a
housing
subdivision
Ithaca
is
more
vibrant
–
school
is
better
supported
and
people
feel education
is
had residences. Housing is selling word of mouth. Teachers, executives,
hospital
River
and
hills
–
hem
us
in
stronger
than others in the area
staff.
Land behind Walmart – not appealing to me – too commercial, near livestock
Yes.
Not as much – lacks services and shopping nearby. Workers at Cardinal Glass like
to live closer – drives demand in SE corner. Some interest in rural area – larger
lots – appeal across all the towns.
Some demand. Not being met.
Yes and no. The GenX and Millennials are ok with renting. May live a couple of
years in one space and move on. No settling down. Those that are settling down
– want open concept and ready to move in.
From the rental side – yes, and Buyers that want a home.
Has picked up. Houses being sold. In the turn down – the economy tanked –
nothing was moving – a year or more on the market. Now selling – in 3 to 4
months.
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Could sell more if there was quality stuff to sell. Wedgewood housing
subdivision – built 10 years ago – freed up some other houses. The costs to build
a new home has increased – do people have the income to support it. The
services of city water etc. is valuable.
Not strong, some transactions. Ithaca – has the strongest appeal.
3. What type of
housing is there a
demand for?

Single family. 3-4-bedroom, ranch style. Some near to city center, some outside
town on a couple of acres. Need a garage.
Single family residence – 3br 2 bath. Not a lot of nice rental properties.
Single family – 3 bdrm. Plus 3 car garages. Basement with storage, finished
preferred.
Single family housing – varies by community. Ithaca - 3 bd 3 bath. Caz – 2 bd 2
bath.
Open concept, love it or list it tv show style, ready to move in. 3 bedroom and 2
baths.
Single family – 3+ bedroom – Finding something at $150,000 or under is hard to
find. The $200 – $300,000 is available
Residential – singles – 1 to 4 bedrooms.
New quality single family. Demand for higher quality rental or owner occupied,
multifamily – duplex or condo. Panorama - $800 plus rent – not a fit for
everyone to be in a big 40 unit (new development on 14 near the college).
Buying a single unit might be the same price per month. Panorama may be noisy
– might be a fit for some – not sure who it might be a fit for.
All single family.

4. What do you
predict for the
next 10 years in
the housing
market?

Much depends on the economy. There is demand for rentals as well. Dream of
home ownership not as great as it once was. Jobs are more mobile and people
move. We have a rental problem in Richland Center. People have low end
housing, charging high rent, houses are run down, People in low income
brackets, can’t find rental property, has troublesome rentals. Some tenants have
housing subsidies and the landlord charges $600 and $500 is paid by state – that
is an issue. The tenants are troublesome – lower income people that prefer not
to work. Not an asset to the community. Mgmnt at Rockwell – has to stay at a
room at Ramada and they stay months.
More rental properties – millennials are not as driven to have an owned home.
Affordable rental property - $600 for two. Panorama (new build in town) will
come. One level – townhouse – retired people – has garage – close to town –
that would fill up. Transitional housing – sold bigger home – but not ready for
assisted living.
Some demand, dependent on where jobs are. Viola – GoMacro, S&S, all up in
the area, if they grow, jobs grow.
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They are going to grow – have land to build. Can get cheaper home cost in the
outlying area. Can get outside of town for peace and quiet.
We hope it stays strong for good banking business – but it could fall. But reverse
mortgages and other 2008 tactics are creeping back in – could initiate the fall.
Cash out over what the home was worth – but it can lead to default or
bankruptcy.
In Madison multi units are booming. Single family trend needs will continue
Richland County taxes are lower but close enough to big cities like Madison. A
few spec houses being built in region.
In the next 5 years – continued building increase. Interest rates higher but still
good. Savings and loans percentage rates balanced.
What is going to happen to population. Needs some turnover in housing to get
them updated or scrapped and start again. Many marginal rentals could be
rehabbed if it can be bought at a good price.
People
may have
choice
thedemand
lowest tier
might and
get eliminated
No
demand
in Cazaor
Viola.and
Some
in Ithaca
Lone Rock – has industry
Nice
quality rental
properties – never have vacancies.
or
proximity
to industry.
5. How do you
define a strong
market?

Properties move quickly off the market.
Buyers and sellers, property moving, growth.
Same as Center. Willing buyers and sellers and good jobs and good economy.
Steady. Homes are selling. Rates are low, but moving up, so buying frenzy
slowing down. Houses are being built. In 2-3 years, people will be passing on,
and new stock will come open.
A strong economy, employment options. 15 job postings in paper every week.
Interest rate still historically low over 20 years. What is available – limited.
Houses are moving faster to sold.
More buyers than sellers. If there was high quality – people would consider
upgrading or downsizing, but right now no options, so they stay where they are.
More buyers than sellers.

6. Can people
afford new
housing? Who?

Some people can afford the price range, but don’t want to build. When you build
a home, you have to start with more equity – to support cost overruns. They can
afford the payments – but you can’t build it with just 5% down – you need more.
Who – hospital, upper management, doctors, retirement people and they can
flip out equity. Families with grade school kids or older. At NHS – they are
renovating a home. Houses do not appraise for what they put into it. People
need significant equity.
Yes, as long as they have the income – the income debt ratio that is reasonable.
Programs without needing 20% down with good credit. The more we see are
little bit older and working and in 30s 40s, more settled, are able to afford.
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They get more house for the money. Yes. Some need improvements in the
houses. Can drive out to work in larger cities.
Yes. They have to set a budget and live by a budget. Being cost efficient with
spending.
New construction is harder – not getting 100% out of your expense – so
borrowers need funds. Existing housing – WHEDA, VA loans can help with little
money down. Those with reasonable debt can get into new housing. Everyone
that wants a home should be able to get to one with work. Grants available to
help.
Yes. Two income families.
If I work at Rockwell - $20/hr – can only afford $1000/month. Two income might
be able to make it, single parent. $100,000 house - $850/mo. Blue collar jobs –
can support it – but it is hard to move up the scale. How do we get higher paying
jobs to support higher housing?
Marginal, not really. Only people that have higher income. Ithaca might have
pull. People what want outbuildings or recreation. Zoning can be challenging –
need to look at rezoning to some Ag residential.
7. What are the
current
generational
issues affecting
home ownership?

Variety – see a bit of everything. Early 20s – see some buying, some are well
qualified and buying. Older generations – lower income – homes not
accommodating them – also hits more affluent. Lack main floor bathroom –
issue – may not have money to buy something else.
Millennials not inclined to own home, not committed to monthly house
payment right away.
Same – fresh out of school, lack of broadband in some areas. Drawn to big cities
for jobs.
Kids leave. They feel stuck there. The towns are not keeping them.
Electronics and TV are an issue. TV tells you have to have lots of material things,
buy this entertainment item and spend instead of save.
The younger generation wants to rent not buy. Late 20s early 30s – then buy
Multi-units are rentable. Someone else does all the upkeep. Financially to rent
or buy – the monthly payment is the same. Until the 50-60s – wanting to rent –
no upkeep.
Younger people struggle with down payment and have to look for option for
them. Programs to let them have lower down payment lower rates. $80-100,000
price
Agingtag
population that wants to downsize, less maintenance, not options to
move to so have to workers to do that. Lack of down payment for first time
home buyers – there are some programs they get. The middle group in a small
house, want to move up, nothing they can move to.
Buyers understanding, they need down payment. Needs skin in the game.
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8. What are the
greatest barriers
to first-time
homeownership?

No credit or poor credit. Lack of own funding. Understanding of how credit
impacts ability.
Credit issues, lack of down payment, job stability.
Afraid of being stuck and not seeing the work.
Mindset – overcome that they CAN own a home and get to that step. To be able
to manage the maintenance and budgeting. Once you get over that, you can put
a little away and be prepared. And to have the insurance to cover it. Scary to be
on own and not have safety net.
Uneducated on options – need to understand the process or the options on
down payment. There are misconceptions. Online classes available for free.
Down payment.
Down payment, wages, education – knowing the options of what apartment or
single-family homes bring. Maintenance of a home may bust the budget. Newer
homes have less maintenance.

9. What are the
barriers to new
home
construction and
development?

Cost. Desire to endure the process. Many challenging decisions. Cost of land,
building, it gets to $300 – 400,000 – it cuts out a lot of the local population who
cannot afford.
Land availability in the city and surrounding area. Farmland might not be
available for housing. The price of land.
Cost of land, expense of well and septic, roads, adds to cost before materials for
the building. Surveys and zoning constraints.
Lacking money.
Stigma that it will take forever and always something goes wrong and costs
more. Hear horror stories.
Labor and Material costs – not recouping what you put it. Having that 20% down
can be a block. Spec home construction – risky. Natural disasters – prices will
continue to increase.
Down payment – even higher - $200,000 and up – hard to come up with.
Lots – where is the land?? May not be able to make money for developers.
Contractors are too few. Skilled trades are limited.
May be less barriers with more buildable places. Sextonville/Ithaca might be
developable – if the they have water etc., they have flat land.

10. What do you
feel are the
current housing
opportunities in
the region? For

Developers – most of the builders are so busy do not need to do spec homes –
that is risk. New Owners – Money is available for decent debt ratio, no houses.
Don’t see a lot for sale. For developers – need to find buildable lots.
The transitional housing types. Can be for rental.
Land is there, cheaper to build, useable land.
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developers? For
new owners?

Lots of ops. Lots of land available. Could be gorgeous views. Lots of plants and
factories – demand for new houses. Employment so low, so lots of jobs
available. People will come to work and need a home to stay, get bonus to move
here. Hard to find a place now.
Interest rates are low. Fixed financing for 30 years. Down payment program
assistance. Some are selling homes and building locally. Spec builders – plenty of
people to buy so lowers risk. Those that want to build – seller’s market and quick
to sell. Winter is coming – that will slow it down. School in session – people are
settled in.
People want to build outside of town – a few acres needed. Does not want
developers inside town. Need business – low cost housing. Senior Units. New
owners could take on new lots.
Spec houses could have a home and could withstand 6 new spec homes. Could
be a demand for higher quality for duplex, tri-, or four-plexes – one level for
older generation with basement storage. Need quality.

11. What types of
housing are most
needed?

Single family with smaller acreage – affordable but livable. Need higher paying
jobs.
Single family ranch. 3-4 bedroom, 2 bathrooms.
Single family. Multiunit rentals – one story, private front door – could be a mix of
ages. Good for those prior to first home buy and those that are selling larger
home.
Transitional housing – small footprint – good for starters and enders.
Single family homes.
Apartments – fill up easily and fast. Down the line – houses – developments, cul
du sacs – will help grow the town.
Single family with 3+ bedrooms, 1200 sq. ft., 2 baths. Older kids need more
bathrooms. 2 bedrooms apt are available. Garage nice but not required.
1-4 bedroom. In econ downturn – young people leave for job. When econ is
good, young people stay. Affordable housing – Senior housing – low income.
Single family to 4plexes. Wedgewood – most were downsizing and moving to
ranches.
Single family
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12. What
incentives are
there for new
homebuyers?
New home
builders?

New home buyers – none. Builders – none. Demand for new homes exists. For
builders – comes back to money. The city I know in MN, the city gives the land,
tax incentives, etc. Saves huge money and safe place for the family. Motivated
and rewarded to live there. Schools benefit, 40-50 new homes in last 10 years.
The benefit of the small town. Last subdivision was 10 years ago here in Richland
Center. People want to live outside city for lower taxes. Lot is $25-30,000 – give
it for 10,000 and give restrictions like it has to be owner resident, etc. People
build outside of town – no room in town. Need to cut through city red tape
Re: Buyers – NHS programs, WHEDA, Home Ready via Associated, VA loans.
Re: Builder – I don’t have an answer.
USDA funding
New home – Neighborhood Housing Services – down payment assistance, first
time home owners’ loans available, lower down payment, can just get to paying
closing costs up front. Saving. New Home builders – developers – have
commercial options to help with funding.
Lower to moderate income – grants available. Rate rising environment – still
available low rates for 30 years. New home builders – get to build custom, so no
reworking. Skilled laborers available – able to hire your neighbors. Electricians,
concrete, finish carpenters.
NHS has down payment assistance. We have 1st time buyers’ program – we
make it work.
Re: Buyers – variety of lending programs – Neighborhood Housing Services has
some. Many are tied to low to moderate income and if they make too much
money – do not qualify. Re: Builders – no skilled workers make it challenging. No
incentives except to make money and that is stretched thin.

13. What can
others do to
encourage new
housing?

Someone needs to find the space. Create the plan. It has to be easier for new
buyers to come in. Create a streamlined process with the city – all parties need
to move quickly and get to the goal.
We had a local group looking into new housing – we need to see what the need
is and stay informed.
Financial sense to own a home – they have some equity to sell – encourage
young people to buy. Encourage young people to save to be able to make a
commitment.
Be
able to
have a cash
to fall
back on.
Become
informed
as toreserve
programs
available,
understand how to improve credit
score to be eligible. And to overcome fear of being a home owner.
To speak up and to inform the city and representative that it is needed. To scout
locations for it. Takes a village to build a village. For everyone to buy in. It is not
a one-person job – it is everyone.
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As a community we need to make our city appealing. We need to build the sense
of community after losing the school. The community is taking on movie nights
and holiday parties to give kids something to do at affordable prices. Property
conditions need to kept clean and maintained – that is something that the
village should drive. If your lawn is not mowed – it needs addressed to maintain
neighborhood value.
Advertising. Left to the individual buyer and seller and bank helps come up a
solution.
Someone has to make money without excessive risk. The city should buy some
land, put in infrastructure, and have a range of small lots/houses to duplexes to
higher single-family homes – needs planning to make it work and be appealing
to all levels. City has to create standards and stick to them. City gives the land,
people will complain. City invested $500K in Wedgewood – creates long term
taxes.
Proactive communities – they have to invest in the future.
14. What kind of
person is in most
need of
affordable
housing?

Affordable – those that have lower paying jobs, don’t have great credit. Can’t
buy a house at $12/hour - $27,000 a year. It does not support an expensive
house. The NHS houses help, but not enough. Some employers might be able to
support housing initiatives. At our last election – what they ran on – we need to
do something about housing – we are not any closer to getting that.
Younger families, Single parent working. Mother is staying home to care for kids.
Individuals going into retirement that can’t afford to make a move.
Younger professionals, those that are not able to afford own home. Younger
families with one parent working.
Everyone.
Everyone is – not just the poor. It has to be affordable based on your income so
it is a fit and not a strain to afford.
Elderly on fixed incomes.
Young
Seniors.families with 3-4 kids
Both need
helpto have a home is a dream – they have to save awhile – they have
Young
people
Blue collar
- $15 – 20/hour. Need better-quality options.
other payments and hard to get a mortgage
Blue
collar younger
looking
for suitable
See Jessica
for help to
get ready
to buy ahousing,
house a small upgrade.
Property taxes vary – mil rates – historically River Valley mil rate was lower, but
Ithaca has higher taxes – good school
School families don’t mind property taxes, but property taxes can steer people
away.
Sauk County is higher.
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Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Table D.2. Realtors Responses
Crawford County Realtors Responses
Response
Low inventory. Homes are selling fast at top dollar.
Shortage of rental property, assisted living, and ranch style homes in the
price range of 120,000 - 160,000.
Low inventories are causing slow sales, prices and taxes remain high.
Stable to fair.

Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?
What type of housing
is there a demand
for?

Yes. Many buyers are looking.
Yes.
The demand is high.
My opinion is a fair demand.
All homes, all prices.
Ranch style one level homes.
Single family, moderately priced homes. First time home buyer and retirees
on limited income.
First time home buyer - rental unit (duplexes).

What do you predict
for the next 10 years
in the housing
market?

Interest will rise and the demand will go down.
As interest rates climb, if they do, sales will decrease.
The market will stay steady until the next presidential election. Then based
on economic stability, may crash again.
In Prairie du Chien, I believe it will stay about the same due to lack of
development.

How do you evaluate
a strong housing
demand?

Sales history and supply and demand.
Buyer demand.
Supply/inventories are low driving prices up. Buyers are more cautious.
Sellers have multiple offers causing more competition for properties.
New people moving to Prairie du Chien and renters seeking to purchase.

Is there an adequate
supply of housing?

No.
There
are homes out there, desirability is key.
(
No. the supply we have is either overpriced and in need of a lot of updates
or expensive and overpriced.
Our supply is fair.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing?
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Not really- we need more priced from $80K to $140K.
What kind of person
is in most need of
affordable housing?

Young millennials or elderly.
Elderly and single parents.
Low to moderate income single family.
First Time Home Buyers.

What are the greatest
barriers to first-time
homeownership?

Down payment, credit score.
Down payments for initial cost.
First time home buyers are usually uneducated when it comes to the
process of purchasing or applying for a loan.
Finding loans that they would qualify for. Prices are high compared to
income.

What is the overall
condition of the
community housing
stock?

Average. Most homes are move in ready.

What concerns do
you have about the
existing or future
housing demand or
supply in the area?

Without homes for sale. Buyers will get discouraged and not buy.

What are some
reasons people new
to the area move
here?

Job relocation.

What amenities
makes a house
desirable?

Updates and no work to be done.

There is not enough single unit ranch type homes.
Average condition.
Most homes are 20 years and older. We could use newer, lower priced
homes.

Lack of desirable affordable homes.
II am
am concerned
concerned the
the high
high prices
prices will
will drive
drive the
the market
market to
to another
another real
real estate
estate
crash.
crash.
People will continue to rent as they can't afford mortgage and taxes.
Retirement, recreation, moving closer to family.
Employment, family.
I would say the #1 reason would be job relocation.

Attach garage, two bathrooms on main level, main floor laundry, one level
or ranch style home.
Location, in relation to schools and jobs.
3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, attached garage.

How important is
proximity of

Very.
Employment, childcare, and schools are the "big 3" and very important.
Most important.
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employment?
Childcare? Schools?

Not very.

What makes
someone choose not
to purchase a house
after they view it?

Location, layout and price.

What percentage
estimate of your
clients are first time
homebuyers?

40%

Overall condition.
Doesn't
fit with
with their
their needs
needs and
and wants
wants.
doesn't fit
Smaller square footage - overall condition/needs improvements.

50%
Used to be 75%. The market has slowed way down. Now it is about 25%.
30%

Who is selling
houses? Why?

Ages 50 and up downsizing, ages 30 - 50 looking to upgrade.
Owners who are downsizing or upgrading due to family situations.
Retirees that want to move near grandchildren and want to downsize or
travel.
People upgrading to nicer homes.

What can the
community do to
attract new housing
developments?
Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Have developments for new homes to be built so others can sell.
Quality daycare, tax incentives, new employers.
Provide some kind of incentives, discounts, rebates.
Grant County Realtors Responses
Response
Still strong, but waning a bit compared to earlier this year.
Shortage of moderate-income homes
Spotty, Strong overall
Very strong for low range and mid-range priced housing, fair for upper
price range.
Demand is much higher than supply
High demand, no supply. Mil rate in Cuba City is higher than surrounding
communities due to the recent school referendum, but Grant County taxes
are lower than Lafayette County. The eastern portion of the City is in
Lafayette. Cuba City remains a most sought-after location in Grant County
due to being clean, great location and outstanding schools.
Supply is low & demand is up so pricing is up.
Tight, not a great deal available.
Down because of shortage of houses.
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Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

Still remains a current strong demand.
Yes. The demand is a little less when the price gets over $200,000.
Yes (x5).
Yes,
Yes! in certain ranges.
Yes, lack of needed inventory.

What type of housing
is there a demand for?

What do you predict
for the next 10 years in
the housing market?

Single family homes primarily and "step down housing" for seniors.
Yes! family
Single
senior
housing.
Meaning
niceand
rental
property
all on one level.
Varies, mid income $150K - $250K mostly
Price ranges from $85000 to $175000. Single family. Am hearing that
apartments
are in demand.
Yes!
Single family is #1, then senior housing.
$100 to 175k starter home or a downsize for older folks
Single family - condos - nicer apartment complexes
Starter home, 80 - 100K
Single family - residential
Continuing stable for the most part. Depending on economy we may hit
another bubble similar to, but hopefully not as bad as 2009 - 2012.
Demand for moderate priced homes will increase.
More houses on market, better selection.
Similar to now, but a lot of elderly will be exiting their residences for
assisted living et.al. This will put more homes on the market and reduce
the demand for mid-level housing. Many of these houses would sell in the
$130,000 range today.
Demand and price to increase.
Increased prices.
Demand to steady growing.
Tight.
Steady but it will be tougher if the interest rate continues to stay the same
or climb.

How do you evaluate a
strong housing
demand?

More demand than homes available. Prices rising and interest rates good.
Length of time it takes to move a property and the number of lookers.
Sales and pricing data.
For lower income and mid income houses, yes. But not upper level priced
homes (greater than $200k.)
Quickness of deals, demand very high.
The number of received for housing.
Not being able to find housing for buyers - looking at other communities
for my buyers.
Did not understand the question, based on experience.
What are the needs of people looking to buy a house.
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Is there an adequate
supply of housing?

Does not seem to be for many sectors.
No. We need homes priced no higher than $175,000
Fennimore = N0. Boscobel, Lancaster, Platteville = Yes
No (x5)
There is a shortage of houses within the last year or two with interest
rates increasing and people are paying more for a house now.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing?

No (x5)
Define affordable
No, this is the tightest market in the Muscoda area.
Abundance of low income - middle income needed.
No, it is a seller's market - Demand vs Shortages.

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

Those unable to secure home loans. Lower income people are being
forced to pay high rental rates.
First time homebuyers and elderly housing.
Elderly and under 25.
Single person, and single family, starter homes.
Young Couples.
Lower income folks are hurting the most.
Middle income families.
Lower income level.
First-time home buyers.

What are the greatest
barriers to first-time
homeownership?

Supply driving up prices.
Down-payment required to go conventional financing.
Finding a house in the area they want.
Pricing and their incomes, what can they afford to buy.
Down Payment for young couples. There are programs to assist them but
it ends up costing them more in monthly costs.
While credit is loosening, the price of available homes makes people feel
that they cannot find anything.
Credit ratings - local training classes for 1st time home buyers.
Financing as government sponsored loans have requirements within
purchased property, low down payments.
Coming up with the down payment and/or lack of housing.

What is the overall
condition of the
community housing
stock?

Housing demand remains strong. Supply continues to be short or prices
too high for many buyers.
More homes are for sale for over $200,000 which the market has
decreased.
Fennimore is good
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Aging. Muscoda and Blue River have an older average age housing than
other communities. Maintaining these homes has been a challenge. Not a
lot of new homes. You see a higher number of homes in disrepair, that will
be tough to market when they come onto the market. Muscoda does have
some very nice/maintained older homes in area.
Higher prices, not enough mid-range homes
The condition of available homes here varies, but generally most are in
good condition.
Very many need improvements/upgrades - debris in yards.
Low stock, condition may not meet loan prerequisites
What concerns do you
have about the
existing or future
housing demand or
supply in the area?

The problem is going to keep getting worse without some new
construction.
Available supply of turn-key housing.
Demand will remain strong, barring recessions. Supply homes under
$120,000 will increase as population ages, supply of homes over
$150,000k will remain tight.
Demand to continue.
Mil rate concerns, not enough supply as some people have been looking
for more than a year.
Badly in need of duplex, condo units w/garage.
Mismatch between financing and quantity of stock.
Shortage especially with the interest rates.

What are some
reasons people new to
the area move here?

Job relocation, bedroom communities to bigger cities and safer conditions
and better school than larger cities.
Number 1 would be jobs. Number 2 is more people wanting to get out of
the busier communities.
Schools and jobs.
Job employment, loyalty to the area.
Cuba City is well kept and very welcoming to new residents when
compared to surrounding communities. Great schools and Main Street.
Great location for families and has always been so.
Location near Dubuque and Platteville. Many couples have one person
working in Dubuque and the other is working in Platteville. Better re-sale
prices of homes in Cuba City.
Job transfers, retirements.
People move here for jobs, or to come back home.
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Used to be jobs but it might be more to be closer to Richland Center,
Prairie du Chien vs the bigger cities.
What amenities makes
a house desirable?

Master bath, walk in closets. Upgrades for flooring, etc.
Nice lot. 2-Car garage. One level homes.
Newer, modern, little up keep needed.
3 bedroom, 2 baths. Low maintenance.
One level, 2+ car garage for older folks, young families will take any style
home. Like basements.
Basics no special requirements
One story in big demand, décor, hardwood floors, porches, basements
semi-finished, & garages
Number of bathrooms, large garage
The extras like large garage, outside landscaping, pool, family or recreation
rooms.

How important is
proximity of
employment?
Childcare? Schools?

Most people want to be within 20 min or less to place of employment.

Very important. Families moving to the area want good schools with good
teacher to student ratio.
School is a driver, employment is second.
Employment is important
Strong need to be near work, proximity to Cuba City Schools is a big driver.
Strong employment options, and great schools and day care.
Fairly - people will commute.
Employment most important, but all important.
50/50 - some don't mind the commute it they can live in rural areas and
others it is more important not to have to drive and stay closer because of
schools and children

What makes someone
choose not to
purchase a house after
they view it?

Condition of the house - they expect it to be move-in ready.
Does it measure up to inspection, financing.
Run down properties next door.
Needs work, layout, price and size.
Layout/ design/ condition/ stairs.
Too much costs to make it livable to buyer's standards.
Upkeep cost, pricing.
Location. Houses in the area.
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Condition of the home compared to the price. Nonfunctionally of the
home. Sometimes location.
What percentage
estimate of your
clients are first time
homebuyers?

40%
50%
15%
33%
25%
40%
10 - 15% - mostly repeat customers.
Small percentage.
60%

Who is selling houses?
Why?

Retired people to down size or people who have outgrown their houses.
Retirees
Established 100K homes to downsize & growing families.
People looking to move up or downsize.
Realtors are selling the most although some owners are trying to do it on
their own.
Elderly. Want smaller/easier homes to live in.
Elderly - moving to another facility. 30's, buying a larger home.
Realtors and some FSBO.
Those moving for job reasons, people moving to larger homes and Seniors
moving to smaller, nursing homes, or estates.

What can the
community do to
attract new housing
developments?

Have land accessible to build on.
Offer some help for infrastructure cost.
Need lots to build on.
Develop affordable lots for apartments/duplex and housing. Less than
$15,000 per lot.
Infrastructure costs are an issue for developers.
Land to permit people to build their own homes. Lori does not feel that
spec homes sell well and that most people would prefer to build to their
own design.
City banks need to offer incentives to developers, special interest rates,
investment funds.
Develop more jobs.
Bring in more jobs and offer more programs for first-time homebuyers.

Question
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How would you
describe the current
housing market?

The housing market is on a 20-year cycle. We are now at the lowest inventory in
20 years. We have many buyers, but not enough homes – especially for first time
homeowners.
Low inventory
Good.

Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

Yes, especially for first time homebuyers ($100,000 and under). And if $100,000
homes come on the market, they need a ton of work and first-time homebuyers
can’t afford the extra money to fix them up. They can’t even get a loan if there is
chipping paint or bad windows and the seller rarely has funds to fix them prior to
closing.
Yes.
Fairly
Fairly strong.
strong.

What type of housing
is there a demand for?

Housing costing $180,000 or less.
Entry Level, senior condo, ranch style.
$350,000 ad below is strong but there is very little inventory.

What do you predict
for the next 10 years in
the housing market?

It will balance out at some point with higher interest rates. There is a huge
affordability issue in Madison, so those people are coming south, but we have
very little new development. We need to get housing built that is at affordable
prices.
I think it will grow some but if interest rates go up it could make it more difficult
for Buyers and Sellers.

How do you evaluate a
strong housing
demand?

When there is less than a 2-month supply of homes (which is where we have been
since middle of last year).

Is there an adequate
supply of housing?

No (x3).

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing?

No (x3).

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

First time homebuyer or second step up (under $150,000).

What are the greatest
barriers to first-time
homeownership?

Can’t find homes on the market, can’t get a loan because the houses on the
market need to be fixed up, can’t afford to fix them up prior to closing.

First time homebuyers and seniors.
Lower income buyers.

Available inventory.
Lower price properties that qualify for a government loan.

What is the overall
condition of the
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Varies, depending on the price range. Most are in average shape.
fair to good.
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community housing
stock?
What concerns do you
have about the
existing or future
housing demand or
supply in the area?

Good.

What are some
reasons people new to
the area move here?

Community and all it has to offer. Proximity to large communities and still a smalltown feel. Lots of things to be involved in.

We need new neighborhoods built with a different mindset – smaller lots, smaller
homes, more affordable.
I am afraid the supply will become tighter and tighter as Sellers don’t want to sell
unless they find one, they like first. Many Sellers don’t want the contingency of a
house to close.

Jobs.
The beautiful landscape and the quaint communities.

What amenities makes
a house desirable?

First floor laundry, two car garages, minimum of 3 bedroom.
Clean, updated, size.
Updated roof, windows, mechanicals, larger kitchen, yard, multiple bathrooms.

How important is
proximity of
employment?
Childcare? Schools?

Walkability has become more important in the past 5 years as people are working
more and need their kids to be more self-sufficient and get themselves to school
etc.
Very.
It is mostly important but there are those that don’t mind commuting to live more
in the country.

What makes someone
choose not to
purchase a house after
they view it?

Layout, if it’s in bad shape, is it well maintained, location.

What percentage
estimate of your
clients are first time
homebuyers?

25-30%.

Who is selling houses?
Why?

1) People who want to make money because their house is worth more than it
was 2 years ago, so then they can upgrade. 2) People going into nursing homes or
assisted living.

Condition or price vs. updating needed.
Needs work, don’t like the layout, don’t like the kitchen and bathroom situation,
yard, price.

35%.
30%.

Couples that are wanting to move up, some empty nesters others moving out of
the area.

What can the
community do to
attract new housing
developments?
Question
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Build new neighborhoods.
Make development and the process easier.

Iowa County Realtors Responses
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How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Stable and strong.
Inventory is very low. Property that is priced right sell almost
immediately. Overpriced listings generally sell for less than their true
value, had they been priced correctly. Market is very active.
Stable but in need of some inventory.
Very good.
It's the toughest market I have seen. Our inventory is the lowest I have
ever seen it. People are not listing their properties because they have a
low interest rate and do not want to give that up.
Average to above.
My experience is mostly vacant land. But what I have experienced with
home sales is if they are not overly priced homes sell very quickly.
Because the inventory is much lower than previous years, there is a higher
demand for homes. This is a result in less days on market and a good
market for property owners to sell.
It is a seller's market with not much inventory.

Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

Yes (x4)
Yes, I have buyers waiting but no inventory out there.
Was stronger but slowing.
There is a strong demand for homes that are moderately priced. Home
Above $300,000 tend to take more time. Under $200,000 move quickly.
Yes! The inventory of homes for sale is very low. The number of Buyers is
rather stable. As soon as a property populates "for sale" it is common to
see multiple offers.
Yes, and that is compounded by the lack of inventory.

What type of housing
is there a demand for?

Residential.
Single family, in the price range of $150K to 250K., in the Spring Green
area.
Clean low maintenance homes in the under $200,000 price range.
The starter homes up to $200,000.
3-bedroom 2 bath homes.
Starters at affordable pricing and affordable senior housing.
Modest homes. More would prefer to be in country but that is limited due
to unavailable smaller lots.
There is a demand for Residential homes in a price range up to $225,000.
The demand is higher as the price decreases to $125,000 (in the first time
Buyer range).
Affordable housing - $100,000-$175,000.
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What do you predict
for the next 10 years in
the housing market?

I would look for the market to level out and stay there.
Uncertain. Buyer interest is still there but there needs to be some more
building to open up more of the under $200,000 properties. 2nd time
move up buyers really don't have a big choice which keeps the lower end
locked up.
Strong.
II predict
inventory and
and
predict that
that prices
prices will
will continue
continue to
to increase
increase due
due to
to low
low inventory
high
inflation
for
the
next
5-7
yrs.
and
then
it
will
tank
again
like
it
did
in
high inflation for the next 5-7 yrs and then it will tank again like it did in
2005
2005 and
and people
people will
will be
be under
under water
water again.
again.
About same as now.
It follows interest rates. If towns would allow smaller lots more homes
would be built. Village homes would keep selling.
That is a tough prediction. The sellers determine the housing demand by
the number of homes for sale. Let’s hope the interest rates stay within
reason to keep Buyers interested in purchasing. You will always have
Buyers, although number of Buyers may fluctuate slightly with increased
interest rates.
That prices are going to continue to increase with solid demand due area
business growth, migration of owners/buyers looking to purchase in a
more affordable region other than Dane County, more pressure on
existing homes as the cost of new construction continues to increase.

How do you evaluate a
strong housing
demand?

By demand.
Currently, low inventory and mortgage rates.
Times are better than they were. People are not as wary as they were in
the past.
More buyers than houses.
More buyers than sellers, no place for buyers to go or renters for that
matter.
By competition for houses.
By competion for houses.
Low interest rates, smaller affordable lots in townships which is more
desirable as taxes tend to be extremely high in villages. Also, young home
buyers can't for the most part buy large parcels and build a home.
Demand can be determined by the number of homes on the market, the
number of days on market before it produces an offer and by the multiple
offers received on the property.
Supply and demand, price point and number of days on market.
There is a need for good affordable housing.
Not at this time...inventory is low. Building costs are high.
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Is there an adequate
supply of housing?

No. Especially in the new $200,000-$275,000 range.
We could use more.
No. (x2)
Not on the low end.
In villages yes. In townships no.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing?

Today it does not seem like it because the inventory of homes for sale is so
low. In my last 12 years of real estate sales, I have not seen such a demand
for homes. I believe there is a shift in the market again from a "Buyers"
market to a "Sellers" market, however with the millennial generation
there may continue to be a demand for housing.
I feel the market could use more.
Not in my opinion. It is difficult to find a livable home under 100K.
Unfortunately, people who are looking for homes in that price range,
generally do not have the income to do the additional needed repairs.
I would say no. with house prices on the increase it still keeps some
renters from being able to buy. income levels are still pretty low.
We could use more.
Absolutely not.
No (x2)
I don’t believe so. There is a need to be able to cluster homes. In mobile
home parks there would be space available, but most don't qualify for
loan as banks don't want to take on mobile homes.
Yes, I believe we have an adequate supply of affordable housing. The cost
of living in Wisconsin is more affordable than most other states.

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

The working couples.
Young families, elderly, retired people.
Single parents- divorcees- young people.
The starter homes.
Middle income to low income. We have a large generation of baby
boomers retiring and wanting to downsize and there is nothing there for
them. They want 2 beds, 2baths, and 3 car garages for their toys.
Seniors and young.
Under 35 and those on SS.
A single Buyer with small children or a young couple with student
education debt from college.
Often times a single parent with an entry level income or retired person
relocating to the area.
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What are the greatest
barriers to first-time
homeownership?

Down payment, mortgage worthiness and payment.
Buyer's credit scores...lack of closing funds.
Really the taxes and the insurance are what puts the payment out of
reach.
Getting the down payment if they don't use Federal loans.
Down payments.
Down payments and interest rates.
Lack of credit and down payment required.
The greatest barriers are credit scores and debt to income ratio. There are
many bad financial decisions made impairing credit scores.
Homes in an affordable price range that are in a condition that will pass a
home inspection for financing.

What is the overall
condition of the
community housing
stock?

Good to fair.
Not enough on the market but what is available is good!
Pretty fair- seen a lot of DIY-ers upgrading their property as opposed to
selling it.
Low.
Depends on which side of the fence you are on, it’s great for sellers, not so
great for buyers, not so great for towns as people cannot move here and
pay taxes if there is no place to live.
Most communities housing is in good condition
Very little to choose from that is affordable in country. Villages tend to
have homes that are quite old.
I feel the fair market value of properties simulate the condition of the
housing in this area. There are some homes that could use improvements
more than others.
Most houses are in a good condition compared to 5 years ago with more
updates being done, less foreclosures.

What are some
reasons people new to
the area move here?

Stable Employment and affordable housing.
The culture, the small-town experience, peace and quiet.
Not in a city- getting away from crime- rural beauty.
Our school system and our location between Madison and Dubuque.
Work is the only reason to move here because our taxes are so high, I
have had many buyers move on to differ towns and states because they
could not afford to retire here due to taxes.
School systems and job availability.
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Most in our experience are older couples looking to get out in the country.
With kids grown and gone.
I believe it is the cost of living that is less in this area with a reasonable
commute to the city for employment.
Jobs, retirement, secondary homes from larger cities, quality of life.
What amenities makes
a house desirable?

Bath and kitchen upgrades.
Open floor plan, at least two baths, garage, well maintained, curb appeal,
location to shopping and village amenities.
Low maintenance- location to amenities-ease of getting to work- daycare
proximity.
2 bathrooms and a 2+car garage.
2 baths and 3 car garages, everybody has toys then need to store.
Multi car garages, newer kitchens.
Setting, condition of home, distance to job.
more than one-bathroom, main level laundry, a garage, updated
mechanicals (furnace, water heater, electrical panel).
Condition of home, condition of mechanicals, schools, healthcare, safety.
Ranch homes are most desirable for lack of steps.

How important is
proximity of
employment?
Childcare? Schools?

Very to somewhat.
Here we have a lot of people that commute to work within w 35-mile
radius which works for them. School systems and child care are very
important. In meeting with people, I generally put them in contact with
school officials to get their questions answered. Here, a lot of child care is
done by private individuals. I believe there are two day care centers in
Spring Green.
Very important especially for the younger people.
It obviously helps.
Very.
All are no.1.
Those that are retired don’t care. Those with families want to be close to
school and daycare and generally within 30 minutes to job.
In this market, I believe the Buyers are more flexible to location of
employment, childcare and schools.
Very important.

What makes someone
choose not to
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Size and how it feels with their lifestyle.
Generally, the price and/or condition of the property.
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purchase a house after
they view it?

Too much work- neighborhood not up to their standards- little too far
from work.
Can't afford it or the neighborhood.
Cleanliness, layout, steps, no one wants steps anymore.
Smells, layout, condition of flooring
Conditions of home, size to small, location.
The inside condition, need for improvements, it may not meet lending
criteria.
Property taxes, the cost of needed updates.

What percentage
estimate of your
clients are first time
homebuyers?

55%
15%
50% (x3)
85%
30% (x2)
10% or less

Who is selling houses?
Why?

Retiring people downsizing and those looking to upgrade from a starter
home.
A lot of reasons...all individual. Empty nesters looking to down size,
growing families, need more room, divorce, pending foreclosure, wanting
to upgrade, want to move into or out of town.
Well-connected people.
Estates and people building new houses.
People moving for work.
People with good jobs are upgrading.
Those that want to upsized or down size. Those that want to get out of city
or village.
Most of the owners that are selling are moving for employment or
relocation purposes. Some owners are interested in selling since there is
little inventory available for Buyers.
Families moving out of the area for different employment opportunities,
retired people downsizing.

Good schools and a variety of employment opportunities.
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What can the
community do to
attract new housing
developments?

First of all, not put an industrial building in the middle of 3 subdivisions.
New industries coming into a community will accomplish the need for
more housing. A strong downtown and school system is also a plus. A
community government that has some vision and chamber of commerce
that supports it.
Get some business activity going- give people a reason to stay in town.
Give some incentives.
Make them more affordable.
Clean up main street, have good leadership in the towns.
Reduce lot sizes. So, people can afford land and a house. Loosen up on
housing restrictions. Tiny homes are up and coming. Not everyone wants
a large house or can afford them. Allow clustering of homes.
Infrastructure improvements like paved roads or repairing of roads.
Addition of parks and safe walking trails. Offer incentives to developers
which would provide jobs to builders and sub-contractors.
Offer tax incentives.

Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Table D.2 Lafayette County Realtors Responses
Response
Fair.
Good to very good.
Low on inventory, high demand.

Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

Not really - no jobs to keep people here.

What type of housing
is there a demand for?

Low income.
Moderately priced 3bd, 2 bath in both "town" and "country."
Middle income buyers.
Decline if nothing happens to bring business here.
Most likely similar w/ usual peaks and valleys unless job potential changes.

What do you predict
for the next 10 years
in the housing
market?
How do you evaluate
a strong housing
demand?
Is there an adequate
supply of housing?

Yes, particularly moderately priced ($75k - $100K) property.
Yes.

More of the same unless new homes are built.
Usually by length of time listing is in effect.
Low supply - good demand.
Need low income/ rentals.
Yes, except for rentals.
No.
No (x2).
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Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
What
kind of person is
housing?
in most need of
affordable housing?

Not currently, nothing to choose from for seniors.

What are the greatest
barriers to first-time
homeownership?

Down payment.

What is the overall
condition of the
community housing
stock?
What concerns do you
have about the
existing or future
housing demand or
supply in the area?
What are some
reasons people new to
the area move here?
What amenities makes
a house desirable?

Elderly, handicapped.
Young families, recently widowed or divorced individuals.
Middle income buyers.
Lucrative employment to afford mortgage.
A couple or family must rely on 2 incomes.
Fair. Very limited executive homes.
Good (x2).
We need good jobs in the area to keep people here.
Would be awesome to add ore build areas (in addition to the current
development).
Not enough new homes being built. Too expensive to do so.
Employment.
History, family, close commute (within reason) to larger cities.
Being pushed out by Madison. Moving to suburban towns. Suburban
people are moving this way.
Garage, neighborhood, curb appeal, maintained.
Kitchen, Bath, Landscape.
Central air.

How important is
proximity of
employment?
Childcare? Schools?

Very.

What makes someone
choose not to
purchase a house
after they view it?
What percentage
estimate of your
clients are first time
homebuyers?
Who is selling houses?
Why?

Price, overall condition.

Main priority.
Very important for all.

Usually not what they thought it was no "feelings" for it.
Needs too much updating usually.
5-10%.
Approximately 20%.
50%.
Retirees, estates, moving for employment, foreclosure.
Job changes, family situations, stage of life.
Older couples downsizing.
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What can the
community do to
attract new housing
developments?
Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Create good jobs.
Make effort to assist (grants or other) and purchase available land to
establish a development.
Get more jobs.
Richland County Realtors Responses
Response
Seller’s Market.
Lacking inventory – good for sellers – values are up as much as 10% in last
2 years.
Like Ithaca – good school district – nice country home.
Caz
arethe
high
and town
is in fast.
debt
Not taxes
a lot on
market
– selling
Not much available. Lone Rock is a lower housing priced market.
Ithaca has fabulous school and has decent home, nice growth on the west
side of town.
Sellers’ market – shortage of decent houses to sell. We have had a 10-year
lack of building.

Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

Yes (x3).
Is a demand – but the sellers then price too high – and that slows the sales
market down.
No.
Yes – not much available. Lone Rock – for cheaper prices. Ithaca for the
School and nicer home.

What type of housing
is there a demand for?

For both Richland Center and outlying. For single family – both rental and
home ownership. $75,000 - $150,000. 3 bedrooms.
Raised ranch. $300K not in demand – those buyers coming in from out of
town.
Country houses in Ithaca. Lone Rock – if you like flat.
Under $150,000 sells quick.
Rural areas and city homes. $100- $150,000 – 3 bedroom – 1-2 bath,
sometimes a garage on an ½ acre or acre.

What do you predict
for the next 10 years in
the housing market?
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New style – ranch homes. $125 - $300,000. Less demand for more
expensive. Lower than $125,000 need too many repairs to get finance. 15
houses on the market, 10 are not financeable due to repairs.
Strong – follow the economy. Bringing jobs in – so need homes.
Values will maintain or get stronger.
Little towns not likely to grow – do not see promotion of those towns.
Locals will stay local.
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According to history – it tanks every 10-20 years – likely downturn coming.
Interest is not too high now.
Staying medium to strong if the economy stays strong. Interest rates will
have an impact on that as well.
Look at history – length of recovery for foreclosure period. If we don’t get
some building going on – as long as the economy stays good and no major
conflicts – it will continue to go up.
How do you evaluate a
strong housing
demand?

Phone calls and interest.
How quick properties do sell. Listed one Saturday – and buyers made an
offer on Monday.
Things sell quickly – within 30 days.
Buyers looking and having to spread search area to find price or housing
type. Not that many listings.
Law of supply and demand. We have strong demand and short supply and
will drive market higher.

Is there an adequate
supply of housing?

No (x2)
No,
No lacking adequate selection, forced to buying what they don’t want.
Sometimes selling over asking.
No – need more country homes.
Need more.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing?

No (x4)

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

Young People.

Build new is $150 – 200,000 – over that most can’t afford.
No – gets snapped up instantly.
Young couples upgrading from starter home.
First timers and older generation.
Families, 1-3 kids. Middle- and low-income families.
First time buyers, younger buyers, elderly. The cost of construction is high.

What are the greatest
barriers to first-time
homeownership?

Finance.
Finding a house that will pass inspection that they can afford. Appraisals
don’t match offer. Condition of home is an issue.
Down payment.
Financing, down payment.
Some
programs
notsomething
finance homes
in poor
Nothing
to buy –will
need
to qualify
for condition
financing. The house has to
qualify for loans.

What is the overall
condition of the
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Low – poor.
Average, some are nice, some are in need of repair.
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community housing
stock?

Average – both good and bad.
Fairly good, don’t know Viola, Ithaca has nice housing. Center has variety –
some are substandard and need fixed up.
40% need fixed up. In Lone Rock there are some that are in disrepair.

What are some
reasons people new to
the area move here?

¾ of houses got new roofs this year. Economy is strong and people are
improving. Not enough carpenters for the work. Lack of new construction
here – lack of land to build new construction out of the reach of new
buyers.
Jobs – big need, dairy, foundry.
Job brings them here. Some come home after living away.
Chicago, MKE, moving to the scenery.
Don’t know – employment. Escape from big cities.
Relocation for work. Some are downsizing or less expense, less tax.
Mostly due to relocated to work here. We are not growing, but shifting.

What amenities makes
a house desirable?

Everyone is different, Close to schools – young families will pick based on
schools, safe neighborhood.
One level, full basement, 2 cars, location, country living is another good
option close to town. Laundry, main floor master, attached garage.
3-4 bed, 3-4 bath, attached garage, location, condition.
Youngers – want affordability, lawn.
Updated houses, AC, Windows, roof, siding, garage, Nice kitchen –
stainless steel, 1.5 bath min.
Kitchens and bathrooms. Condition and location.

How important is
proximity of
employment?
Childcare? Schools?

Employment – not huge. Childcare – nice to be close, can drive to get to
good care. School – most important.
Employment does not need to be close. Childcare needs to be close – near
grandma or childcare. School district can sway some, but not a big deal,
everybody has a car.
Work not important, close to childcare.
Employment – driving is not an issue. Closer to childcare and schools
important.
They drive out to work. Childcare – several services in the area. Lone Rock
– lost their school as did Arena – not as big of an impact – 20% impacted.
We need workers. Closeness is not an issue.

What makes someone
choose not to
purchase a house after
they view it?

People look at a home, out of pocket immediate expense on replacing
mechanicals, might defer because they just spent all the money.
Price, vibe, Wishlist is not met.
Not a fit, like it or not, just a feel for it, price could impact it.
Price, condition, size.
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It is smaller than it is, dander, smell, more work than estimated, pictures
looked better, neighborhood not so nice.
What percentage
estimate of your
clients are first time
homebuyers?

Condition.
location
35%
20-25% are first time. I also sell repeatedly. People move around.
50%
25% (x2)

Who is selling houses?
Why?

Elderly selling. Don’t want maintenance.
Retirement. People upgrading to larger property.
Downsizing, upsizing. Youngers upsizing.
Lone Rock – older people downsizing. Estates sales – due to nursing home
or death.
Move to nursing homes/pass away. People that want to upgrade. Those
relocating out.

What can the
community do to
attract new housing
developments?

Needs to have programs and tax abatements to get new building. Being in
Richland County – needs a tax break for anyone investing in Richland
County – for home buy or business buy – 3-5 years.
Industry job. Natural habitat is a plus.
Bring in good paying jobs so they can afford a good house.
Helps with financing. Available land.
Taxes reduced for the developer. They need more businesses in town or
nearby. Chamber of Commerce – might be a benefit, a way to promote the
community, kids and amenities for kids, more events.
Need to have the land available. Help someone – TIF support or other
Utilities, streets put in, need to get $45,000 to $50,000 profit out of a lot –
hard to get that.
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Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Table D.3 Housing Agencies Responses
Crawford County Housing Agencies Responses
Response
The current housing market is very tight, especially for low income
households. Rental units that are safe, sanitary and affordable are very
difficult to find, especially in the rural areas. There is a definite need for
more low-income housing.
The current housing market is similar to that in 2007 - 2008. A lack of
affordable mid-size and mid-priced homes. A lack of housing for sale
creates an overpricing situation
Low inventories are causing purchasing problems.

Who is in the most
need of housing?

Low income households, especially those at 30% or below county median
income.
Very low to low income families who are paying way too much for rentals
due to the lack of available rental stock which is driven by the housing
market.
Low to medium income. Rentals needed across the region.

What are the barriers?

Lack of income in the amount that can cover all housing costs, lack of
affordable housing, lack of good paying jobs.
No new homes are being built so there are no existing homes being put on
the market and the ones that do go on the market are overpriced and sold
within days.
Most have low income or poor credit. Lack of education in region to what
help and programs are available.

What programs
address those in the
greatest need? Are
they successful? Why
or why not?

County health and human services departments, non-profit agencies such
as Coulee CAP, Catholic Charities, etc. I would say that these agencies have
been successful in meeting needs, however, there is just not enough
financial resources and housing resources available to actually meet the
needs of the community.
Nonprofits help fill the gap of what buyers can afford vs selling price with
affordable housing products - deferred financing, CDBG money within a
community can also help to do needed repairs on homes that cannot pass
inspection.
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Is there a gap
between those
receiving housing
assistance/programs
and those who need it
or on the verge of
needing it?

Most definitely. There are huge waiting lists for housing assistance. In the
meantime, people lose their housing and risk becoming homeless, or
actually become homeless because they cannot maintain the payments on
their housing. We have very little in the way of prevention resources
perhaps even long term, that could keep people in their homes. There is a
definite need for a more robust preventions system that could create
safety nets when people lose their income, or get displaced from housing
for other reasons such as domestic violence.
There is more of a problem with lack of funding for Affordable Housing
programs done through non-profits than a gap between those receiving
and those needing. There are products on the market for those that
exceed CMI and can't qualify for HOME, HCRI, etc.

What type of housing
would you like to see
built?

Low income apartments.
More multi-family rental housing so that existing single-family homes are
not used as rentals and can go on the market for buyers.
Moderate income housing. Rentals

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing in our
community?

Definitely not.
No, there is a great lack of affordable rental housing and affordable houses
to buy.
No.

What concerns do you
have about the
existing or future
housing demand or
supply in the area?

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

I think that things will just get worse in terms of the number of people
needing low income housing and the availability of stock.
Since not many new homes are built, there is no supply of existing housing
being put on the market. This drives prices out of the range of affordability
for Very Low- and Low-Income buyers.
Supply is very low/ our inventories are down consequently there is a large
demand for rentals.
Low income, people with disabilities, people who are homeless, the elderly
people fleeing domestic violence.
All types of persons - Elderly persons being forced out of their homes by
rising real estate taxes and other housing related costs, upkeep, utilities,
etc. Working families who rent costs keep rising which prevents them from
saving for a down payment. Even with 0 down payment programs available
many people cannot afford a home due to the lack of available housing
stock and overpricing.
Family with limited income or single person on social security and unable
to afford decent housing.
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Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Grant County Housing Agencies Responses
Response
Very tight supply, significant lack of inventory of all types, single family
(affordable) multi-family (workforce) and senior.
Rentals needed, they are full.
Market rents in our area are way too high for families of moderate to low
income. The percentage of homeowners in the United States is decreasing
as families cannot afford to spend 40 - 50% of their incomes on housing.
There are numerous rental properties available, however a large
percentage of them are not maintained in what I would consider a safe or
sanitary condition.

Who is in the most
need of housing?

All types workforce and senior are critical.
Families; moms and kids, 2 income families.
Based on my experience with my waiting list over the past five years, the
populations that are most in need of housing are young families with young
children or elderly or near elderly individuals that can no longer maintain a
private property but who do not yet need assisted living or nursing home
care.

What are the barriers?

Barriers include excessive rents, mental illness and criminal backgrounds.
Not sure.
High cost of construction, lack of developers in rural areas.
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What programs address
those in the greatest
need? Are they
successful? Why or why
not?

WHEDA can help with credit programs but only half of projects are granted
due to the lack of funds.
Not aware of programs.

Is there a gap between
those receiving housing

Yes, there is a gap. I consistently have a large waiting list of individuals and
families in need of affordable housing.

Programs in my area include:
- Rural Development
- Dept. of Housing and Urban Development
- SW WI Community Action Program, Inc.
- Family Promise of Grant County
- Forward Service Corp.
- Grant County Homeless Coalition
- Rural Housing
I do feel that we are successful in administering our Rural Development and
HUD programs as we are able to house individuals that find difficulty in the
private market. I do believe however that we do not have enough units to
house all of those in need of housing in my area.
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assistance/programs
and those who need it
or on the verge of
needing it?
What type of housing
would you like to see
built?

Most applying need subsidy - moving in with family or friends until
something opens up.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing in our
community?

No, I do not believe there is an adequate supply of affordable housing in
our community. If there was, my wait list would be consistently smaller.

No answer.
Senior housing would open up their homes for 1st time buyers, workforce
housing is critical at this time.
Multifamily.
I would like to see an additional 20-unit complex built that would include
one- and two-bedroom units, a portion of which would be 100% handicap
accessible, non-income restricted. Two-bedroom units would also be
beneficial to serve single parents with one child or elderly couples who
request two bedrooms.

No, not for subsidized individuals & low income
No

What concerns do you
have about the existing
or future housing
demand or supply in
the area?

Likely to become worse.
If projects aren't built the existing in aging and new is needed.

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

Based on my experience, people most in need of affordable housing include
low to moderate income, individuals with mental illnesses and criminal
backgrounds.
Persons w/dependents, low paying job & no benefits.

I worry about the condition of the housing in the private market. We are
currently able to maintain our properties at the housing authority, but that
could change at any given time with decreasing funding. We are not able to
operate just from rental income. We rely on government to subsidize a
large amount of our operating expenses.

Workforce to reduce long commutes plus seniors to open their homes to
1st time buyers.
Question
How would you describe
the current housing
market?

Green County Housing Agencies Responses
Response
Very tough to find affordable housing. We have many frustrated people come to
our agency looking for affordable housing for people on a fixed income. We have
people that have been long-time Green County residents who cannot find housing
but also many other people from Illinois and other counties wanting to move to
Green County who are very frustrated they cannot find a place.
It is really bad
The current housing market is in a crisis state. There is an extreme shortage of
available, affordable housing in the county and that has driven up housing costs.
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Tight. It is hard to obtain quality living conditions along with affordability. There
are some subsidized housing units but often times there are long waiting lists.
Who is in the most need
of housing?

The people our agency interacts with are elderly and people on disability. We
have had more and more inquires for senior only living. But also, many people on
a fixed income are having a hard time being able to afford many of the rental
amounts for many of the complexes in Green County. Many are needing
subsidized housing…. or rent that is below $500/month.
Low to moderate income Individuals and families.
In discussions with many people I readily identify two distinct populations. First
and foremost, it is the low-income families and individuals who are struggling to
find housing.
We see low to moderate incomes, seniors, and homeless most often.

What are the barriers?

Income. Many people are on very tight budgets so paying $700-800/month or
The second population most in need of housing are the elderly. Many express that
more in rent would be over 50% of their income and therefore not feasible.
they would desire to down size and move into a senior apartment program
Income
housing
unitsup
available
for people
in need.
becauseand
it isnot
justenough
too difficult
to keep
their home
anymore.
For the younger low-income population: This population typically has multiple
variables that make it even more challenging. I am referring to things such as past
rental history/evictions, poor credit history, criminal records etc.

What programs address
those in the greatest
need? Are they
successful? Why or why
not?

Credit scores, pat rental histories, criminal events in history, affordability for
wages earned.
Additional subsidized apartments or more funding for the Section 8 program
would be a huge help.
In regards to the younger low-income population our county has two
organizations that provide temporary emergency shelter to families in need and
we have a Housing and Homelessness Prevention Committee that works to
address some of the issues with housing, landlord issues and landlord
relationships. We also work with city officials to try to identify ways that housing
opportunities could possibly be improved.
We are unsure that there is a real program to comprehensively address the need;
we address the immediate crisis, but there is no follow through with folks.
Reason: lack of human resources paid or volunteer. How to obtain housing which
is a basic need is not addressed. Credit checks and rental blemishes prohibit folks
from being given a basic human need

Is there a gap between
those receiving housing
assistance/programs and
those who need it or on
the verge of needing it?
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YES
YES! A recent report released by the National Low-Income Housing Coalition
identified Wisconsin as one of the states in an extremely critical situation. They
have a specific report entitled “GAP Report” which indicates the state if Wisconsin
has 28 available, affordable 2-bedroom fair market rental units per every 100
“Extremely Low-Income Families.” This means for every 28 families fortunate
enough to find adequate housing, 72 families will remain homeless!
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Yes, there is a gap. What preventions are taken to avoid evictions. Catching and
supporting pre-eviction and preventing a scarlet letter condemning them to
homelessness which in turn results in employment/education problems. If we
caught those on the verge and were able to provide support to lift them out of
crisis then ongoing support, we would better address the problem.
What type of housing
would you like to see
built?

Affordable senior retirement communities and more subsidized apartment
complexes
More subsided units.
Affordable housing that is in reach to those individuals and families who are
working fulltime but receiving less than a living wage.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing in our
community?

Mixed units for all incomes. Less than perfect credit history requirements.
Support and case management to keep tenants on track and prevention
education. Subsidized housing not only for you low wage earners but also for
seniors on Social Security, with low or no savings.
No, we interact with many people who are unable to find affordable housing
because of waiting lists and ultimately look to move to other counties to find a
place to live.
NO
NO! There is not an adequate supply of any type of housing in our community.

What concerns do you
have about the existing
or future housing
demand or supply in the
area?

No there is not. We need scales options for various situations and needs.
Inquiries into housing seem to continue to increase and all that we interact with
are looking for low-income housing because of the constraints of their social
security payments. Many people we interact with do not have savings that could
supplement their income to afford &600+ rent a month. I only see the need
increasing with the elderly population growing. We are also seeing more people
looking to move up from Illinois once they need some assistance and they are
looking at independent living
I am really concerned that we will start seeing more homeless people due to not
having more affordable housing availability.
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We want to see our communities grow but if we are expanding the job market by
bringing in new businesses and encouraging current business to grow, we need to
be providing additional housing to accommodate that growth. What I have seen
happen causes great concern. On one hand we want to promote growth but we
may be restricting that growth when a prospective business realizes there is a lack
of housing and therefore it may be difficult to fill jobs. Secondly, we see people
working locally and living in a neighboring county or state which means their
income is not necessarily being spent locally. Finally, the lack of housing caused an
unbalanced supply and demand and that automatically creates a situation of
increased oppression for the low-income population because the rent prices are
no longer affordable to them. I often feel that perhaps some of the community
leaders do not look at growth as being desirable. We have quaint little
communities that pride themselves on the tourism that is important to their
livelihood. I have spoken with some people who fear growth will bring problems
to our communities that are seen in the larger communities and tourism will
suffer. Many still refuse to admit we already have drug and homelessness issues
in our communities. As long as we refuse to accept the fact that these issues exist,
we don’t have to deal with them.
Our existing market does not have enough rentals for all requesting housing.
Trailer and rental properties need inspections!!! We visit many unsafe and
unlivable rentals charging too high of rates-victimizing tenants that complain and
then lead to evictions. There is no landlord accountability and this is wrong.
What kind of person is in
most need of affordable
housing?

In our opinion it is elderly and those on disability but this is our main population
that we serve so our experience of people requesting this may be skewed for this
reason.
Elderly and Disabled especially if they are homeless.
I feel like this is a repeat of Q #2. It is the elderly person on a fixed income who
wishes to downsize and the low-income person who is working one and in some
cases two jobs at minimum wage and still unable to afford the current rent prices.
Low-moderate incomes, homeless and seniors.

Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?
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Iowa County Housing Agencies Responses
Response
The demand for all levels of housing exceeds the housing that is available.
This is especially true for low to mid-level income families and individuals
looking for rental housing.

Who is in the most
need of housing?

Families and individuals whose income is not sufficient to be able to afford
rent without stressing their monthly budgets. Of course, for us homeless
families and those with special needs.

What are the barriers?

There are few financial incentives for developers, contractors and
landlords to maintain, build and/or rehab good quality housing for low to
moderate income families and individuals. The existing housing stock is not
enough for all income levels but those in the mid to higher range can
afford to buy or build.
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What programs address
those in the greatest
need? Are they
successful? Why or why
not?

The Section 42 Low Income Housing Tax Credit program has helped with
several apartment developments that provide below market rate units.
The Section 8 programs have also helped many families by subsidizing rent.
First time home buyer programs including down payment assistance have
helped moderate income home buyers. There are also homeless
prevention grants that are helping homeless families in need. Although
successful for those assisted none of these programs is large enough to
assist with the total housing needs of the majority of families.

Is there a gap between
those receiving housing
assistance/programs
and those who need it
or on the verge of
needing it?
What type of housing
would you like to see
built?

Yes, the need for housing assistance always exceeds the resources
available.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing in our
community?

No, many people who work in our cities and towns have to commute long
distances since they cannot find adequate and affordable housing close to
where they work, go to school, etc.

What concerns do you
have about the existing
or future housing
demand or supply in
the area?

There is a growing senior population who would be better housed in senior
type housing and then they would free up their individual homes for
younger families. There is not enough. Also, the ability of employers to
recruit and retain employees is being hampered by the lack of affordable
and adequate housing for their workforce.
Seniors on a fixed income. Individuals and young families just starting out
with low to moderate incomes. Of course, homeless individuals and
families who are struggling to survive.

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

Question
How would you describe
the current housing
market?
Who is in the most need
of housing?
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Small to mid-size good quality and affordable apartment buildings. This
includes some for persons with special needs that provide services.

Lafayette County Housing Agencies Responses
Response
With the availability of affordable housing decreasing and interest rates
rising, I feel the housing market is declining.
Young, low-income families with children. Elderly, disabled families.
Affordable housing is a nationwide crisis
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What are the barriers?

Finding affordable housing that is in safe, sanitary condition, and able to
pass a Housing Quality Inspection. While the general recommendation is
for families to pay between 25% and 30% of their income toward housing
costs; 1 in 4 families in the United states are payment more than 50% 75% of their income for housing. Many landlords are charging the same
rents that are being charged in the surrounding metropolitan areas where
the average family incomes are significantly higher. Families are going
without proper food, medications, clothing, and medical care in order to
keep a roof over their heads, and yes, it is happening right here in
Lafayette County.

What programs address
those in the greatest
need? Are they
successful? Why or why
not?

The HUD programs and Rural Development programs help address those
in the greatest need; but are limited in their funding. The Lafayette County
housing authority offers three such programs: Public Housing, which is
available to low-income families; multi-family section 8 housing, which is
available to low income residents who are age 62 and older and/or
disabled, and the housing choice voucher program, which is available to
low income families. Some programs are more successful than others.
Public Housing is a successful program in Lafayette County, as well as
Multi-family section 8 housing. Housing choice voucher has not been as
successful given the very reasons I mentioned in my answer to question 3.
The Lafayette county housing authority is investigating ways of increasing
the success rate of this program; however, without the cooperation of
landlords, and the lack of available affordable housing within the fair
market rents for the area as set by HUD, it has been a struggle.

Is there a gap between
those receiving housing
assistance/programs and
those who need it or on
the verge of needing it?

The gaps are the availability of housing, as well as lack of follow-through
on the part of the consumer.

What type of housing
would you like to see
built?

It would be nice to see more apartments, duplexes, rentals that are
friendly and affordable to young families with children. Stable affordable
housing contributes greatly to economic development. The more
affordable housing that is available to families, the more money will be in
the pockets of these families, thus allowing them to spend it on things
they need, which put that money right back into the community.

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing in our
community?

No there is not.
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What concerns do you
have about the existing
or future housing
demand or supply in the
area?

Lafayette County needs more rental housing within the Fair Market Rent
standards that HUD has established for this area, as well as rental housing
that is in safe, sanitary, decent condition that can pass a Housing Quality
Standards Inspection. Many families are paying more than 50% - 75% of
their income for housing.

What kind of person is in
most need of affordable
housing?

Low- and median-income families of all demographics are in need of
affordable housing.

Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Who is in the most
need of housing?

What are the barriers?

Table D.3 Richland County Housing Agencies Responses
Response
Low inventory. 2 years ago, there were houses, but only a few now. We do
down payment assistance, we saw the price of housing rising – a statewide
phenomenon. A slow exit from the recession – house prices start to
increase. We don’t have any new construction. No single-family housing
built recently – for the last 10-15 years. Now nothing is going on now. We
built 50 housing in 25 years way back when. Building stopped because the
economy tanked. Cost of new construction has gone up so much.
As a whole – is low supply. The prices are somewhat suppressed.
Rural America does not get bidding wars. You have to offer below market
and be lucky to sell. Just a smaller audience. There is a lack of good quality
housing for sale. Lack of maintenance
We work with low income. Great need due to lack of resources. Cost of
rent has gone up and impacts clients. Very little new rental housing in the
area. New market rate coming into Richland Center. I hear from lenders –
rental housing for executives – get kids in school – then they buy here
instead of another city. The elderly are in need – 23 units for elderly – only
a rare rental there comes up. Affordable housing for families too. Rental
housing in general is needed. And workforce housing.
Vulnerable populations that still live independently. They have where they
can’t afford to rent independently, but also don’t qualify for Section 8. The
whole county is in need of housing. No one is building. Population not
growing. Housing is cheap and use it for recreation for those that do come
in.
The cost of rental housing and single-family housing – lack of affordable or
rental housing – lack of inventory. The loan market needs higher credit
scores and that eliminates some people from getting financing.
Recession put many builders out of business.
Lack of housing stock. Local economy is flat. No one from outside coming
in. Foxconn is not moving here. Richland has missed lots of opportunities
Local prices are more expensive and I cannot always afford it. I spend
$20,000/year at Walmart.
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What programs
address those in the
greatest need? Are
they successful? Why
or why not?

Need: Down payment assistance program we offer, also remodeling loan –
rehabilitate their home – flood program. City has a TIF program to
contribute to housing. Help people with reverse mortgages so they don’t
get taken advantage of.
Success: the programs are successful when they get resources and funding
and staffed and when they are appropriately targets. Housing programs
need to be responsive to needs. Foreclosure programs can be used to
really help – it is not a bail out – but people need help.
Residential Assisted Living – local MCO (managed care organizations),
Local Care Wisconsin helps, Health and Human Resources, Public Housing
– Richland Hills, limited to number of units they have and they are full –
50-60 units. Ridgeview Commons – has housing as well for low income
Richland County Housing Authority – Section 8 housing – needs private
landlord cooperation and participation. Section 8 housing- lacking places
to go.

Is there a gap between
those receiving
housing
assistance/programs
and those who need it
or on the verge of
needing it?

Yes. There are not enough resources for the people that need it. Even
those that get it, are still in need. On the TIF extension – we changed the
definition of low income – so it can support more people. The gap is due
mainly to funding and eligibility requirements. In housing there are
ongoing changing needs – foreclosures are down, and the cycle of what is
need will continue to change.

What type of housing
would you like to see
built?

Newer single-family construction to take some. More rental housing built
for seniors and family. Lack of new construction for so long – housing
stock wearing out. More rehabilitation on current houses need done.
Absentee investors owning rental housing and let it deteriorate.
Like to see more rehab. Housing rehab requires extensive gutting and
investment in purchase in rehab will allow for very little profits to flip.
Manufactured the same as stick built so not a solution

Is there an adequate
supply of affordable
housing in our
community?
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Yes, there is a gap. Some that do need it resist due to a sense of pride – no
handouts. Everyone on the program does not need it. They tie up money
that could be used. Able bodies are participants that could work would
give us funds for housing those in real need. Some are just over the
income requirements – less than $1000 over - they are still in great need.
HAP – housing assistance program can fill some gaps.

Some single family – 3-4 bedroom. Multifamily. A little of everything to
make it work.
No. need senior and affordable family housing and rental properties.
There is for someone that is working. The avg income is $59K – but that
does not buy much. Can a single mom make it work – I don’t know.
Childcare with 2-3 kids – one parent stays home because of daycare
expense.
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What concerns do you
have about the
existing or future
housing demand or
supply in the area?

Unless you start to meet the demand, you will lose population. They can
work locally but they will be forced to live elsewhere. The housing stock
will continue to deteriorate. We work in fringe neighborhoods and can
save them. Some other areas will be unrecoverable and will increase
health issues related to mold and other issues. There will continue to be a
demand and there is a lack of new construction – both affordable and
market. There is a lack of inventory and I think the supply will continue to
dissipate. Having a rental code to ensure base standards. This could
prevent some and require some update. Mold is a big issue. Structural
issues need to be addressed. What looks good on the outside can still be
in great need of refurbishment on the inside.
The lack of upkeep/maintenance concerns. Affordable housing – for public
rent – the property owners neglect a lot. For affordable rent – we will see
a decline in available. The County needs the City to be booming to draw
more people in. A mixture of new housing needs demand from new
industry to be successful

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

Families and seniors. Workforce housing for employees. The whole
spectrum.
A vulnerable adult still living independently
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Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

Table D.4 Employer Responses
Crawford County Employer Responses
Response
From the renter's perspective, there are minimal apartments for rent that are
available. They all seemed to be full when I was looking to rent. Also, they weren’t
appealing to someone coming from a larger community. Subsidized housing is less
appealing for someone who makes more money than the annual income limit for that
type of apartment. If PdC is looking to attract young talent from outside cities, I
would strongly suggest looking into updating the apartment scene into something
more modern. Something else that would attract talent to the area would be to have
more amenities such as: fenced in dog parks, underground garage spaces (heated),
swimming pool, in room washer/dryer, car washing stall with vacuum, fitness
room/studio etc. From a homeowner’s perspective, there seems to be little offerings
in that mid-price category ($150K - $225K). It’s hard to find a house that doesn't
require a lot of renovations outside of that category.
Low.
Limited Options.
There are more people looking to rent than what is available on the market.
Adequate for higher and low-income families, lacking in middle income families.
There is a strong demand, not a big supply.
In the Soldiers Grove and Gays Mills area it’s a tough housing market. The affordable
properties generally require a significant amount of maintenance. Move-in-ready
housing many times comes with acreage, which drives the purchase price above what
most people can afford.

Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

There's a strong demand for rentals that fit the profile in question #1.
Unknown with current employees.
Yes.
Yes!
Middle income, yes.
Yes.
I wouldn’t necessarily say a strong demand, but I believe between North Crawford
School District and BAPI, we certainly have people that have needed housing at some
point

What type of
housing is there a
demand for?

Apartments and Single-Family houses
Rental, move-in ready and affordable
Primarily renting, although, I know some people are struggling trying to find “nicer”
homes to purchase as well.
Single family homes from $150k to 200k in price, or commensurate rental options
Rental apartments and affordable, nice homes
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Affordable and livable rentals and single-family homes. I also believe that nice
duplexes/townhomes would be received very well. I hesitate to encourage the
construction of larger multi-unit housing, as that generally attracts a certain
population of which I’m not sure promotes economic growth and sustainability.

What do you
predict for the next
10 years in the
housing market?

Retirement homes, hoping to see newer housing and apartment buildings, hoping to
see renovations. It’s hard to predict
More construction.
That the problem will only get worse unless we do something now.
Fairly static with not much growth.
There will continue to be a demand, unless actions are taken to meet it.
I see the situation remaining very much the same unless some plans are put into
place to address the lack of affordable, nice properties that will attract younger,
professional families.

What evidence do
you have of the
current housing
demand?

Employee feedback received from those who recently moved to the area.
We have a manager who is moving here who has been unable to find a house.
provider and professionals recruited fine it challenging to find suitable housing.
Homes move quickly.
Personally, here at work we are looking for places to rent for temporary workers and
are not finding anything. Also, there are a couple of younger people looking for
affordable places to rent and are also not finding anything.
Recently bought own home within last year.
Parents and teachers contacting us in search of places to rent or buy.
When we hire new staff in the school district, they generally are not able to find
housing in the immediate area, and usually end up buying or renting in Viroqua, as
housing is more readily available.

What % of your
employees rent?

Unknown (x4).
60% of employees own their home.
7% rent, 93% own.
Approximately 70/78 ~90% own their own home. Of those about 36 (46%) live in our
school district

What relationship
do you see between
housing availability
and your ability to
expand or grow
your business?

This would be one piece of the puzzle to our recruiting tactic
N/A, at this time we rarely see relocation needed to fill positions
Essential to provider and professional recruitment
If more options were available, we could bring more workers to this area.
Immensely important, Better options for middle income (most of my staff) means
more students in the school district, hence bigger budget, better pay, etc.
Available housing would increase student numbers in our district
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Our “business” relies on families and students. As housing availability continues to be
an issue, we will continue to struggle attracting new families to the district, which
hurts our enrollment.

Is there adequate
housing for all
levels of employees
in the region?

There is housing available but it may not be adequate. Distance from PdC plays into
this as well.
No – Many higher priced options, and many low-income options – few middle class
No. Newer teachers who are not making a higher salary struggle to find affordable,
livable housing in the area. Finding a median priced home for a modest middleincome family is very difficult

No (x4).
How has housing
played a role in
recruiting new
employees?

It has played a role in retention and not necessarily recruitment.
At this time, we rarely see relocation needed to fill positions.
Hasn't thwarted but employees’ express challenges and frustration in searching.
We just brought an employee up from Tennessee to work as a supervisor here in PDC
and he wasn’t able to find any place to rent so he ended up buying a house right away
in Grant County.
Increases the difficulty and if they don’t settle in town, we have difficulty retaining
them long term.

They have a hard time finding places, after hired.
It hasn’t been an issue necessarily with recruiting new employees, but becomes an
issue with retaining employees, as people get tired of commuting 25+ minutes one
way to work, and eventually search for employment closer to home.

What percent of
your employees live
in the same
community as your
business? Why do
others live
elsewhere?

Approximately 44%. People live elsewhere because of property taxes. They're high in
WI. Some people stay in IA because that is where their family is located.
25% within 53821
40% live elsewhere
Why do others live elsewhere? 80%. Some people just like to be out in the country.
Also, we are unable to pull in enough people from the PDC Area, so we have to pull
them in from the surrounding communities.
75% live in community, the rest live either out of town in farm situations or spouse
works in another town pulling them toward the middle.
70%. Others own homes in different community, often where spouse works.
Approximately 46% of our employees live in the school district. They live elsewhere
for a variety of reasons: Were already established in a neighboring community when
we hired them, Was not nice, affordable housing when they got their job, Spouse
works in another community, so they live in that community, or close to that
community to cut down on commute time
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Approximately 46% of our employees live in the school district. They live elsewhere
for a variety of reasons: Were already established in a neighboring community when
we hired them, was not nice, affordable housing when they got their job, Spouse
works in another community, so they live in that community, or close to that
community to cut down on commute time.

What types of
housing would you
like to see built?

Duplex, something that feels like a house but something one can rent. When seeking
contractors to build or finish small house projects, it's very hard to find anyone who's
readily available and not working on a back log.
Apartments and single-family homes.
Middle of Road $150K - $200K.
Rental units and single-family dwellings.
Single Family $150k to $200k.
Rental apartments, affordable nice homes.
I believe duplexes/townhomes, with a few median-priced single-family homes would
serve our population well. I could see value in a tri- or quad-plex building. Anything
multi-unit housing larger than that tends to attract a population that is maybe a little
more transient, which does little to stimulate economic growth and development in
our communities.

If you were an
investor/developer,
what would you
build?

New apartment buildings and spec homes (3-4-bedroom homes).
Apartments.
Duplexes.
Single Family $150k to $200k.
Rental apartments, affordable nice homes.
I would consider building a variety of 2, 3, and 4-unit buildings, with a few modest
single-family homes.

What kind of
person is in most
need of affordable
housing?

Middle class, single and families, those who don’t qualify for low income housing.
Retirees coming "back home" and young families,
Younger people who don’t have the money available to them to purchase a home.
Middle income single parent families.
Young people with a job.
First, I would say that our low-income families are in need of nice, affordable housing.
Many are living in homes that are borderline suitable for people to be living in.
Second, I would say that our young professional families have a difficult time finding
suitable housing. As professionals, they do not necessarily want to live in large multiplex units, or live in run-down housing, but as young people or young families just
getting started, they cannot afford to live in a home with acreage.

How often is your
workforce affected
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due to employee
transportation
issues?

Rarely.
10% of the time. Off shift workers have the hardest time as the cabs do not run 24
hours/day.
Periodically during winter months.
On a regular basis.
I don’t believe this is an issue necessarily other than sometimes we lose a staff
member because they find a job closer to their home and don’t have to commute
quite as far.

How often is your
workforce affected
due to employee
child care issues?

Based upon shift hours daycare may not be available. Some employees work the
night shift in order to avoid paying for daycare or because they can't find daycare in
the area.
We have had applicants decline jobs due to not being able to find child care.
Unknown.
10% of the time.
Frequently, lack of child care creates many absences and increases our substitute
budget.
On a regular basis. There is a strong need.
Again, I don’t know if this has directly impacted us, but I know this is a big issue
overall in many of our smaller communities. At this current time, I believe we only
have two in-home daycares in our entire district, and neither is licensed with the
state.

Does your business
foresee changes in
the existing
workforce or
changes in your
workforce
demand?

Currently, workforce changes make it hard to fill all positions needed. Given the
candidate market, it allows people to jump from one company to the next due to
better offers or shifts.
We will need to keep hiring for the foreseeable future to fill current openings.
Increased provider recruitment.
Yes, it’s already happening.
Not to a large degree, most jobs available are less than $40k annually, that does not
lend well to growth of a community when the jobs that are available are not enough
on their own to support families.
Will remain fairly constant.
In education, we predict that attracting and retaining good teachers is going to
continue to be challenging. We have been forced in the last few years to get very
creative with how we pay teachers, and offering other benefits to attract and keep
our good, young teachers.

Grant County Employer Responses
Question

Response
Tight.
Tight, houses are selling quickly.
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How would you describe the current housing
market?

Challenging. Difficult to find land to purchase or a home in the
middle-income range.
Limited.
I'm not in the market so, "not-in-tune."
It is a buyer's market and it is also a construction market for
remodeling
well. - people moving up to larger homes.
Strong resaleasmarket
Adequate new construction, houses for sale don’t stay on the
market long. Rentals seem to fill in a reasonable time period.
Poor. Need apartments.
Good condition.
Strong.
There is a shortage of houses in the Potosi School District. As
year we had 54 open enrollment- in students which is 16% of
our student population (or 1 out of every 6 kids doesn't live in
our district). This tells us that parents want to move to Potosi
but are unable to find available housing. There also seems to be
a lackjust
of land
to purchase
to build
house
on. here.
Tight
as itavailable
was in Cuba
City in 1994
whena we
moved
Nicer duplexes and apartments for workforce.
Properly priced homes under $200k sell in two days. 1500 sq. ft
at $235k would sell quickly, over $250k would sell a bit slower.
People want to live in Cuba City but cannot find suitable space,
across the full spectrum of housing.
Constant comments from his staff and his workforce issues
Not much selection beyond the $150k price point.
Lack of supply, homes sell immediately if priced right.
There is no supply.
Great market for sellers, no supply here.
Same as always, no available housing.
Limited supply w/high demand, seller's market.
Very tight.
Average.
Very limited.
Tight, few homes to buy some rentals.

Is there currently a strong demand for
housing?

Yes (x15)
yes. All kinds.
Unknown. (x3)
I would say yes. Economy doing well, causing housing demand.
Very strong.
Yes, as they sell by word of mouth at full price right now.
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Yes, they do Open Houses for prospective parents and the
parents want their children to go to school here but they cannot
find housing. These parents buy nearby and open enroll to Cuba
City.
Most live out of town
Yes, it seems that as soon as a house is on the market, it is sold
quickly.
The city Many
seems to think we need more apartments vs single
family
Yes forhousing.
lower income.
Yes - $100,000 to $150,000 range.
What type of housing is there a demand
for?

Yes, affordable senior housing - not in the traditional sense of
an
apartment
Single
family.
New family homes, rentals.
Low income and middle income.
$150K to $250K range.
Nicer houses in the $150K - $220K price range.
As noted above - affordable senior apartments - not assisted
living.
One story ranch.
Both rentals and single family.
Low income apartments
Small family houses (2 - 5) members.
Mid-priced single-family homes.
single family homes under $150K.
Regular single-family housing. Subdivision and /or land in the
country and
to purchase
build
on. use apartments as well.
Seniors
1st time .and
buyers,
could
Senior, age in place housing.
Biggest demand is $150k home.
All types.
Single family homes suitable for 3 to 4 persons, most employees
live in apartments outside of Cuba City. Safety and schools
make
people
want
live quickly,
in Cuba so
City.
Beginner
homes
selltovery
upper end homes must be
in
high demand
Starter
home and the forever home for older folks.
All types are needed, single family, multi-family, senior housing.
$100 to 200k entry homes for families and senior living.
Seniors.
Single family, 100,000 - 150,000.
Apartment complex depending on rent.

I would say mid-level to higher level. Also, low income in
need, entry level seems pretty good.
Single family housing, $120K - $180K.
Retirement and family.
Single family and duplex.
Tighter market.
Job market will drive this, foreseeable decline.
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What do you predict for the next 10 years in
the housing market?

I predict district enrollments will drop due to the lack of housing
and/or available land for building sites.
Rates will increase.
Status quo - I believe the market will grow as the University
grows, or declines and as businesses locate in the area. One is in
direct will
relationship
toathe
other.
There
always be
need
for housing - the question is what
type, style, size, cost, etc.
Stable growth - depends on interest rates.
Stable to slight decline.
Little growth.
I see it continuing to go up.
To continue on the current path as long as employment and
interest rates stay similar as today.
More people will rent as no homes available people can afford.
We predict that more people will continue to want to send their
children to our District and try to find housing to live here, so
they don't have to open enroll.
No change in demand.
Cuba City’s great schools will drive continued demand.
Strong market to continue.
Continued high demand and insufficient supply, limited growth.
Demand will remain due to lack of land to build on.
80 plus lots going up for sale in Kieler will provide options,
Starter homes for young families who want to walk to schools
will be in high demand.
Expects bubbles in demand, beginner homes right now, then
folks seeking the forever homes.
Need more supply for growth.
Some pull back is likely but right priced will sell, need slots and
some higher priced homes.
Continuation of the situation.
Steady in the Boscobel area.
Affordable housing.

I predict a leveling out in demand, possibly a decline
(crash?).
Greater need for retirement homes.
Should be much better.
What evidence do you have of the current
housing demand?

Employee comments, "for sale" signs.
Comments by residents of Potosi.
I recently built a house and stay very involved in the housing
market in the surrounding area.
Rental property - employees looking to rent to move here.
See houses in the lower price range but not in good shape, see
houses listed for more than $150,000.
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Employees cannot find anything here in town, older residents
cannot find maintenance free housing.
Sold before listing is released for sale by owner is growing due
to demand. Many not using realtor due to demand.
Nothing on the market.
He sees people taking tiny lots and making the home fit that
just to locate here in the City.
Observations and conversations on the subject of the lack of
housing.
Attempts to hire talent, one was going to commute from
Guttenberg,
In the past sixIowa.
months they lost 3 candidates who chose to live
closer
to home.
Immediate
sales.
1st time home owners seeking affordable housing here.
Speed of sales is evidence of demand, demand is across the
board.
Our evidence would be the number of open enroll -in students
we have. We also have anecdotal evidence based on what
parents tell us as the reason they are open enrolling-in their
children.
New apartments are going up all over town and they're having
problems filling them.
Conversations with real estate brokers and real estate
appraisers.
More businesses going in around the area and more people
coming
town.
Talk withtoemployees.
Personal observation.
In my town, most homes sell within 30 days.
My family has been looking for an apartment for mom and we
have come across only a handful of senior apartments living for
senior and they
in Dubuque, IA.
Discussions
withare
employees.

What % of your employees rent?

Word of Mouth.
Availability of lots in Fennimore is minimal. There is a nice
housing development with covenants. Homes will sell before
New
employees
for housing – feedback.
they reach
a reallooking
estate agent.
Discussions.
The majority of our employees own 85% - 90%.
80% own
90% own.
Over half rent 60% rent.
Own (x2).
40/60.
16 total - 12 own 4 rent.
12/52 rent; and 40/52 own. However, 13/52 live within the
Potosi School District. The rest live in surrounding communities
where
there is housing available.
Half own.
25% rent but they have an older workforce of whom most own.
All own.
40% rent.
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30 to 40% rent.
Probably 80% own.
50/50.
All own.
1 out of 16 rent.

50%.
Lot of people drive up to 30 miles. People waiting to find places
in
Boscobel.
20%
rent, 80% own.
40% rent, 60% own.
What relationship do you see between
housing availability and your ability to
expand or grow your business?

No connection to finding employees. Expansion of new housing
will affect our tax base.
None.
It is difficult to attract new employees if they struggle to find
housing. In addition, we have a wonderful community but
families wanting to move here struggle with finding housing or
land to build.
None.
More rentals and more housing increase the need for insurance
coverage, more autos, more toys, etc.
Housing growth means growth in business.
Strong connection, many don't want to commute far.
More opportunities.
A strong relationship.
If they want to rent and live in town, they're ok. But rent is high
and usually can’t afford starting out.
If there was more housing, it would have a very positive impact.
Reduced labor pool.
Even a single person is unable to find housing here.
There are no potential employees available.
They are limited due to staffing.
Better workforce pool if they could live in town, especially if
they could own in town.
Many perspective hires are not interested due to the lack of
housing
here.find rentals.
Staff cannot
He has very low turnover.
Limited labor pool.
Not enough housing in town - rentals in general, Not enough
starter homes - not fixer-uppers.
Honestly can't speak to low income availability or demand, but
mid to high is limited. Entry level seems pretty good.
Probably.
Limited in our case.
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Is there adequate housing for all levels of
employees in the region?

Not a lot, close to Platteville and Dubuque Markets.
No, entry level-newer homes are limited in supply.
No (x9).
Yes (x5).
No
No role.
This has not played a role in our business to my knowledge, but
is
certainly
People
notpossible.
willing to relocate because of housing issues.
Not much.
Not adequate supply especially second or third home options.
Need more housing at all levels.
All levels of housing are in limited supply.
Greatest need is among young couples seeking housing.
I would venture to say we could use more in the region.
Especially
Potosi.
Not adequate
for any level of staff.
No. Middle income needs options.
Yes, just a lack of choices.

How has housing played a role in recruiting
new employees?

Has not to this point.
It hasn’t played a role. We help with rentals until they are
transitioned.
It is difficult to attract new employees if they struggle to find
housing. In addition, we have a wonderful community but
families wanting to move here struggle with finding housing or
land to build.
No.
At our current state, it has not been a factor. We have only a
small handful of folks who relocated and/or moved in the past
10 years and all of them found their own housing without help
of the Employer.
I don't believe it does in this area.
Not really, we don't recruit from far.
Potential employees have taken other jobs due to a shortage of
housing which they are looking for.
If they're willing to drive from a town that is cheaper to live,
they're
It makesavailable.
it more difficult because they often then need to
commute to work, instead of living closer by. Employees factor
that cost and time when making a decision to accept a position.
There is currently a lot of free lancing going on by staff,
especially teachers, where they leave to go to the district that
offers
Yes! them more money.
They recently lost a perspective employee due to the distance
he needed to drive.
No people here.
Absolutely, despite their higher pay they fail to find the right
people.
Limits the pool of labor.
Not in recruiting, but hiring is an issue.
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Yes, it limits the pool of talent.
Yes.
Most of staff is local so the lack of housing limits his talent pool.
Yes, more trouble finding space in town so he attracts from out
of
town.
About
40%, personal preference for others.
153 live in Boscobel, 40% of our 475 employees.
What percent of your employees live in the
same community as your business? Why do
others live elsewhere?

Not yet.
15% - We have employees within an hour around Fennimore
Few, our employees live throughout our district. ~10%.
Others live elsewhere because of family or availability for
housing.
Around 50% live in the same community; others live where they
grew
upguess
or where
theirand
spouse
works.
I would
85- 90%
a very
small amount work remotely.

70% in town, 30% out of town. Small town preference.
Live outside of town.
75%.
I don’t live in same town. Lots of small communities/towns
within
75/25. a close distance.
50%. Cheaper elsewhere.
25% live in Potosi. Others live elsewhere because they can't find
a place to live in Potosi. I still am renting after 6 years. There are
no opportunities for a house that we are looking for in Potosi.
50% live nearby, lack of housing keeps the others farther away.
25% live in town, more would but cannot find housing.
75% live nearby.
40 to 50% live in community, others cannot find anything here.
Less than 25% live in town.
75%.

50%.
80% in town.
10 of 16 live in town.

50%.

What types of housing would you like to see
built?

Homes - $250K and up. Also, mid-level complexes possibly.
Single Family Housing, Apartments.
Most live in Grant County.
About 2/3 live in the area.
Duplex and single family 2000 square foot.
Retirement Apartments, new entry level homes.
Single family housing, 3-4 bedrooms; 2-3-bedroom apartments
Need a better draw to our community outside of
work/business. - Restaurants, shops, etc.…. this would help
housing
and make
Boscobel more appealing.
Duplex, Rental
apartments
Single family.

Senior housing.
$250 to 350k.
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Single Family.
$180-200k for college professors in Platteville.
Larger family homes.
2nd stage housing, owner designed after starter home.
Nice apartments for lower income folks and assisted living.
2 story, single family.
Duplexes, lower maintenance type of housing.
Single family and apartments.
Starter houses, custom design, and houses located in the
country - in order to meet the different options people would
be
looking
for.
single
family
homes/ condos under $150K.
affordable ranch style homes of good quality.
Apartments.
Moderate size in correlation to square footage 1500 - 1800 sf
more single family and duplexes.
Senior housing, smaller housing. No need for 4000 or 5000 sq.
foot home.
Group
of $175K - $250K condos/ Duplex.

If you were an investor/developer, what
would you build?

Affordable Residential Ranch Style Homes.
Middle income homes.
New family housing and condos/duplexes.
Single Family.
New family housing and condos/duplexes.
Middle income homes or duplexes for families.

Group of $175K - $250K condos/ Duplex.
Senior housings, smaller houses 1200 to 2000 sq. foot home.
Duplexes and small apartments (4 unit).
Duplex/condos.
Apartments.
1750 - 1900 sq. ft. three-bedroom ranch with partially finished
basement.
$100K
- $150K condos.
Custom homes depending on the desires of the customer.
Starter homes would be fine to start with. However, many
families would want specific custom items included in their
Apartments.
homes.
Duplexes.
2 story, single family.
Assisted living and apartments.
Condos and multi-family
Upper end housing west of the schools with larger lots.
Family oriented subdivision with a park and near the schools
phased development including some starter type homes.
Town houses.
Multi-unit condos, maintenance free.

Senior housing.
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Combined earnings $50,000 a year.
Average young worker with family.
Factory employees & recent college grads that we are trying to
recruit.
Unknown.
Retirement Apartments, new entry level homes.
Duplex and single family 2000 square foot.
What kind of person is in most need of
affordable housing?

25-30-year-old, first time home buyer.
Retirement age.
20 - 30 yr.
Single parent.
Young
population.
employees
30 - 40 yr. old w/family.
Seniors and students.
Middle income.
Very young or very old.
Younger couples.
Middle income.
Young couples beginning a family. Especially after the child is 3
or 4 and getting ready to enter 4-year-old Kindergarten.
1st time owners need help.
Young couples.
1st time home owners.
CNA’s and housekeeping staff.
1st time home owners.
Starter families.
Seniors.
Labor rate people.
Single parents.
Seniors and low to moderate.
Combined earnings $50,000 a year.
Average young worker with family.

How often is your workforce affected due to
employee transportation issues?

Factory employees & recent college grads that we are trying to
recruit.
Snow days - 1-2 times a year usually, and some drive when they
Fairly often. We have had several staff throughout the year who
shouldn't.
report late to work due to an accident, or traveling and weather
either slows them down more than they expected or puts them
in the ditch.
Winter
travel causes minimal concerns.
Frequent issue as they cannot live nearby, especially in winter
months.
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He has employees without driver’s licenses and if they cannot
live in town, they cannot get to work.
Very little to none/ rarely. (x19)
A few times per year.
Some people carpool - no public transit, 60% live outside of
town.
Rarely a factor for us, the occasional snow storm can limit our
out of town employees.
How often is your workforce affected due to
employee child care issues?

Rarely we have child care on campus.
Minimally.
Occasionally.
Very little to non. We offer work life balance and some work
from home opportunities. Most folks are responsible enough to
secure child care and we rarely run into issue with child care.

Quite often
Rarely- seasoned employees - few young kids.
My workforce is regularly affected by employee child care
issues. We currently only have 1 day care in town. SS
Andrew/Thomas School. My teachers need this organization for
day care. However , they have a waiting list and it causes issues,
where
to bring their daycare to another town.
Severalsome
timesneed
per month
Never x(10)
Cuba City has excellent day care options, but remains a problem
for single moms with a sick child. This causes them to miss
work.
Occasionally
Every day - not enough day care - flexible hours for different
shifts
This is–aexpensive.
fairly big factor to us. We deal with a lot of employee
absenteeism due to this.
Does your business foresee changes in the
existing workforce or changes in your
workforce demand?

Large number of people reaching retirement age.
We have a large # of retirements upcoming and expect a future
labor shortage. It is important that we provide benefits and
environment that makes us an employer of choice. This could
include
No
x5 additional remote work opportunities.
Possibly.
Stable workforce at this time.
Yes, fewer workers in the future and we still have a hard time
now.
We average 9.2 new staff members annually. This averages to
18.2% of our employees. In the last 6 years, the most positions
needed to be filled ranged from 6 to 13. Our average applicants
per position is 8.3. Hard to fill some positions, such as special
education. We anticipate a continuation of the same workforce
changes.
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Cannot find young people.
We cannot expand despite demand for growth due to lack of
workforce worse
housing.
Becoming
in the future.
Definitely limiting growth plans despite the need for a more
modern facility due to workforce. Many facilities are closing
wings due to the lack of staffing.
Restricted planned growth just recently. Opted out of adding
new production lines at this time due to workforce constraints.
Possibly.
Yes, getting older.
Yes, fewer workers available.

Green County Employer Responses
Response

Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

The current housing market is very tight. We have a situation where our inventory of
available housing does not fit the needs of our community. There seems to be a lack
of housing for our aging population which requires them to stay in their single-family
homes longer. That in turn takes a significant amount of the inventory for new home
buyers. We also have a lack of “quality” rentals within the area. We have very few
large multi-unit facilities. The majority of the inventory is either 8 units, 4 units, or
duplexes.
Tight, hard to find homes for sale.
We hear from our new hires and the community that it is difficult to find housing,
especially if you are looking for a rental that allows pets. Rentals for families are
difficult to find.
Tight.
Limited growth.
It is a “sellers” market. It appears that all levels of housing (starter, mid-range, highend) are being sold very quickly at asking price or higher.
Tight, Sellers’ Market.
Tight market with escalating prices.

Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

Yes - I own 19 rentals that have been 100% occupied over the past couple of years and
constantly get requests from individuals or the county looking for housing.
There is a strong demand for housing. After talking to the local real estate agents,
homes are actually selling for over asking price in some situations. I don’t think this
has happened much in the past. As a real estate developer, there just doesn’t seem to
be any deals left out there where you can purchase property specifically for rentals
and make money. The Colony recently implemented a home ownership program
where we give money to new employees to purchase homes in Monroe and Green
County. I am certain that this has compounded the strong demand for housing in the
area.
Yes (x6).
Yes - I am told houses sell quickly and rental property is difficult to find.
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What type of housing
is there a demand
for?

I believe all kinds - mostly 2 or 3 bedrooms and garages are always requested.
All.
Reasonably priced rentals and houses in the mid-100,000 range.
Have heard need for all, especially if they are not familiar with the area.
Hear often something in country with few acres.
Housing for lower income earners with wheelchair access.
All types.
lower income, retirement, single family.
Single family, multi-family units.

What do you predict
for the next 10 years
in the housing
market?

Rental prices will go up and people will build condos or apartment buildings to meet
the demand.
I see the market slowing a bit in the future. I think the challenge will be the aging
condition of our inventory of homes. It seems like there are many older areas of the
communities where the properties have been run down and are in need of significant
renovations.
It will continue to grow.
We are not sure we are in the position to really know this but if there are no changes,
we anticipate this will continue to be difficult.
When you look at school projections of class size it is frightening to wonder do we
keep or attract young people; those trends don’t support a booming housing need in
Monroe.
Limited new housing. The new build sub divisions do not have vacant lots for new
building.
Shortage of mid-range homes and rental properties.
A greater need for low income single family and multi-family units.

What evidence do
you have of the
current housing
demand?

My own personal rental units. I haven’t advertised to fill a rental in years.
Of our 30+ rental units, we very seldom need to advertise for tenants. On the
ownership side, properties are not in the market for very long before they are
purchased.
Houses go fast, sold my house in 2 days.
We have no evidence other than word of mouth or comments.
Employee challenges.
Employee relocation challenges (not enough inventory for mid-range houses. available
for sale or rent)
verbal, internet.
Conversation with real estate persons and feedback from employees that are
commuting 30 - 40 miles to Monroe because of lack of local housing.

What % of your
employees rent?
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70% own.
70% own/30% rent.
Unknown, believe the majority own.
What relationship do
you see between
housing availability
and your ability to
expand or grow your
business?

I see a big relationship as it is hard to find employees. I actually have rented and am
currently renting to some of my own employees as they have difficulty finding housing
so when an apartment opens, I usually give them first chance
We are struggling with new employees that we are hiring. They are not able to find
housing close to Monroe. Many of them are purchasing outside the county and
traveling to work. We also have a difficult time finding housing for our 80+ interns
that we hire each year.
It is an issue, if employees want to move here and there is not enough housing, they
will go somewhere else.
This will continue to be difficult. We have new hires that that travel north and south of
Monroe to find housing. New Glarus or surrounding counties gain from our inability to
offer housing.
It doesn’t appear to hinder our ability to grow.
A large percentage of our employees earn less than $10 per hour. If there is affordable
housing then our ability to recruit and retain a quality workforce may be improved.
Our employees need to be able to secure appropriate housing at reasonable cost,
which I feel is accomplished in the 30-mile radius of Brodhead, especially when you
compare to the Madison market.
Do not have large need for employees regarding any major growth.

Is there adequate
housing for all levels
of employees in the
region?

Becoming a growing concern as employee recruitment is very difficult in Monroe.
No - I hear it from other employers I talk to.
No – We are lacking in all levels
Not for mid to lower income.
No. We hear the concerns from all levels. We hear that there are more housing
options at low and high end, but nothing in the mid-market.
For people with disabilities there are limited options of housing choices available.
I would say that the biggest demand and lowest inventory would be the “mid-range”.
Low level is extremely difficult to find at an affordable cost.

How has housing
played a role in
recruiting new
employees?

Since housing is limited, it is hard to find an individual locally to fill open positions.
We are struggling with new employees that we are hiring. They are not able to find
housing close to Monroe. Many of them are purchasing outside the county and
traveling to work. We also have a difficult time finding housing for our 80+ interns
that we hire each year.
Not sure, but we are pulling new employees from further away.
At this point we do not feel it has negatively impacted, but also hear the frustrations
or comments after someone has been hired.
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What percent of your
employees live in the
same community as
your business? Why
do others live
elsewhere?

Have not lost a targeted employee due to it.
Employees have been able to secure adequate housing in a reasonable amount of
time. The needs/wants are very different for each person, it is a matter of
understanding their priorities and making some helpful recommendations.
Again, I am estimating 80% - we have an employee from northern Illinois and another
one or two who drive from nearby communities.
45% of our RFT.
50%.
70% here 30% neighboring community.
Approximately 65%. Employees live in other communities that address either a
personal choice or a choice that is related to lower housing costs in their rural setting.
50%, Normally they are seeking a larger community, the spouse works elsewhere, etc.
60%, it is where they were living when they started employment.

What types of
housing would you
like to see built?

Duplexes and higher end Condos for professional people.
Large multi-unit facilities. Condos for retired community
Low income apartments, starter homes
Condos, higher end apartments, Homes in the mid-market.
Housing that has good efficiencies with heat and electric. Housing that has access for
people that have ambulation difficulties. Housing that has modernizations with
internet. Housing that is aesthetically pleasing to the eye.
Mid-range homes and rental properties.
Apartments/multi-units.

If you were an
investor/developer,
what would you
build?

Multi-unit, limited income.
Condos with elevators and covered indoor parking of some sort.
Large multi-unit facilities.
Starter homes.
Condos, higher end apartments, Homes in the mid-market.
Housing that has access to business and retail within 5 minutes. Housing that has a
common use indoor area. Housing that incorporates outdoor walk paths. Housing with
shelter areas for inclement weather.
Mid-range homes and rental properties.
apartments/multi-units.
multi- unit.

What kind of person
is in most need of
affordable housing?

Just your general laborers and young families starting out.
Our temporary employees.
Those with bad credit.
We are not sure it is one person. We have heard it from single, young professionals
and from a married with family.
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Low income earners, seniors and people with disabilities.
Seniors.
entry level labor.
How often is your
workforce affected
due to employee
transportation
issues?

We probably have employees who can’t make it to work about once a month due to
“car” issues and multiple times monthly in the winter when they live out of town due
to snow and ice.
Not that often.
Every day.
None that we are aware of at this time.
Not.
Unreliable personal transportation certainly impacts employee attendance.
This is an occasional issue for our hourly manufacturing employees due to unreliable
vehicles and attendance.
Occasionally due to snow event.
Occurrences daily.

How often is your
workforce affected
due to employee child
care issues?

We are affected mostly by child care issues. I would have to easily say it is the most
common cause of time missed at work.
OK now since local day care is back in business.
Every day.
We have heard concerns a few times. But do not feel it is major. We have more
concerns with sick child care.
3%.
This is becoming a growing issue. Employees report the need to reduce hours of
earning due lack of child care providers.
Employee attendance is occasionally affected due to lack of back up childcare
available, especially on “off” shifts.
Rarely
Occurrences weekly.

Does your business
foresee changes in
the existing workforce
or changes in your
workforce demand?

Not a lot although the demand is always changing.
No changes just continued pressure to find talent across the organization.
We continue to grow and need additional employees.
We anticipate changes with the integration to SSM in 2019 and beyond, but do not
feel it will have a major impact on current workforce.
Is a very competitive market and we are continually evolving.
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We do foresee a change of the workforce changing within the next 2-5 years. As more
senior employees look towards retirement a void will occur for filling the vacancies.
New entry employees that are younger would look for housing that has the modern
elements that they have viewed as normal. Some employees are looking for housing
that includes lawn/property maintenance. Employees are looking for housing that has
quick access to dining with a variety of food choices. Employees are seeking social
entertainment that is within quick access to their dwelling.
Yes, less people willing to work and fill the increasing number of available positions.
No major changes.
Would like to continue to expand unskilled labor positions.

Question
How would you describe the
current housing market?

Is there currently a strong demand
for housing?

Iowa County Employer Responses
Response
Improving. Seems to be more people that are asking for
estimates for houses to be excavated for.
The current market is pricing on the higher end of the spectrum.
From my perspective as an HR Manager I don't have a good feel
for the current housing market. I do know many of my new hires
rent and some live in low-income housing.
Yes.
There is an above average demand for housing.
From what I see the demand is for more lower income housing
within the City of Dodgeville.

What type of housing is there a
demand for?

Single family housing and older generation/retired couples,
duplexes or smaller houses for the older generation.
New homes are in higher demand than existing remodels.

What do you predict for the next 10
years in the housing market?

Low income housing.
I see the older generation needing more houses that are 1 level
with no stairs more than any other kind.
More new homes being built for the foreseeable future.
I predict a shift to more people renting versus buying.

What evidence do you have of the
current housing demand?

Have a lot of people asking for and accepting bids for houses. We
have been digging and also pouring concrete and more houses
that last couple years.
Speaking with custom builders on a regular basis. They have
more work than they can handle right now. Not enough
employees to hire!
Many of my newer employees rent and many also rely on low
income housing. I do have some employees who live outside
Dodgeville and have expressed an interest in moving to
Dodgeville. A majority of these employees would be looking to
rent.
25% and 75% own their own house.
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What % of your employees rent?

90% own their homes and 10% rent.
Hard for me to say for sure I would estimate 30 to 40% of my
workforce. A majority of my long-term employees own while my
newer employees rent.

What relationship do you see
between housing availability and
your ability to expand or grow your
business?

Is there adequate housing for all
levels of employees in the region?

How has housing played a role in
recruiting new employees?

There are more houses needed, we would be able to supply
everything from digging the hole to delivering concrete and
backfilling.
The more building the better.
Staffing and recruitment is a big challenge for me as well as other
businesses. I am seeing a higher percentage of applicants who
don't have transportation and I do believe more affordable
housing within Dodgeville would make it easier for these
employees
topart,
commute
For the most
yes. to work.
It is adequate.
I don't know if there is or isn't.
Not too much yet.
It has not had an effect that we are aware of to date.
I have had some success attracting employees because they don't
have a driver’s license and they are able to walk to work.

What percent of your employees
live in the same community as your
business? Why do others live
elsewhere?

What types of housing would you
like to see built?

100%
All employees live within the community.
30% live in in the same community. From my perspective the
ones that live outside of Dodgeville have grown up in those
communities and don't desire to move.
All housing helps our business.
Custom homes.
From my perspective as an employer I would like to see additional
low-income apartments available.

If you were an investor/developer,
what would you build?

Duplexes.
Custom homes.
Hard for me to say as I don't know the income potential
associated with the various types of housing.

What kind of person is in most need
of affordable housing?

Older generation, no stairs.
Lower income earners.
Men and woman ages 18 to 25.

How often is your workforce
affected due to employee
transportation issues?
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Not very often.
Not often.
I do have a fair number of employees who cite lack of
transportation as a reason for not coming to work.
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How often is your workforce
affected due to employee child care
issues?

More than it used to be.

Does your business foresee changes
in the existing workforce or changes
in your workforce demand?

Yes, we have an older workforce and will be looking for younger
workers in the near future to replace our older drivers.

Not often.
Daycare issues are also high on the list of reasons why employees
miss work.

Yes. We need more employees to keep pace with the increase in
demand for new construction installations.
A have a number of employees reaching retirement age and I am
going to have to replace them over the next 5 years. I see this as
a major challenge. due to the lack of people wanting to work.

Question
How would you describe the
current housing market?

Lafayette County Employer Responses
Response
There seems to be a shortage of housing/ apartment for new people
relocating to the region.
I believe there are enough homes in the market for families moving in. I don’t
believe the is adequate apt rentals for your professions and technical
employees with higher skills to find housing.
Good.

Is there currently a strong
demand for housing?

It appears that rentals/ apartments are not available for long.
Yes, more and more of our employees in particular higher skilled positions are
transitioning from outside the SW WI area and this is becoming an issue in
particular to Apartments and Condo rentals.
Yes.

What type of housing is there
a demand for?

Affordable housing/apartments.
Primarily higher end apartments.
Rental. First time homebuyer. All types.

What do you predict for the
next 10 years in the housing
market?

If manufacturing and other employment opportunities continue to grow in the
region, additional housing will be needed for new employees relocating to the
area.

I think in the next 10 years there will be a realignment of housing demand to a
larger demand on high end rental.
Continued upward trend in sales and prices.
What evidence do you have of
the current housing demand?
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We are in frequent contact with the property manager at the schoolhouse
apartments in Belmont, WI where we rent a couple of apartments for interns
and new employees. And I live in schoolhouse apartments in Mineral Point,
WI. When a unit becomes available in either building, there is immediate
interest and it becomes rented right away.
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You are seeing this in metro areas and as business transition to more high
technical needs in employees, this demand of labor will pull from metro areas.
People saying there is nothing to rent or nothing nice to rent.
What % of your employees
rent?

40% own

What relationship do you see
between housing availability
and your ability to expand or
grow your business?

With very high employment (very low unemployment), we need to attract
new people to the area to fill open positions. These people need places to
live. We currently have difficulty filling our current openings, and it would be
even more difficult if we expanded and needed an even larger workforce.

100% own

General labor will always be the primary draw, but skilled labor is becoming a
larger % and a higher wage gap is becoming larger due to the need for skilled
personnel.
Since we are bank, yes. To get more loans and expand we need home loans
Is there adequate housing for
all levels of employees in the
region?

When I first came to the area in October 2017 with a pet, we found options
extremely limited when it came to renting an apartment. Now that we are
looking for a home, the housing inventory appears to be limited when
browsing Zillow and the like. I assume others would find similar limitations
when looking to rent or buy.
No, there is a gap on housing for higher income skilled workers who want
apartments or higher end rental.
No

How has housing played a role
in recruiting new employees?

We frequently offer temporary housing for approximately one month to new
salaried employees to give them time to find their own housing. We have also
had employees drive long distances for several months until they can find
local housing.
New employees we have hired (maintenance, supervisors, and managers)
have been re-location hires with 3 of 4 living in Dubuque
No.

What percent of your
employees live in the same
community as your business?
Why do others live
elsewhere?

Currently 13.5% of employees live locally. I don't know the reasons why
others don't but as a small town of fewer than 1,000 people, there are fewer
housing options and other amenities here than offered in larger communities.

What types of housing would
you like to see built?

Affordable housing/apartments
Higher end Apts
Multi units for rentals for low to moderate income
Affordable apartment units, 1- 3 bedrooms.
Condo / rental
Spec houses. Apartments

If you were an
investor/developer, what
would you build?
What kind of person is in most
need of affordable housing?

20% live in the same community.
50%. Closer to spouses employer.

Those at the beginning of their work careers, those at the starting wage range,
those with dependents.
I think there is enough low-end affordable housing to match demand. New
employees that have skilled assets complain about the shortage of nicer apt
to live in.
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Low income. Fixed Income.
How often is your workforce
affected due to employee
transportation issues?

Our second most common reason for employees calling in is due to vehicle
issues. We have also started a shuttle from Darlington, WI to our plant for
those without reliable transportation.
There are some issues with transportation, but it has not impacted work
significantly.
Hardly ever, unless excessive snow or ice.

How often is your workforce
affected due to employee
child care issues?

I've been told that area day care facilities don't open early enough for first
shift (6:00am - 2:15pm) or don't stay open late enough for second shift (2:00
pm - 10:15pm) or don't offer services for third shift (10:00pm - 6:15am). We
sometimes have employees who must leave work or can't come to work due
to childcare issues.
Not a large issue currently.
Hardly ever.

Does your business foresee
changes in the existing
workforce or changes in your
workforce demand?

Question
How would you describe
the current housing
market?

We project future production increases which could require additional
employees.
Yes, technical skills are becoming a greater demand, with very little supply to
personnel in the existing area. Searching has gone beyond the immediate tricounty area.
No.

Table D.4 Richland County Employer Responses
Response
Adequate.
Tight. Not a lot of current stock on the market. I am an outsider – 11
months here. Not a lot there, what is there is not nice. Top of the market
has some availability, but not affordable for young professional.
Hard to find a home. Especially in the middle class - $200- 280 range. Low
end is available but trashed. $600,000 available – and sit on market on a
long time.
In need of improvement – need availability and proper pricing – priced too
high for what you get. Biggest is entry level workers, just entering the
workforce - $25-35,000/year, non-skilled employee. We have 37
employees – only 2 at the moment are entry level.
Brutal, sellers’ market, driving up costs, hard to find an affordable and
livable without major reworking. Very expensive house or $35,000 with
needing $100,000 of rework.
Lacking – not enough and not quality. Short on housing before flood.
Houses sell within a week.
Need for housing.
Needs more. Wish we had moved closer to Ithaca – and away from
Sextonville – which is cheap and poorly constructed – only mobile homes.
Very tight.
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Stagnant.
Be nice if there were more places. No longer an elderly affordable –
someone just bought it – prices going up. Need for a good elderly friendly
site.
Better than before.
Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

Yes (x7)
My employees are settled, but when I want interns, there are housing
issues there. Young professionals in general such as teachers and new
engineers – wages too high for subsidy and not high enough for
something nice. Live in ghetto-like situation. 30 somethings moving back
have no place to move to. Low income is nicer than market rate.
Affordable needs lots of work or in smaller lot or in city when that is not
preferred.
Yes, my 30-year-old is living with me and can’t find an affordable nice
house. Building is not an option – too expensive.
Need businesses and need local support. Most just bedroom
communities. Get passed down by generation. Youth can’t afford housing
go to big city to get good money and good job. Older community
members with houses – old fashioned about things. Live paycheck to
paycheck. $1000- 1500 social security check – tight budget. Can buy a
house cheap – all older homes need updating. Cheap fixes and hidden
problems. Old houses have good bones but bad repairs over decade.
For the elderly.
2010-11 – was much slower now better. Lots of poor people need help
Need to be able to build out of floodplain.

What type of housing is
there a demand for?

Rentals, yet rentals are in poor condition due to a lot of slum lords. Most
people can’t afford it.
Short term housing – 3-6-month temp housing while people move to the
area. Demand for middle class housing. Beyond a starting home, $150 $250K in the area of Richland.
Family – could be single or multi-unit housing.
1-2-bedroom house or apartments – will take either. Could own or rent.
Hard to own due price of 2-acre house in country. End up in cities.
Single family homes and apartment.
Family single – 2 bedroom + 2 baths. Need low to moderate. $400500/month. Some owned some rental.
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Need for rental. Need for buying housing or a lot. Ithaca Heights is sold
out. Land out Blue Bird Lane could be available – not on the market but
could be
picturesque and yet still accessible. Rental – a couple of four plexes – 2-3
bedroom. Houses 2-3 bedrooms, garage, laundry onsite (no laundry in
town). Does not have to be fancy no pool needed. Affordable rental - $600
– 800. Live local to be close to school and work away. Needs a safe route
to school – light needed at intersection – crosswalk with flashing light –
Highway 58 and little Willow Creek Road.
Medium income. 3 bedroom - $120-150,000. Single family. Something a
single mom could afford, small lot, low maintenance. Rentable 2-3bedroom apartment – low income – affordable, but not subsidized.
Seniors, age restricted – could be an option as well or not age restricted,
could free up homes.
Single family – 2-3-bedroom house or apartment. Willing to rent or buy.
Rent - $600. Buy - $80,000 – 100,000 tops. Young families trying to start
up – they go elsewhere because there is no housing.
Need work in area. Industry – light manufacturing. Need to grow to make
money – can’t afford to pay a decent wage to get an employee.
Elderly.
Demand for rental – limited in Caz. Need a 2 bedroom. 8-10 senior
housing in town – it is adequate – come in from outside the area. Elderly
need closer to community and close to socializing.
What do you predict for
the next 10 years in the
housing market?

Richland Center is not a center of growth. It will get worse.
I am no expert, demand will keep up for a while, then population is
shrinking and demand will lessen.
No idea. Interest rates are a big influence.
It will be stationary. Unless big businesses move to town, will not see
growth. La Crosse and Platteville – entry level housing is unreasonable –
demand for young professional – single family. No need for large singlefamily home. 20/30 somethings may be living longer at their parents’
home and moving to “second home” size instead of starter. Second home
– like on the home shows – smaller footprint but great finishes and open
concept, etc. Needs to be pet friendly. Investigated building a fourplex –
banker said was not able to be profitable if rented at entry level employee
rates – not enough profit to take the risk. And the hassle of being a
landlord. Did not want to build low income housing – wanted market rate.
Most teachers at Kickapoo to live in Prairie and Viroqua. Starting out want
to rent – have high student debt – not sure how long it will last so want
flexibility in home.
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It will be tight and need more. Westby and Viroqua will also be tight. OV
and Macro will grow and need more.
If we are proactive about the downtown it will grow, do nothing it will
tank.
The need for housing will increase. Ithaca School continues to grow. Older
farmhouses are being demolished and less rental available and some
rentals and not livable.
Stagnation – don’t see people building. There is no land – all farmland –
we are in the floodplain or on the ridge. No one wants to live on the ridge
– all rocks.
Hard to say – what businesses come to town – if the bridge comes in or
not.
Stay flat.
Ongoing need for elderly.
Get better, I guess.
What evidence do you
have of the current
housing demand?

Had to help people find stuff they can afford. Had to put people in hotels.
People down on their luck or from prison need to afford it.
Personal experience, trying to buy a house. Short stays on the market,
multiple offers. Employees tell me. One person almost turned down the
job because of the lack of housing.
When company leaders move here – not finding homes to the west of
here. Closer to Madison easier. The prices – neighbor sold for $280 – was
at $220 a year ago. No even a month on listing. Employees get paid move
and paid closing costs.
No stock.
It took 9 months to move to the area. Had to move to Reedsburg.
Displaced from flood. More houses needed than we have – demand.
Schools refer families. Strong school. Strong business.
People ask me about available rentals – happens every year. Teachers
come in and need a place to live – takes word of mouth sales.
Now. Houses for sale – only 3 are market – one is overpriced. One in the
country – not for everyone.
Two kids still living at home that could be living elsewhere. Co-workers
have looked nothing available. Two houses getting built because nothing
exists.
No demand.
Less places for the elderly to go.
Moving more quickly.

What % of your
employees rent?
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Rent -50%, own – 50%
75% are still renting – looking at just the last year. Some like to rent, some
can’t get a house.
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Most rent – 70%.
40%.
Rent – 20%. Own – 80%.
50% rent.
More own than rent. Not much rentals nearby.
4 live the same house of the 5 employees – owned house. Most own.
What relationship do
you see between
housing availability and
your ability to expand or
grow your business?

No impact.
Part of the 3-legged stool that we use to attract people to the area. Locals
can stay with family. In getting new people it is a big deal.
Education/housing/amenities are the three legs of the stool. Good system
of education drives improved economy. Lacks closer 4-year institution.
Can’t say. Having trouble keeping people and people moving out. Tight
labor market.
Direct relationship, but no significant need presently.
It is a hurdle to bring in new talent – if no houses.
More houses more potential for business. More demand.
It would be positive if they came to us for insurance.
Grow the school. We have so many students open enroll in – tax burden
on the locals – kids don’t live there. We started growing because we are a
small school – lone rock closed – that feed us as well. Richland Center
problem in middle school now fixed. Weston shooting now fixed. Growth
will continue but level out. We need housing to support the future of the
school.
Because of limited housing – limits the workers available. We want to hire
from lone rock – but no people to hire because no houses. Low income
housing – fire hazards, safety hazards, no enforcement, tenant rooms over
capacity, drugs.
Need businesses to come to town.
May want employees in the future. Able to find people without any
housing expansion.
If we got more traffic – we could expand.

Is there adequate
housing for all levels of
employees in the
region?
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Yes (x3).
No. Not enough for upper middle and middle.
No (x4).
No – teachers live out of town and employees live out of town.
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No. Entry level lacking. Some tied to family farm. If there was an
apartment here, I would rent for new teachers for 3 months for starters –
and so teacher would not worry about housing – 2-3-bedroom apartment.
I would build 6 duplexes (3 bdrm. With garage, 2 floors) and smaller
apartments for lower income within walking distance. At 58 near 154 –
tiny community could be built with duplexes and apartments – farmer
might be able to be talked into giving up. Better tax base to fund school.
No. middle to low income. No nice houses here, so does not apply. Nicest
is $200,000.
How has housing played
a role in recruiting new
employees?

Substandard housing.
Youth have bills – need money
No.
Housing
– you have
to work
fulltime,
large
don’t
well,
We
try tobad
downplay
it. The
community
loves
thebusinesses
hospital and
thepay
hospital
they
keep
everyone
part-time
to
avoid
paying
insurance
–
can’t
afford
will find you a place to stay. Many are willing to invest in us without a
decent
hospital.house
I would consider to buy in the area, but there are no houses on
the market in the last year I would be willing to purchase.
Not really.
No, but it could because of lack of entry level starter homes and
professional level homes.
It is a hurdle. Most everybody has a 15 to 35-minute commute – and
prefer to ride bike so closer is better.
Not an issue.
Not a role – we have local staff.
Yes, once.
Challenging – because not a large local base of younger people.
They come here to get away from work and drive to work – commuters.

What percent of your
employees live in the
same community as
your business? Why do
others live elsewhere?

In Richland County – 80%. They rest are managers and they have
communities they are based in.
51% live in Richland Center. 75% live in the county.
More than 50% live in community. You pull. We offer job and benefits and
pulls people. Footprint pull – tends to roll east. Unable to recruit closer to
Madison.
Within 10 minutes – 50%. Many in LaFarge and Reedstown – adds 25%.
Lives close.
25% live in housing available or they are already based elsewhere.
They live out because there is nothing in district. 10% live in.
80% in and 20% in Spring Green.
All live local – all family run.
Duplex, no apartments, yard for the kids.
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What types of housing
would you like to see
built?

Nice apartment complexes, 1-3 bedroom. Block grant initiative to clear
blight.
3-4 bedroom – $200,00. Rentals – need better. It took me two months to
find a house.
Single family – 1-2 bedroom.
Single family homes and apt.
Apartment complex like La Farge. Assisted living or Reedstown – 55+
space
I would build 6 duplexes (3 bdrm. With garage, 2 floors) and smaller
apartments for lower income within walking distance.
Affordable single-family homes.
Housing for Children and elderly – people on restricted income.
Affordable – for workforce and elderly – and apartments need to be
inspected – no slumlords wanted – if they are getting assistance – they get
impacted.
$140 – 200,000 range. $350 – 400,000 – was able to be sold.

If you were an
investor/developer,
what would you build?

Duplexes.
More rentals. Or a Small subdivision.
1300 – 1400 sq. ft. over a basement, two rooms upstairs, unfinished
basement – 2 – 3 bathrooms.
Single family.
New build in Reedsburg – 4 apartments to a building - $800/mo. $600
better – fourplex would be better.
A couple of four-plexes – more economical from a rental perspective. If I
would build like Ithaca Heights – build on spec home and sell it.
Duplexes, Single family. Lots are available.
Affordable.
Affordable for families and elderly.
Housing – moderate price – prefabs – 2-3-bedroom, 1-2 bath – unfinished.

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

We start at $15/hr. - $30-50,000 year they need help.
Housing for lower wage people.
Our partners on the floor and salaried leaders coming into work.
Entry level.
Majority of the single people. Close knit community. Youngers still living at
home – can’t strike out on their own. Needs a grocery store.
Most of the town.
Lower to middle income. Single parents. Young families that need help.
Single parent family.
Working class family.
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Children and elderly, single parents.
Families and elderly.
Younger couples.
How often is your
workforce affected due
to employee
transportation issues?

No one.
With each flood.
Monthly – flood, snow. All personal cars.
Most everyone has a car. Some are of marginal quality. There are
breakdowns.
Not an issue.
Seldom.
Very little. Teachers live out, admin lives in.
Not often – all live close.

How often is your
workforce affected due
to employee child care
issues?

Not an issue – all live in town.
No one I hear of. Some absenteeism – no childcare here.
Daily. Real challenge. We are on the front end of the baby explosion.
Bifurcated workforce. This year alone, 8 babies with 300 employees
Challenge will increase.
Frequent – single moms are going to miss more work. Divorce – the dad
has to go to court. School cancels – pull the employee away.
Greatly. We are struggling to open a childcare center, required trainings,
and profit margins too tight. Lean on family members. Co-founders
daughter running with it
Big issue. Sometimes kids come to work – is no childcare.

Does your business
foresee changes in the
existing workforce or
changes in your
workforce demand?

More than transportation. Just for sick kids, not a daycare issue.
Rarely.
Once in a while.
All family – no issues.
No, we are set.
Yes, and yes. Existing workforce- silver tsunami. Lots of retirement in 5-10
years. Huge workforce shortage. Great need to recruit. Demand will
increase – old county – people need healthcare.
No. Turnover is high – function of two things – young kids move away,
20% turnover. Unemployment is so low – lots of competition in getting
and retaining.
Yes.
The potential is if we grow into a grocery store.
We are looking for more workers, but not a significant change.
No.
Growing – so yes.
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Need business to grow.
Might grow as years go on.
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E. Developer Response
Question
How would you
describe the current
housing market?

What types of housing
do you build? Why?

Table E.1 Developer Responses
Response
Senior Assisted Living – not full. Middle Range will fill up. $150 to $180,000 can move
up to next house if were available. Older folks to move off the farm. 2 bedroom $700. 3 bedroom - $850. Assisted living housing - $550
Strong – Occupancy rates and rental are high.
It depends on who. The market differs on who is looking to buy. Demand for
workforce housing is very large at the moment.
From a building standpoint = Tough. (Fed made a massive rate hike. I was around
5.2% now I’m getting 5.7% and climbing.) Money is getting expensive. We keep an
eye on interest rates. From a getting residents standpoint = extremely healthy. If you
need residents you will get them in.
Active
People are looking at the cost of a used house vs. new house. Appears there is a
significant demand, but banks are tightening up lending and there could be a
shortage of labor. Still a fair number of houses being built but does not know if there
is a shortage of housing. Skilled labor and trades worker shortages.
Biggest challenge from apartment focus is a tie to the old dream of homeownership.
But there are not a lot of great comparable for High Quality apartments in the area.
This creates a stigma.
The thing about SW Wisconsin area is that there are very low rents and the
construction costs are high because there are not a lot of contractors in the
immediate area. Two forces that work against each other. Different than at the state
level. Does not a see a lot of high employee employers. Not a lot of large employers
to bring people into the area. Not a lot of huge demand in the SW region. There was
no confidence in an investment that demand would supply. Why update or build new
if there is no demand and people. Perception is that the demand is not real.
Very Good in Kieler area
Poor
In the last 3 years, a lot of need. My employees needed housing. There is a long
waiting list for housing.
Single family, stick residential
Market rate and affordable. Multifamily
High-end multifamily and some section 42 housing. Multi-family market has been
strong in the Madison market in the recent past.
Everything. Specialize in tax credit housing, senior housing, and adaptive reuse on
historic properties.
Build upscale/quality single family but will build other demands. Also work on some
Why?
It’s the opportunities
that came about. Now we have a model. We do a lot in
small commercial
stuff.
Iowa.
They
allow
residential
TIFs orHousing.
set asidesSection
for housing
In Wisconsin,
We have
a big
focus
on Affordable
42 anddevelopment.
bond transactions.
We do
now
we
can
do
workforce
housing
TIFs.
We
ask
the
community
what
they
all types of design. Historic preservation/adaptive reuse, ground-up new need. We
need
to knowsingle
we have
a partner.
construction,
story
cottage, 2-3 story townhouses, family and senior, new, and
preservation housing.
This allows us to serve a broader population. We can serve a variety of communities
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Is there currently a
strong demand for
housing?

What type of housing is
there a demand for?

We build two types of housing. Affordable with WHEDA program. Focus is because
the equity that comes in is based on fee. Challenged areas that are low income with
a demand to upgrade housing, construction cost is subsidized with the tax credits.
Most places lease up within 6 months. He is not sure if properties would lease up.
Single family and duplex homes, that is what people are looking for.
family
Multi-family – 4 unit to 6 unit – up to 120 units
Yes (x5)
“I believe so.” Yes, but can you get the math to work? Can you avoid outpricing yourself
and avoid cannibalizing your community?
$100K - $200K single and duplexes
Medium demand for single family houses. Enough to keep busy but not enough to
expand operations.
Strong demand everywhere we go. There just aren’t great high-quality affordable
housing options and very few comparable.
State level, yes there is a strong demand because employment is high, areas with big
employer’s drive workforce housing demand. Not a lot of high workforce demand in
SW Wisconsin.
Yes, very few single family and duplex lots available in the area.
$150 – 225 range, single family, 3+ bedrooms, Young families with 3+ kids.
Affordable, market rate, and high end.
There is a strong demand for affordable, low maintenance, single family housing.
The need for workforce housing is the need for affordable single-family homes. From
the prospective of a business, Workers need to be able to have ownership.
Ownership helps people stay grounded, be better neighbors, workers, and helps
build wealth both individually and as a community.
All. There is a shortage of senior specific housing. Another big piece is multifamily
that is missing. Not enough. And, each community decides if it needs/wants
multifamily.
Location, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
Commercial “rental” has a strong demand but not sure about continuing demand.
Believe it is likely a 50/50 demand single family/ multi-family demand.
There is a disconnect in our region. There is a demand for single family in our region,
but this doesn’t line up with the economics. The narrative of apartments needs to
change.
Single family and apartments, apartments are a greater demand because people
have less expectations of staying in a job for a long period of time.
Single family homes and duplex.
Family.
I have lived here since 2003, I think multi and single family, but more multi.

What do you predict
for the next 10 years in
the housing market?
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An uptick
Increasing demand for quality housing – rentals
Multi-family boom will end as it is overbuilt. Lenders will be burnt on multi-family
units and things might get worse. I would expect to see more multi-generational
households unless wages begin to rise.
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Might be slow to go, but it sorts itself out. Not sorted now. Communities can be
creative to make a difference. It will stabilize and housing is always needed.
Stays the same
A steady incline over the next 10 year, no foreseeable booms or busts. People tend to
move away from the area as they grow older. If new businesses came in there could
be a boom.
Speaking to apartments, demand will continue to grow. The economy is shifting
strong to rental. Single family home ownership may tick up but not at pre-recession
levels.
The state of Wisconsin – the construction costs are out of control due to demand for
materials and labors as well as rising interest rates. He expects that rents will drop.
The whole process will come in the next two years, followed by a two – three years of
WHEDA only deals. Apartments are being overbuilt. Supply of housing will go up for
the next 2 years, drop/crash and be stagnant for 5 – 7 years.
Existing development has 83 single family home lots for sale and 20 duplex lots, I
would like to see all lots sold in the next 10 years.

What determines a
strong market?

Slow.
I have built for 20 years, we cannot keep up with demand, we are behind.
Seeing median home prices inflating by 25-30% now
Strong occupancy. Increasing rental rates
Supply. Lack of Supply. It is a sellers’ market.
Job stability is the biggest. What you don’t want right now is 40% of the population
working for 1 employer. Got to have strong small business in rural. Need
entertainment.
Not many houses for sale.
If cost of materials went down, people could afford new homes. If there were more
jobs or higher paying jobs.
Occupancy, jobs/workforce levels, and commuting patterns.
o Single Family Homes?
Cost, individual buyer financing, millennials see it as a huge leap to buy a suburban
home. Generational Shift feels like it at the moment.
o Multi-Family Homes?
Financing challenge will come up. Construction costs will outpace rents as they drop.
Banks will get burned when apartments are overbuilt.
o Low Cost Homes?
Buyer Financing is impossible in the. The lower cost of the home the harder for the
customer to get financing. it is to reach the customer with financing.

What are the top
obstacles to
development of
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Jobs.
Building.
More demand than supply.
Single Family Homes? Finding an affordable lot. Multi-Family Homes? Space to build.
Low Cost Homes? Materials and labor, Interior Finishings and exterior finishing
Multi-Family Homes and Low-Cost Homes? Apartments – construction costs are high,
rental rates are too low, lack of subsidy to support the housing
Affordability.
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Single family is easy. They just don’t do spec here, so it’s slow. Multi Family - Rates,
costs, and labor are outpacing rents. How far can that bend? The pool of funds is
getting smaller. Only builders and cities can make up the gap. The gap is the obstacle.
Recognize in this new world we need to meet in the middle. Low Cost - That house
does not exist to do it currently. They city would have to subsidize and ask for proof
that this is the price of person you will sell it to. So, the city would offer the gap if
builder builds spec home with proof of occupancy.
Permits, Financing
Single Family - What banks are willing to loan out compared to what new homes
actually cost. (cost of building a house for $400K could be appraised at $380K). Low Cost - Cost of materials. $150 - $160, 10 years ago it would have been $100- $110.
Drywall prices are increasing by 20% per year for the past 7 years.
Single Family Homes: Cost. It is not economically feasible. The size of homes people
are building. It’s too hard to build smaller homes on a smaller lot. Maintenance of a
single-family home is large.
Multi-Family Homes: Rising construction costs. Lack of labor force. Challenge of
getting sites rezoned for apartments, but this is getting better.
Low Cost Homes: City codes don’t let you build because of lot size restrictions,
building material standards, being able to build affordably. The only ones building
low cost homes now is Habitat for Humanity.

What kind of person is
in most need of
affordable housing?

Rent burdened individual, rent is over 30%. These can also be the most stable person
but they cannot make ends meet.
Must be managed and a lot of time put into develop good covenants that will allow
all size home built that enhance the development.
Single Family and Multifamily Homes: Small communities - Painting a vision and then
having the buy-in. Helping governments to move faster. The need is there. Low Cost
Homes: We build for other owners, we don't own them. Many people ask for them,
we have to tailor the right way so local government and public accept them.
Everybody that qualifies, seniors, Veterans, young families
Working Class, and on down. Families that struggle.
Persons with income averaging 30, 40, 50, and 60% of what an average person
makes. This is a moving target. Senior communities are the type of people.
Single Parent - Family
Starter homes. Younger Families
Those at risk: Veterans, People with Disabilities, minimum wage workers, seniors on
fixed incomes, single parent families, the Mainstreet workforce, and administrative
and support staff.
Empty nesters are interested leaving their homes and not buying condos. People hate
condos. They want upscale apartment with no ownership commitment. Millennials
want smaller lower cost apartments in an amenity rich community. Also loving the
flexibility of not buying a home. Debt burdened families that would love to not spend
time upkeeping their home would rather have an affordable apartment with a family
friendly amenity that is secure. 3-bedroom apartments are secure, no taxes,
amenities, and limited maintenance. The 3-bedroom apartment is the flip from
homes. School are suffering, no employers.
Young families just getting started.
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What generational
issues do you take into
account in
development?

What incentives are
there for developers?
What more could be
done?

Low income.
We had 150 people some to our open house. Seniors most need affordable.
If we are on workforce housing, we try to incorporate millennial like features: High
speed WIFI, great building design, amenities – business and fitness centers. Senior
Housing – programming space for pot luck, community rooms, exercise classes.
Opinion is that there should be more family housing built – that families should be
taking care of their family more often in the same house. Building more “senior
facilities” may cause problems in the future
.We’ve put senior buildings next to multifamily buildings. This isn’t really a discussion.
Does this community have a long-term growth plan? I want turnover with families
though. Churn is good here.
Younger people and older people do not want as large of a yard and issues for
maintenance.
a) We build a lot of single-family cottage style to be able to get seniors into
apartment living. It gets seniors out of homes that they can’t maintain.
b) Certain generations were taught to OWN a home, the younger generation is much
more open to renting.
long term
We try to cater to multi-general. Hard to please everyone. Gen X want WIFI, but so
does older gen – so we built it in to new building.
Incentives – do not know. It would be nice – loan the money to flippers – and pay
back – everyone wins.
Building a spec house – you still need 20% to front – need $100,000
Affordable housing tax credit, state affordable tax credit, WI historic credits, Fed
historic credits, Brownfield grants, SAT grants, Idle fund grants, CDI grant, home
funds, TIF, TID, Municipal support such as free land or rent subsidy funds, private
foundation money.
MORE Could be done:
More incentives to market rate development
Cities need to open TIFs. Cities need to cut bureaucracy for developers, developers
don’t want to deal with it. If a city bought the land, installed utilities, and allowed the
developer to build the houses, projects would be more attractive to developers.
Cities could even deed restrict the land and work with the developer to set a price for
the cost of a home. The home would need to be purchased by an owner-occupied.
The Pay-Go version of TIF is not worth it for developers due to the costs of capital
and because the developer is taxed at 40% on the increment.
Cities need to make the investment in their future and the businesses, if they want
additional workforce housing, need to put pressure on the local politicians.
Businesses are key, if they do not offer buy-in then there is something missing from
the equation. If businesses want it they need to invest.
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a) If there is no cash in budget, see if you can use sewer or other funds where
developers need to put in infrastructure like lift stations.
b) TIF
c) Work money into a set aside to be ready to offer.
d) City owned land, for two reasons. 1) I don’t have to worry about control. 2) Speed.
e) The old-fashioned waving of some fees. This one doesn’t work anymore.
f) Brainstorming with the community.
g) Trust. Trust that your developer is your partner.
TIF money usually gets taken care of through business. There is not a lot of land
development. Owners in the past have developed in a subdivision, but the slow rate
of sales causes the rate of return to diminish. We are able to make up for it by
building the homes. The current owner paid for the development. Better rates of
return can be found in other places. The lot development is not lucrative unless the
Company is also building the homes.
Community – TIF is a huge tool. Land banking. Home CDBG funds. Waiver of tap and
impact fees.
State/Fed – Historic Tax Credits. Affordable Housing Tax Credits. There are other
specific Fed and State programs.
What more? – Be friendly to developers. Talk through what the city can do. The city
needs to lay out what the city needs.
TIF. Historic Tax Credits and LIHTC. Free land. Which will bring rents down. LITECH
deal. The Library in Platteville was a big deal by WHEDA. Get buy-in from the local
growth industries. This is a big deal.
Our incentives have always been trying to move my home town forward with good
jobs and affordable housing.
None
What can government do to help retirees get a good home – help is needed to bridge
the gap. More incentives would be welcomed.
Is the free enterprise
system solving the
need?

Do government
programs help?
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No
No. Rental rates are too low to build quality housing. Only works in large metro areas
and higher income communities
No, because of wage depreciation, land costs, and the costs of bureaucracy.
No, this takes a group effort.
There is a profit, but the rate of return is not as high. We have bought discount
developments from others that have failed. Have not used gov. programs.
“Definitely not.” There is such a lack of affordable housing. 50% of the population is
paying more than ½ their income on housing. This is not sustainable. There is such a
separation between the haves and the have-nots and it’s continuing to grow.
Not in SW Wisconsin, “Not even close.”
Yes
None
Need incentives to bridge gap.
No, don't know about them
Yes. No affordable housing without gov. support
Yes, but not enough and not always worth it. Compliance is tough to maintain for
some programs. Once you take the money compliance needs to be maintained.
Yes, 100%. I am a staunch supporter of Tax Credit and WEDC.
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Are infill/
redevelopment/
rehabilitation projects
attractive? Why or why
not? What can make
them more attractive?

What housing
characteristics are in
demand from the
general population?

Help develop more properties but tend to hurt other local developers. Developers
that come into a town to build LI housing do not tend to use local labor or local
materials. Drive down housing value in the area. Also allows people to utilize
government funds rather than do manual labor.
Yes, but there needs to be more. HUD related items just push to keep the status quo.
Hud funding is 1/10th of what is necessary for the population in need.
Yes, WHEDA.
Some people yes, I never use them.
yes
They would be. The market is inflated, so too expensive now.
Low interest loans would make them more attractive. Streamline red tape.
Yes – if they are historic buildings – and large enough – 70-unit infill
More attractive – rental rate subsidy, more incentive, higher rental rates, great
locations.
Again, free land and sustainable programs.
It depends. (I have $40 million of infill redevelopment.) Lots of uncertainty. New or
other funding sources, soften or solve the unknown that arises, and partner. Don’t
make me fight.
Renovate or Rehab projects are valuable to the community but the return on the
investment is not high enough for most to do it. If there were more funds available
for Historic Preservation or rehabilitation funds. Not much infill options available but
would be attractive.
Definitely. We focus a lot on these. It’s a great way to promote affordable housing in
those areas. Redevelopment can be a community catalyst. Make sure these are in TIF
districts or have resources lined up like Brownfield grants. Then, we can make more
educated development decisions. Also, work with environmental consultants to get
environmental cleanup grants.
They are, especially if they are historic. Will be done in Dodgeville, Monroe,
Platteville.
Not to me but there are groups who like this type of development.
yes
Open concept, less carpet, more synthetic wood, cooler design, downtown
developments.
Affordability and low maintenance. Efficient. Nearby amenities and work.
This is a question between what is wanted vs. what is profitable. The wants are:
counters & cabinets, aesthetics, something to do other than just live, a place to hang
out with neighbors, and the location being close to access the “stuff” in and around
town.
Location, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Medium price range and lower price range homes are in demand. A spec house in the
1600 ft2 range is attractive to an older couple and younger family. Around $300 $325K is the cost, 10 years ago it was around $200K. Wages have not kept up to the
increase in housing costs.
In Wisconsin, there is a lot of demand for attached or underground parking. Big focus
on storage. In unit washers and dryers. Gardens for residents. Pet Friendly.
Affordability. Open Concept. Connected Kitchen.
Affordable.
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What can be done to
incentivize new home
construction?

Any kind.
Lower tax rates on apt. to lower operational costs. Downtown development – mixed
use commercial/retail does not work, better to have all residential. Retail is hard to
fill. Rental rates are too low.
City offers the land and the infrastructure up front.
Do the math for the developers. Find the net cost. Find the willingness to pay. Fill the
gap. If the city’s desired price of the home is $185,000 for the end user, manufacture
the deal to get the builder to that number because the cost isn’t there. Subsidize.
Banks need to lower the barriers to lending. Building materials need to drop in costs.
TIF incentives – up front money to the developer.
1) It Starts at Planning – Zone Sites for apartments.
2) Brownfield grants – go for them.
3) Set aside CDBG resources for new homes.
4) Get employers to the table to talk about workforce attraction. Make the
community attractive.
5) TIF targeted areas.
6) Make it clear that housing is part of Economic Development.
Need a government sponsored Risk share. Where a home is less than 3-bedroom
apartment that is affordable.
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F. Local, State, and Federal Housing Financial
Incentives, Programs, and Tools.
Agency/Tool

Table F.1 Local, State, and Federal Housing Programs and Tools
Program

WHEDA (Wisconsin
Housing and Economic
Development Authority)

USDA Rural Development
Agency Programs

WHEDA administers a variety of programs designed to assist moderate and lowincome homeowners and renters. Additionally, WHEDA works with local, state, and
national developers to encourage affordable and workforce housing projects. This
is done by providing developers with income tax credits when they invest in these
types of housing developments. Tax credits are allocated to housing projects on a
competitive basis. Local government support is an important fact in the award of
tax credits.
WHEDA also provides loans to low- and moderate- income elderly homeowners to
help pay local property taxes, so that the elderly can afford homeownership. The
WHEDA website contains up-to-date information on available programs.
www.wheda.com
USDA Rural Development offers several programs to assisting in home purchase,
rehabilitation, and development.
Individuals and families are eligible for direct loans and loan guarantees for
purchasing, rehabilitating, and/or weatherizing a home.
Direct loans and loan guarantees are available to individuals, non-profit and forprofit organizations, and public bodies for the development of affordable rental
housing.

HUD Home Consortium US Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD).
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Community development assistance grants are also available for private or public
non-profit organizations.
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) offers a variety of
housing assistance funding and/or programs that can be utilized by local
governments. Many of these funds/programs are administered at the state or
regional level through local community based and/or housing organizations such as
SWCAP, Couleecap and NHSSW. An alternate approach that could be considered
by counties and communities of southwest Wisconsin is creation of a HUD HOME
Consortium. A consortium may enhance access to and create local efficiencies in
administering HOME funding. It is likely that Crawford, Grant, Green, Iowa,
Lafayette, and Richland could be included in a consortium model with the addition
of Sauk County.
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Affordable Housing
Extension (AHE) for
existing TIF Districts.

Added to TIF law in 2009, this provision allows TIF districts to stay open for an
additional year if the municipality adopts a resolution extending the TIF district for
a specified number of months (up to a year) and specifies how the municipality will
improve its housing stock, and informs the Department of Revenue of the
resolution. The municipality must use 75% of the tax increment to “benefit
affordable housing.” Affordable housing is housing that costs no more than 30% of
household income.

Housing Cost Reduction
Initiative (HCRI)

The WI Department of Administration’s Dept of Housing and Community Resources
(DEHCR) awards funding to local public and non-profit housing agencies
throughout Wisconsin to reduce housing costs for low- and moderate- income
households. Funds are awarded to agencies through a competitive application
process. Eligible activities may include: down payment/closing cost assistance,
foreclosure prevention measures, emergency rental aid, and related housing
initiatives. In southwest Wisconsin, the HCRI program is administered by
SWCAP, www.swcap.org, Couleecap www.couleecap.org , and
NHSSW www.nhssw.org.

Community Development
Block Grat (CDBG) –
Housing Programs.

The CDBG Housing program provides funding using a regional funding
approach. There are 7 identified Housing Regions in WI, each receive funding
through the State of WI to support single family housing rehabilitation, home
purchase and limited rental property rehabilitation benefiting low- and moderateincome households. Southwest WI Region CDBG Housing Programs are
administered by Couleecap www.couleecap.org and SWCAP www.swcap.org.

Community Development
Block Grants (CDBG) –
Public Facility Programs.

CDBG Public Facility Program funds small neighborhood public facility
projects. Any Wisconsin county, city, village, or town with a population less than
50,000 is eligible to apply for CDBG public facility grants/funds.

HOME: Single Family
Housing Programs.

The WI Department of Administration’s Dept of Housing and Community Resources
(DEHCR) awards HOME Funding to local units of government and housing
agencies. HOME Single Family Housing funds are typically used to provide down
payment and closing cost assistance for home buyers as well as single family home
rehabilitation. Agencies administering HOME Single Family Housing funds in
Southwest Wisconsin include: SWCAP (www.swcap.org), Coulee CAP
(www.couleecap.org) and NHSSW www.nhssw.org

HOME Rental Housing
Development (RHD).

The RHD program seeks to expand the rental housing market available to low and
moderate-income individuals. Grants are available for acquisition, rehabilitation,
and new construction of rental housing units. The RHD program is a State
administered program utilizing federal funds.

Wisconsin’s
Weatherization
Assistance Program.

The WX Program provides funding for energy saving improvements to homes
occupied by low- and moderate-income families with priority for households with
elderly, handicapped and children under age 6. Owner occupied, rental, and multifamily housing may be assisted. Energy audits are completed to determine what
weatherization services are needed, the identified improvements are then
completed by agency crews and subcontractors typically at no cost to the
family/owner. SWCAP www.swcap.org , operates WX Programming in most
Southwest WI Counties. Additional programs may be available at the local county
or community planning and zoning office.
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U.S. Veterans
Administration Programs.
(VA)

The VA provides low-cost loans and other housing assistance to veterans.
http://dva.wi.gov .

203K Loans (Federal
Housing Administration,
FHA)

203K Loans are utilized to borrow money, in a single loan, for both home
improvements and home purchases. 203K loans allow for funding of significant
repairs to properties. The FHA guarantees these loans, creating less risk for local
lenders who may not be inclined to provide loans for a property above the current
assessed value. Local lenders are the point of contact on these programs. Loans
require certified contractors and a third party to approve the improvement costs.

Brownfield
Redevelopment Grants
(Wisconsin Economic
Development
Corporation, WEDC)

Wisconsin’s Brownfields Grant Program provides assistance for assessment and
remediate of environmental contamination of abandoned, idle or underused
industrial or commercial facilities or sites. The program assists in converting sites
into productive properties. Grants require a 50 percent match. Additional details
can be found at www.wedc.org .

Historic Preservation
Grants (Wisconsin
Historical Society)

Federal and State historic tax credits are available for the rehabilitation and
preservation of historic structures. The Federal Historic Tax credit program offers a
20 percent tax credit on qualifying income producing properties. The Wisconsin
Historic Tax Credit also offers a 20 percent tax credit for qualifying properties.
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